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Foreword 

 

Purpose of this Report 

The Fletchers Creek SNAP Background Report is a foundational document to the 

Fletchers Creek Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Plan (SNAP). SNAP is a targeted 

and comprehensive strategy for encouraging community sustainability, 

implementing environmental improvements, and building resilience to climate 

change in an existing urban neighbourhood.   

The purpose of the Fletchers Creek SNAP Background Report is to:  

• profile existing conditions in the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood,  

• document consultation, social market research, and community engagement 

activities, 

• highlight the diversity of existing work sustainability plans and programs at 

the watershed, municipal, and regional scale, and, 

• integrate diverse sectors and stakeholder interests in a framework for 

sustainability that will inform the Action Plan. 

Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) has authored this report with input from project 

partners, the City of Brampton, the Region of Peel, in association with Toronto and 

Region Conservation Authority (TRCA).   

Comments or questions on this document should be directed to: 

 

Tooba Shakeel 

Coordinator, Sustainable Neighbourhoods 

Credit Valley Conservation 

1255 Old Derry Road 

Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6R4 

tooba.shakeel@cvc.ca
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1.0 Introduction 

Fletchers Creek quietly meanders through an established, older 

neighbourhood in central west Brampton.  This neighbourhood, covering 

258 hectares of urban land in the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed is home to 

8,800 people and is the setting for a new Sustainable Neighbourhood 

Action Plan.  

 

1.1 What is Fletchers Creek SNAP?  

Photo 1:  Fletchers Creek is an older neighbourhood in central Brampton with tree-lined 
streets and parks nestled alongside Fletchers Creek. Photo Credit:  CVC  

SNAP (Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Plan) is an innovative model for 

sustainable urban renewal at the neighbourhood scale.  Credit Valley Conservation 

(CVC) is leading the development of an action plan for the Fletchers Creek 

neighbourhood in partnership with the Region of Peel and the City of 

Brampton.  The first of its kind in the Credit River watershed, Fletchers Creek SNAP 

brings neighbours and community leaders together to take environmental action.   

The Fletchers Creek SNAP will be a targeted and comprehensive strategy for 

encouraging community sustainability, implementing environmental improvements, 

and building resilience to climate change in an existing urban neighbourhood in 
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Brampton. Climate change is driving important planning decisions and governments 

are establishing aggressive targets for reducing resource use and managing the 

natural environment.  The action plan will apply the best scientific and management 

practices to respond to specific local issues and will align with watershed restoration 

priorities and municipal and regional plans, advancing recommendations of these 

important plans:  

• Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan (2014)  

• Brampton Natural Heritage and Environmental Management Strategy (2015)  

• City of Brampton Stormwater Retrofit and Enhancement Study (2015) 

• Peel Climate Change Strategy (2011)  

• Peel Urban Forest Strategy (2011)  

• Region of Peel Water Efficiency Strategy Update (2012) 

• Fletchers Creek Restoration Study (2012)  

A full listing of plans and studies that have been consulted is found in Appendix A. 

The SNAP approach, developed by Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 

(TRCA) and piloted in Brampton’s County Court neighbourhood, is unique as it 

focusses on the challenges facing existing urban neighbourhoods.  The multi-

disciplinary SNAP approach involves:  

• documenting current neighbourhood conditions,  

• setting local sustainability targets,  

• identifying programs and projects that achieve multiple benefits,  

• evaluating retrofit, restoration, and engagement opportunities,  

• identifying opportunities for collaboration,  

• implementation of retrofit, restoration, and engagement programming and 

projects, and, 

• measuring change over time.   

There is a strong emphasis on consultation, community engagement, developing 

local champions, empowering residents and businesses, and building partnerships 

among a diverse group of stakeholders in both the public and private sectors.  This 

approach builds local knowledge and awareness of environmental issues, fosters 

ownership of watershed health, and encourages residents, schools, businesses and 

institutions to take action. 

Fletchers Creek SNAP aims to concentrate retrofit and restoration activities and 

outreach and educational programming in the study area in order to achieve 

measured improvements in local environmental condition and performance, 

environmental knowledge, health and well-being, and adoption of sustainable 

practices over time.  
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Figure 1.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Key Map 

Source:  Google Maps, 2016, adapted, not to scale 

 

1.2 Where is Fletchers Creek SNAP? 

Fletchers Creek SNAP is situated in an established urban neighbourhood in the 

downtown west section of Brampton.  Refer to Figure 1. 

The neighbourhood is situated in the middle section of the Fletchers Creek 

subwatershed.  For the purposes of this study, the Fletchers Creek SNAP 

boundaries align with the subwatershed boundaries as illustrated in Figure 2.   

Covering 258 hectares and spanning several blocks, this neighbourhood is bi-sected 

by Fletchers Creek and its associated valleyland and centered on McLaughlin Road 

North, extending north to Williams Parkway, south to Queen Street West, east to 

McMurchy Avenue/Pleasantview Ave, and west to Grange Drive/Welbeck Drive. 

Figure 3 illustrates the extent of the study boundary. 

The neighbourhood falls within City of Brampton’s wards 1 and 5 and provincial and 

federal electoral districts of Brampton West and Brampton South. 
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Figure 2.  Fletchers Creek Subwatershed  

Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2017 
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Figure 3.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Study Boundary 

Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2017 
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1.3 Why Fletchers Creek Neighbourhood? 

Photo 2:  Fletchers Creek is an urban stream receiving runoff from an older neighbourhood 
that was largely constructed without stormwater controls. Photo Credit:  CVC 

 

Following an extensive review of several candidate neighbourhoods in Brampton 

and in consultation with Brampton and Peel in 2014, this area was identified as a 

priority neighbourhood for SNAP for a number of reasons including the condition of 

the creek and watershed, the age of the development, the mix of land uses, and 

opportunities for engagement and stewardship.  Initial rationale for selecting this 

neighbourhood includes the following issues and opportunities which will be detailed 

in this report:  

• The Fletchers Creek watershed has been heavily impacted by urbanization 

and its restoration is a priority for CVC.   

• The creek is high profile due to the associated parks and trail system and is a 

central, unifying element in the neighbourhood. 
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• This is a mature neighbourhood with sections being developed in the 1920s, 

1950s and 1980s without the benefit of modern-day stormwater 

management.   

• Due to their age, many of the homes and apartment buildings in this area 

predate modern standards for energy and water conservation.  Older 

buildings are ideal candidates for retrofits such as new appliances, fixtures, 

systems, and upgraded exterior building materials as they begin to 

deteriorate and become less efficient over time.   

• A broad mix of land uses (including low and high density residential areas, 

commercial nodes, and schools) and the presence of both public and private 

land present many opportunities for engagement and restoration.   

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre is an ideal meeting place and hub and is 

conveniently situated at the center of the neighbourhood.   

• There is good alignment with municipal plans and capital projects proposed 

for the area.   

• In addition to the potential for restoration of the creek and landscape and 

retrofit of buildings and infrastructure, there are opportunities to engage with 

the local residents, business owners, and schools to change behavior.   

• Four out of five schools in the neighbourhood are certified EcoSchools and 

are committed to being environmentally responsible.  

• There has also been local interest and participation in previous CVC and 

partner-led stewardship activities. 
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PHASE 1

Characterization &

Sustainability Framework

PHASE 2

Action Plan

PHASE 3

Implementation

PHASE 4

Evaluation

2.0 The SNAP Planning Model 

Implementing change in urban areas can be challenging due to the 

presence of various land uses, numerous property owners and managers, a 

diversity of governing agencies, and competing priorities.  SNAP provides 

an integrated plan for change across sectors and engages multiple 

landowners on both public and private lands in a collaborative effort.   

 

2.1 Fletchers Creek SNAP Phases 

Each SNAP project is unique to its neighbourhood, but all SNAPs follow a similar 

approach.  This approach was developed by TRCA and has been piloted in several 

neighbourhoods in the Greater Toronto Area, including County Court SNAP in 

Brampton.   

Based on the success of County Court SNAP, Brampton Council approved expanding 

the SNAP program in the city and directed staff to collaborate with CVC to 

undertake SNAP within CVC’s jurisdiction (the Credit River watershed).  A 

neighbourhood was selected in 2014 and the project started in January 2016 with 

the establishment of a Project Team and Steering Committee and development of 

the four-phase work plan shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Phases 
Source:  Credit Valley Conservation 
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Phase 1 deliverables include:  

• Project initiation including identification of a Project Team and Steering 

Committee 

• Characterization of community amenities, environmental assets, and the 

population including social market research 

• Consultation with staff and stakeholders 

• Community engagement  

• Development of a sustainability framework  

The Project Team (comprised of CVC staff) completed this work with input from the 

Steering Committee, municipal and regional staff, stakeholders, and the 

community.  A market research consultant was contracted to complete the social 

market research component of the work.   

 

2.2 Fletchers Creek SNAP Steering Committee 

In January 2016, a Steering Committee was established which included 

representatives of the City of Brampton, the Region of Peel, Brampton Environment 

Advisory Committee (BEAC), and TRCA’s Sustainable Neighbourhoods team.   

The Steering Committee provides overall leadership, strategic guidance, direction 

and support for the development and implementation of Fletchers Creek SNAP.  The 

Steering Committee:  

• advocates for Fletchers Creek SNAP initiatives among departments, agencies, 

stakeholders, and governing councils,  

• provides updates on relevant partner initiatives and strategies to support 

Fletchers Creek SNAP projects,  

• provides input, review, and ensure completion of key Fletchers Creek SNAP 

deliverables,  

• assists with Fletchers Creek SNAP engagement and implementation,  

• assists with identification of issues and finding resolutions, and,  

• assists with sourcing and securing funds to support Fletchers Creek SNAP.  
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3.0 Snapshot of the Fletchers Creek 

Neighbourhood Today 

Every neighbourhood is different.  Background research, field 

investigation, and stakeholder consultation helps to characterize the 

Fletchers Creek neighbourhood in its current condition in 2017.   

 

3.1 Characterization Process 

The selected Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood falls within the Fletchers Creek 

subwatershed, a large catchment area that extends from the headwaters in north 

Brampton to the outlet of the creek into the Credit River in Meadowvale.  This 

subwatershed, as a whole, was previously characterized in the Fletchers Creek 

Restoration Study (2012).     

Due to the relatively small size of the Fletchers Creek SNAP study area and the 

broader sustainability scope of this project, consultation and collection of baseline 

data was required to create a complete picture of the neighbourhood and its 

constituents.   

A series of multi-agency themed meetings and one-on-one telephone conversations 

were held with municipal and regional staff representing a range of departments, as 

well as representatives of local utilities and community groups.   

Sustainability themes that shaped the consultation process included:  

• Natural Heritage and Urban Forest,  

• Stormwater Infrastructure and Water Use,  

• Energy Conservation,  

• Active Transportation,  

• Health and Wellbeing, and, 

• Placemaking.   

Discussions focussed on issues, priorities, goals, and opportunities for making 

change.  Through one-on-one meetings, local Councillors provided useful 

information on neighbourhood issues and values, and identified opportunities for 

green neighbourhood improvements.  Community engagement and social market 
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research has also contributed to characterization of the Fletchers Creek 

neighbourhood. Findings of the consultation process are summarized in this report 

and documented in Appendix B.     

In addition to consultation, neighbourhood baseline data was compiled to document 

existing conditions in the study area in 2016.  This information is summarized in the 

following pages and in Table 6. This includes information on the built and natural 

environment, and resource use. The community has also been characterized 

through research and community engagement. A business listing, demographic 

summary, list of existing sustainability programming, results of the market survey, 

and a summary of community feedback are found in Appendices C to G. 

 

3.2 Built Environment 

The overall study area (253 ha) is comprised of the following land uses:  Residential 

(40%, 101 ha), Roads and Railroads (20%, 50 ha), Commercial / Industrial (19%, 

49 ha), Parks and Open Space (16%, 41 ha), and Educational / Institutional (5%, 1 

ha).  Figure 5 provides an indication of the relative abundance of residential lands 

in the neighbourhood.  

 

Figure 5.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Land Use Mix  
Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, ELC mapping and Brampton zoning, 2018 
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Medium to Low density residential lands are aggregated in two large pockets – one 

in the vicinity of McLaughlin Road and the other surrounding Vodden Street. High 

density and high rise residential lands are located close to the creek and McMurchy 

Avenue. Industrial, Commercial, Institutional lands are scattered throughout the 

neighbourhood as shown in Figure 6.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Land Use 
Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, ELC mapping and Brampton zoning, 2018 
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3.2.1 Land Use 

3.2.1.1  Residential 

Low, medium and high density residential land use covers a total of 51% of the 

total land area in this older neighbourhood.  The residential areas include a range of 

building ages and dwelling types.  

• Building ages range from 1920 to the present day (Census 2011/2015):     

o 23.5% of housing was built prior to 1960 (south of the rail line) with a 

few homes dating back to 1920-1930 in the Mercer Drive area.   

o 35.5% was built in 1961-1980. 

o 26% was built in 1981-1990.   

o The remaining 15% of housing was built post-1991 as infill 

development.  

• There is a wide mix of dwelling types in the neighbourhood (Census 

2011/2015): 

o 61.8% of dwellings are houses, the majority of which are single-

detached. 

o 38.2% are apartments (primarily high-rise). 

o 7.1% are detached duplex.   

• Low density residential areas feature single family homes on large lots with 

some large trees.  Streets are tree-lined and the homes are landscaped in a 

traditional style with large, manicured front and back yards.   

• Pockets of medium density residential land use feature little greenspace with 

the majority of the outdoor space taken up with driveways and patios.  

Private yards are quite small in size. 

• There are a total of 14 high-rise apartment towers, several of which have 

large above-ground parking lots and minimal landscaped areas. 
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Photo 3:  There is a mix of low, medium, and high-density residential land use with a range 
of dwelling types including single family homes, townhouses, and high-rise apartments. 
Photo Credit:  CVC. 

• A large housing cooperative is located on Amsterdam Crescent.  By-de-Molen 

Co-operative Homes Inc. provides 98 not-for-profit, affordable housing units.  

Co-op housing is governed by the residents and the board of directors which 

is comprised of residents. 

• Construction started in 2017 on 13 two- and three-storey Habitat for 

Humanity townhomes at 59 McLaughlin Road.  The plan includes trees and 

native plants to complement the surrounding neighbourhood.  Eligible 

homeowners will volunteer 500 sweat equity hours to help build their own 

home or participate in other Habitat for Humanity events.  

• A planning application has been approved and construction has commenced 

to extend Denison Avenue at Haggert Avenue and add 10 residential 

townhouse units, some of which front onto Haggert Avenue. 

• A noise attenuation wall will be constructed between Williams Parkway and 

the rear lot lines of homes on Martindale Crescent, Stillwater Crescent, and 

Willowcrest Court.  
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3.2.1.2  Industrial, Commercial, Institutional  

Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional (ICI) land uses cover approximately a 

quarter of the study neighbourhood with concentrations along northwest and 

southeast corners of the neighbourhood. Majority of ICI buildings have large 

footprints given their large build structures with impervious roofs, paved parking 

lots, and minimal planted areas.  

Photo 4:  Industrial areas in the neighbourhood have large buildings and extensive hard 
surfaces. Photo Credit:  CVC. 

• Commercial lands are concentrated on McMurchy Avenue North, Queen 

Street West, Flowertown Avenue, and McLaughlin Road North.  Shopping 

plazas in these locations offer service-oriented businesses, fast food and 

grocery stores, and entertainment/recreation.  These lands are characterized 

by large multi-unit buildings with extensive paved parking lots and minimal 

landscaping. 

• Along Queen Street West, Haggert Avenue, and McLaughlin Road North, 

there are several small businesses located in converted homes including tax, 

law, insurance businesses and auto- or service-related businesses.    

• Peter’s Greenhouse and Garden Centre is located adjacent to the CN railway, 

fronting on McLaughlin Road.  This large parcel of land extends east to the 

creek.  A development proposal has been submitted to the City for this 

property. 
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• Industrial lands are concentrated around Haggert Avenue, McMurchy Avenue 

North, and Holtby Avenue.  This area is characterized by large footprint 

industrial buildings and extensive paved areas used for parking, 

loading/unloading, and waste pick-up.  Landscaped areas are limited to small 

planted areas at the front entrance to the buildings.     

• The Gap warehouse facility at the northwest corner of the Fletchers Creek 

SNAP study area has been recently expanded and is now surrounded by 

large, landscaped berms at the rear of the property.  Note:  this building 

expansion is not shown in the figures. 

• The southern boundary of the study area lies on Queen Street West.  The 

Queen Street West Corridor is included in the Downtown Brampton Urban 

Growth Centre and is anticipated to experience significant redevelopment 

and intensification of industrial and older housing lands, streetscape 

improvement, and development of a civic gateway at McLaughlin Road.   

• A business listing was generated for all street-front businesses by windshield 

survey and is provided in Appendix C. 

• Included in the listing are apartment buildings, townhouse complexes, and 

cooperative housing.  Home-based, non-street front businesses are not 

included.  Business sectors represented in the neighbourhood include:  

o Manufacturing,  

o Automotive Services,  

o Retail Services,  

o Food Establishments, and, 

o Consulting Services. 

• Institutional lands in the neighbourhood include five school properties, two of 

which fall within close proximity to the creek.  Refer to Section 3.5.1 

Amenities for more detail on schools. 
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3.2.1.3 Parks and Open Space 

Parks and open space are closely associated with Fletchers Creek and its valleyland 

and a significant amount of land in this neighbourhood is in public ownership.  The 

following is a list of parks in the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood that provide access 

to green space and natural environments and passive and active recreation 

opportunities for the general public:  

• Chris Gibson Park (sports fields, two playgrounds, dog park, trails, splash 

pad, natural areas)  

• Fred Kline Park (sports fields, trail, natural areas)  

• Fairglen Park (trail, natural areas) 

• Talbot Park (playground, pathway) 

• Martindale Parkette (playground, pathway) 

• Northwood Park (playground, tennis courts, pathway) 

• Beatty-Fleming Park (playground, soccer, baseball) 

• North Fletchers Creek Park (trail, natural area) 

• Mains Creek Park (sidewalk only, natural area) 

Note: North FC Park (2.5 ha) and Mains Creek Park (3 ha) are in CVC ownership but 

are managed by the City of Brampton.  

Photo 5:  The Fletchers Creek valleyland is in public ownership and accessible via a paved, 
multi-use trail. Photo Credit:  CVC. 
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3.2.1.4 Roads and Railroads 

The study area includes a series of regional, arterial, collector, and local roads. 

Roads in the neighbourhood are classified as follows:  

• Major arterial regional road and main street primary corridor: 

o Queen Street West 

• Minor arterial road and secondary corridor: 

o Williams Parkway 

• Minor arterial road and tertiary corridor: 

o McLaughlin Road 

• Collector roads 

o Flowertown Avenue 

o Vodden Street 

o McMurchy Avenue 

o Pleasantview Avenue 

o Denison Avenue 

• All other roads in the neighbourhood are classified as local roads. 

The multi-track rail line is owned by Canadian National Railway and it is used by GO 

transit’s regional Kitchener train. The rail line connects Brampton to Georgetown, 

Mississauga, and Toronto. 
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3.2.2 Cultural Heritage  

Fletchers Creek is named after the Fletcher family who farmed the surrounding land 

in the 1800s (Place Names of Peel:  Past & Present, P. J. Roulston).  A large portion 

of this neighbourhood is built on former Fletcher family lands (Map of the Southern 

Part of Chinguacousy Township, 1877).   

The easternmost and oldest section of the neighbourhood (east of Fletchers Creek) 

falls within the designated Historic Downtown Precinct and is part of Brampton’s 

Central Area, an area considered to be the cultural, economic and entertainment 

heart of the city.   

Photo 6:  The frontage of the former Dixie Cup Co. on Queen Street West is a Listed 
Heritage Resource.  This building is the home of Georgia-Pacific Canada, Brampton Facility. 
Photo Credit:  Ingemar Olson, mapio.net. 

Other significant cultural heritage features in the neighbourhood include: 

• 228 Queen Street West, former Dixie Cup Co. frontage is a Listed Heritage 

Resource.  The frontage includes a low profile, yellow brick building façade 

and a line of shade trees along the street.   

• 9393 McLaughlin Road North, farmhouse is a Listed Heritage Resource.  This 

farmhouse is located on the property of Pete’s Greenhouse and Garden 

Centre.  

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre, although relatively newly built, is named 

after long-time resident and alderman, Chris Gibson. 
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3.2.3 Infrastructure  

3.2.3.1 Stormwater Infrastructure 

Photo 7:  Stormwater runoff from the surrounding neighbourhood streets, parking lots, and 
rooftops enters Fletchers Creek via storm sewers. Photo Credit:  CVC. 

The study area spans the width of the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed and overland 

flow drains directly to Fletchers Creek in two catchments, one north and one south 

of the CN rail line. 

Due to the age of this neighbourhood, development took place without stormwater 

management controls.  As a result, there is no water quantity or quality control, 

thermal mitigation, or erosion control in this area.  Existing stormwater 

infrastructure may be characterized as follows:   

• The entire Fletchers Creek neighbourhood falls within the Peel priority area 

for downspout disconnection in Brampton due to the age of development.  

Windshield surveys further confirmed that a majority of downspouts in this 

neighbourhood have not yet been disconnected from the storm sewer 

system. Smoke-testing of the sanitary sewer system undertaken by Region 

of Peel indicates that no downspouts are connected to the sanitary sewer 

system.  It is assumed that they are connected to the municipal storm sewer.  

This is evident throughout the neighbourhood but is most notable in the 

northeast residential area.  It is typical to find a downspout located at the 
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front of the building or adjacent to the garage.  Those downspouts that have 

been disconnected could be improved.  The downspout leader is often too 

short, depositing rainwater close to the building foundation, and/or it is 

directed to the driveway rather than soft landscaped areas where infiltration 

could occur.  

 

• The total impervious cover (i.e. roads, driveways, sidewalks, parking areas, 

and rooftops) is 151.26 ha or 58.7% of the total study area (257.69 ha).  An 

impervious surface is one that cannot effectively infiltrate rainfall and that 

creates runoff with the potential to carry pollutants to storm sewers (salt, oil, 

debris, bacteria, etc.).  

• Stormwater within the neighbourhood is conveyed along curb and gutter 

roadways.  

• Local sewersheds extend beyond the study boundary. 

• The Fletcher’s Creek Subwatershed Study indicates that there are two 

stormwater management ponds in the Fletchers Creek SNAP study area – 

Brampton ID C2 and C43, however, there is little information about the 

condition or function of these facilities and only one pond is evident in the 

field.  The pond at Dusty Lane appears to be a dry detention pond providing 

quantity control only. Further investigation is required to determine if clean-

out is required. Upon visual inspection, the Dusty Lane pond is overgrown 

and full of litter.  

• There are currently 27 stormwater management ponds located upstream of 

the study area with additional ponds being constructed to accommodate new 

urban development in the upper watershed.  Stormwater from upstream 

areas is retained as pre-treatment before it is released into Fletchers Creek. 

• There are 12 storm sewer outfalls that discharge to Fletchers Creek over the 

extent of the study area.  Several outfalls within the study area are in need 

of repair due to erosion.  Upstream of Denison Avenue, there is a large scour 

pool under outfall OT-267 and exposed rebar.  There is also an exposed and 

cracked pipe in this section of the creek. Upstream of CN rail line, outfall OT-

208 is falling into the creek. 
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3.2.3.2 Drinking Water Infrastructure  

The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood is serviced by the Region of Peel’s Central 

Trunk System, near the Beckett Sproule Reservoir and Pumping Station, which 

contains 9 pumps having total capacity of 95 million L/d.  Drinking water is pumped 

from Lake Ontario to the Region’s Lakeview Water Treatment Plant, where it is 

treated and then pumped north to supply parts of Brampton. The Lakeview Plant 

was upgraded in 2014 and has total capacity of 1150 million L/d.  

The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood is located approximately 20 km away 

from, and at an elevation approximately 140 m higher than the Lakeview 

Treatment Plant.  Significant energy and costs are required to treat drinking water 

at the Lakeview Plant and then pump it over long distances and elevation 

differences. 

 

3.2.3.3 Wastewater Infrastructure  

The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood is serviced by the Region of Peel’s East 

Trunk (Brampton Sanitary Trunk) Sanitary Sewer, which drains via gravity to the 

G.E. Booth (Lakeview) Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF).   

• Wastewater drains to the WWTF where it is secondary-treated and then 

discharges to Lake Ontario through a pipe and diffuser. The G.E. Booth 

WWTF has a daily average capacity of 486 million L/d.  Capacity at the G.E. 

Booth WWTF decreases following significant rainfall event because 

stormwater infiltrates into the sanitary sewer system.  

  

• The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood is located approximately 20 km 

away from, and at an elevation approximately 140 m higher than the WWTF.  

Significant energy and costs are required to treat wastewater (and some 

stormwater following significant rainfall events) before it discharges to Lake 

Ontario. 

Baseline data on and industrial/commercial potable water demand is described in 

Section 3.4.2. 

Parts of this neighbourhood, including Dusty lane, have been identified as potential 

areas of concern in the preliminary work being done by Region of Peel for the 

Inflow and Infiltration Reduction and Mitigation Strategy. Through the strategy and 

related programs, the Region of Peel aims to reduce and mitigate the incidents of 
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basement flooding resulting from sewer back-ups and reduce the effects of climate 

change on sanitary infrastructure. 

For the purposes of this strategy, the term ‘inflow’ refers to rain water which enters 

the wastewater collection system through directly and indirectly connected 

downspouts, weeping tiles, and manhole covers and possible cross connections 

sewer and storm water infrastructure. Infiltration refers to ground water that enters 

the sanitary collection system through cracks in buried infrastructure such as 

wastewater pipes, laterals, and manholes. 

 

When Inflow and Infiltration (I/I) enters sanity sewers, it overwhelms the systems 

causing sewer backups and surcharge often resulting in basement flooding or 

flowing in to creeks and rivers causing environmental damage. The addition of I/I in 

wastewater also leads to significant increase in costs related to pumping and 

treating additional flows while putting a significant strain on the aging 

infrastructure.  
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3.2.3.4 Transit and Trails 

The following transit and trails infrastructure create a walkable, well-connected 

community: 

• Fletchers Creek Trail extends from Dusty Lane to Williams Parkway and 

continues beyond the study area to Wanless Drive in north Brampton.  Total 

trail length is 7.9 kilometres.  It is a paved, lit multi-use pathway with winter 

maintenance.   

• Proposed Williams Parkway multi-use path to be installed in future when the 

road is widened.  

• Local streets serviced by a public transit route include McMurchy Avenue, 

Queen Street, McLaughlin Road, Flowertown Ave, Williams Parkway, and 

Vodden Street.  

• Queen Street West is a regional commuter public transit bus route (Zum). 

• CNR/Kitchener GO Line provides regional railway transit service.  Brampton 

GO station is located in nearby downtown Brampton.  

City of Brampton’s Pathways Routing Plan (2010) proposes a series of Off-Street 

and On-Street pathways improving connection and access within the neighbourhood 

(see below).   

• Off-Street Pathways: 

o Williams Parkway between east of McLaughlin Road to Vodden Street 

o West end of Nelson Street connecting to Fletchers Creek 

o Queen Street West east of  McLaughlin Road North to Fletchers Creek 

• On-Street Pathways: 

o Flowertown Avenue west of McLaughlin Road North all the way through 

neighbourhood 

o Vodden Street south from Williams Parkway To Pleasantview Avenue 

o Railroad Street west of McMurchy Avenue North to Fletchers Creek 

o Nelson Street west of McMurchy Avenue North to Fletchers Creek 

o Queen Street West west of McMurchy Avenue North to Fletchers Creek 

o McMurchy Street south of Railroad Street to Queen Street West 
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3.3 Natural Environment 

Fletchers Creek and its associated valleyland and the existing urban forest 

represent a significant environmental asset in this neighbourhood with respect to 

the ecological services and functions these natural systems provide.   

 

3.3.1 Natural Heritage System 

Photo 8:  A large swath of woodland was cleared in Chris Gibson Park in 2017 to remove 
dead and dying ash trees.  Photo Credit:  CVC. 

A large portion of the neighbourhood is classified Brampton Natural Heritage 

System (NHS) according to the City of Brampton Official Plan Schedule D (2006).  A 

natural heritage system is “a system made up of natural heritage features and 

areas, and linkages intended to provide connectivity (at the regional or site level) 

and support natural processes which are necessary to maintain biological and 

geological diversity, natural functions, viable populations of indigenous species and 

ecosystems.” (Provincial Policy Statement 2014). 

The Brampton NHS in the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood includes, as shown in 

Figure 7, existing natural areas that can be managed or restored to improve 

ecosystem health and enhancement areas that provide opportunities for targeting 

best management practices and restoration to enhance connectivity, biodiversity, 
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and ecosystem function.   

• 11.6% of the study area is under natural cover, including forest, wetland, and 

meadow habitat. 

• Much of the existing natural cover in the study area is confined to the 

Fletchers Creek valley slope and bottomland and is generally of poor quality 

dominated by invasive species. There is little native vegetation present, and 

of the native species present the Ash are in severe decline due to Emerald 

Ash Borer (EAB) beetle. 

• There is 3,741 m of stream length in the study area.  96% of the stream 

length is naturally vegetated, however, the width and quality of that 

vegetation varies.  65% of the 30 m buffer area adjacent to the creek is 

covered in natural and semi-natural cover, and only 40% of that cover is 

treed.  Riparian cover is sparse in some locations. 

• Natural Area Inventories were conducted on public properties in the valleyland 

prior to the start of this project.    

• Within the Brampton NHS, a total of 184 unique plant species have been 

found. Majority of the species, 60 (59.4%), are non-native with 36 (36.4%) 

species being invasive.  As Ash tree cover declines due to EAB, openings will 

be created that allow for further spread of invasive species. Forty-one species 

(40.6%) are native species including the provincially and federally Endangered 

Butternut tree. 

• There are 34 wildlife species identified in the study area including:  18 bird 

species, 12 fish species, two mammals, one damselfly, and one butterfly.   

• Three Species at Risk have been identified and include a tree, a butterfly, and 

a fish. 

o Butternut (Endangered nationally and provincially) 

o Monarch (Special Concern nationally and provincially) 

o Redside Dace (Endangered nationally and provincially).  

• There have been some restoration plantings conducted by the City of 

Brampton Valley Re-naturalization Program and community tree plantings 

conducted by Credit Valley Conservation which have improved the area and 

quality of the riparian and creek habitat.   

• Recent tree clearing in Chris Gibson Park to remove dead ash has resulted in 
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the removal of a large section of woodlot.  Restoration efforts have 

commenced but there is additional restoration work required to restore 

ground cover and limit colonization of unwanted invasive species. 

 

Figure 7.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Schedule D Natural Heritage Systems for Brampton 

Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2017 
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3.3.2 Urban Forest 

The urban forest is a dynamic system that includes all trees, shrubs, and 

understorey plants, as well as the soils that sustain them, located on public and 

private property (Region of Peel Urban Forest Strategy, 2011).  The urban forest 

provides many social, environmental, and economic benefits such as improved 

health and wellbeing, beautification, enhanced walkability of urban spaces, reduced 

urban heat island (UHI effect), mitigation of air pollution, reduced speed and 

volume of stormwater runoff, interception of rainfall and increase infiltration of 

water into soil, and contribution to local energy conservation (i.e. reduced home 

heating and cooling costs) (Region of Peel Priority Planting Tool, 2016).   

For the purposes of this report, the urban forest covers the entire neighbourhood.  

Within the urban forest is the Natural Heritage System (NHS) and the urban matrix 

forest.  The urban matrix forest includes managed landscape spaces such as private 

lawns and gardens as well as municipal boulevards and parkland.   

The City of Brampton’s urban forest structure and function were assessed and 

quantified in 2011 and the Fletchers Creek subwatershed was identified as one of the 

areas benefiting from increased urban forest quantities and management.  

In this neighbourhood there is an estimated 24.6% canopy cover in the 

neighbourhood based on data from the Region of Peel Urban Forest Working Group in 

2017 refined using satellite imagery from 2015. The areas with the highest canopy 

cover are concentrated along sections of the creek within the Natural Heritage 

System and in select residential areas in the neighbourhood, as shown in Figure 8.  

Damage from EAB is prevalent in the study neighbourhood.  In response to the 

urgent need to replace dead or damaged trees, the City has undertaken an 

aggressive capital program in this neighbourhood and across the City to remove and 

replace dead street trees and remove hazard trees in high use park and trail areas 

and in the valleyland. The northeast section of this neighbourhood was hit 

particularly hard by the ice storm in 21013 and some street trees have been recently 

replaced.  In spring 2017, a large area of woodlot in Chris Gibson Park was cleared. 
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Figure 8. Fletchers Creek SNAP Existing Urban Forest Cover 
Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2017 
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3.3.3 Fletchers Creek 

Photo 9:  Riparian vegetation is thin or absent along some sections of Fletchers Creek in 
Fred Kline Park.  Photo Credit:  CVC. 

Fletchers Creek has very low fish density and diversity.  Poor water quality in 

Fletchers Creek threatens the health of aquatic life. The aquatic habitat and fish 

communities in the creek are showing signs of degradation.  Monitoring stations 

indicate poor fish community health and are showing a declining trend. Reasons for 

decline include lack of stormwater management, poor water quality, weakened 

nearby vegetated and forested areas, and degraded aquatic habitat. 

• Fletchers Creek is designated by Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 

as regulated Redside Dace habitat under the Endangered Species Act.  The 

following information characterizes Fletchers Creek. 

 

• According to the Credit Valley Conservation Fletchers Creek Restoration 

Study (2012), Fletchers Creek ranked lowest in the watershed on the Water 

Quality Index (WQI).  

o The WQI provides an easily understandable method of communicating 

complex water chemistry data to a general audience. It summarizes 

water quality based on the nine parameters of concern such as 

ammonia, chloride, suspended solids, etc. The WQI calculation 

generates a score between 0 and 100, where a score of less than 45 
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indicates poor water quality.  

o The WQI average score is 33.7 at Steeles Avenue, downstream of 

study area (Peel Water Quality Monitoring Network Station data, 

averaged over a 13-year period between 1997 and 2009).  The WQI 

score over the years has indicated that the water quality has been 

consistently poor at Steeles Avenue.   

o The influence of highways, urban land use and high population density 

is apparent with median concentrations of total phosphorus, metals, 

chlorides and bacteria markedly greater than their respective guideline 

or objective.  Chloride concentrations are exhibiting increasing trends 

across the subwatershed and are correlated with urbanization.  There 

is strong evidence suggesting that stormwater and urban runoff are 

significant sources of pollution in Fletchers Creek. 

• Erosion is a naturally-occurring process in Fletchers Creek. There is evidence 

of erosion occurring behind the existing streambank reinforcement in North 

Fletchers Creek Park and in other locations along the stretch of Fletchers 

Creek passing through the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood.  Erosion is 

a natural function of streams and is not always negative.  

• CVC is currently working with the City of Brampton on a two-phase report:  

the CWWF Watercourse Erosion Inventory (Phase I) and Fletchers Creek 

Erosion Mitigation Study (Phase II).  This report builds on the infrastructure 

inventory completed by the TRCA.  The outcome of the Fletchers Creek 

Erosion Mitigation Study is to identify the reaches with the most evidence of 

urban impacts and identify the most dominant pressure on each reach (i.e. 

water, riparian, or engineering and infrastructure).  

o Phase I of the study focuses on reach scale fluvial processes in all 

Brampton watercourses within CVC’s jurisdiction to better understand 

cause and effect related to fluvial processes. Furthermore, the 

geomorphic data will be collected and used to characterize the 

geomorphology of the channels, classifying them on a reach by reach 

basis and identify trends and styles of morphological change.  

o Phase II of the report focuses on developing a geomorphic 

prioritization strategy for Fletchers Creek which has been identified as 

the most high risk watercourse for erosion in Brampton located within 

CVC’s jurisdiction.  This report aims to provide a reach scoring and 

pressure analysis from indices of geomorphic condition based on the 

digitized features (erosion, deposition, armoring) identified along 
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Fletchers Creek.  

o Currently, both phases of the report are in progress.  

• The hydrology of Fletchers Creek reflects the significant urban development 

in the subwatershed, with discharge in the upstream portion of the 

subwatershed changing rapidly and maximum unit flows increasing more 

than 10 fold. As a result, the upstream portion of Fletchers Creek is 

experiencing extensive bank slumping and erosion. Increases in the 

maximum unit flows and average unit flows have been experienced 

throughout the subwatershed. In fact, the flow of the creek has on average 

increased by roughly two orders of magnitude despite the adoption of 

conventional stormwater management upstream.  

• This section of the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed experiences low 

groundwater recharge because of presence of clay soils and as a result of 

urbanization. 

• Several properties fall within the regulated floodplain of Fletchers Creek 

which may subject these properties to overland flooding; this includes nine 

residences located on Haggert Avenue, Mercer Drive, and Denison Avenue.  

There was one reported incident of flooding in 1977 as a result of a storm 

event but CVC is not aware of any subsequent overland flood events in the 

neighbourhood.   

• Flood risk mapping for the Region of Peel is in development through the Peel 

Climate Change Partnership. There have been flooding complains noted in or 

near the neighbourhood but the nature of those complaints is not known at 

this time. The level of flood risk has not been confirmed yet and further 

partner agreement is required before risk mapping is completed. The 

potential risk factors include:  

1. Age of development – especially areas developed prior to 1970s (no 

flood control in design standards),  

2. Social vulnerability - low income, low employment, vulnerable 

populations hence area with less ability to rebound from flood events, 

3. Special policy areas - areas designed in the floodplain with special 

policy provisions, 

4. Structures/building in the regulatory floodplain, and 

5. Areas with historic flood complaints. 
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3.3.4 Geology and Soils 

This section of the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed is situated in the Peel Plain. Soils 

are predominantly clay loam deposited over shale.  The clay soils and till have low 

permeability leading to a slow infiltration rate, which in turn has been magnified by 

the impacts of urbanization such as increase impermeable surfaces and compaction 

of the land. 
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3.4  Resource Use 

 

3.4.1 Energy Use 

In this neighbourhood, due to the age of the buildings, many homes and businesses 

may be energy-inefficient due to leaky windows, old insulation, and out-of-date 

appliances.  That being said, the neighbourhood is not classified as a hot spot in the 

City of Brampton’s draft Community Energy Mapping.  This may be due to the small 

size of homes in the area.  Homes are also old enough that furnaces may have 

already been upgraded.  

There are two existing sustainable energy projects in the neighbourhood, of note:   

• Holtby Avenue SolarShare installation features 2,300 solar panels installed 

on the roof of a large industrial building at 40 Holtby Ave.  The installation 

generates 600-kW of renewable energy that goes onto the grid for 

consumption by the building where it’s installed and its neighbours. 

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre has recently been upgraded and is now one 

of the most energy-efficient facilities in the Greater Toronto Area.  Energy-

efficient upgrades include lighting, pool heat exchanger, ice rink refrigeration 

controller, building automation system, motion-sensor lighting and spectator 

heating, and weather stripping.    

Energy, in the form of electricity and gas, is provided by Hydro One and Enbridge 

Gas.  These utility companies offer residential and commercial energy audits, 

rebates and incentive programs to reduce energy costs and promote energy 

conservation.  Programs are advertised on-line and word-of-mouth via contractors 

and service providers.  Both companies support the community by participating in 

and providing education at local events.   Despite the availability of energy saving 

programs, barriers to uptake include high upfront costs of retrofits, lack of 

knowledge about energy efficiency, and a lack of understanding that older 

appliances and improper use of appliances can be inefficient.   

Apartment buildings pose particular challenges for energy efficiency.  Since many 

apartments do not have individual hydro meters, tenants are often unable to track 

their own hydro use.  For rental units where utilities are included in the set monthly 

rent, tenants do not receive energy bills and, therefore, their personal energy 

savings are not documented.  Energy conservation for commercial buildings is also 

challenging.  Businesses that lease the space they occupy are unable to retrofit the 
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building and building owners have little interest in upgrades because energy costs 

are borne by their tenants. 

 

3.4.2 Water Use 

An analysis of aggregated water use data for residential and institutional water 

users in the neighbourhood over a five-year period (between 2010 and 2015) 

indicates the following:  

• Generally, single and multi-family residential indoor and outdoor water use is 

lower in the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood when compared to Peel 

averages.  

• Within the neighbourhood, there is increased water use over the summer 

months in single family properties (including detached, semi-detached, and 

townhouses).  Summer water use is 14-40% higher than winter use and 

appears to be weather-dependent with drier summers resulting in greater 

water use. 

• There is also an increase in water use over the summer months for multi-

family residential properties (including high-rise towers).  Summer water use 

is 5% higher, on average, than winter use. 

• There is a significant increase in water use over the summer months for 

institutional properties. Due to the inclusion of Chris Gibson Recreation 

Centre in this category, it is likely that the high water use is attributed to 

irrigation of sports fields and the operation of the splash pad.   

• Commercial properties experience an increase in water use, up to 5% on 

average, over the summer months.  

• There is a general downward trend in water use over the five-year period.  

This corresponds with a downward trend seen across the Region of Peel and 

in other municipalities.  This is a result of Peel water efficiency programming 

and an increasing market share of water efficient technologies and fixtures 

such as low-flow toilets and high efficiency washing machines.  

Baseline data for potable water demand is documented in Table 6. 
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3.5 Community 

An important SNAP objective is to understand the community, including the 

residents of and the businesses located in the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood, 

and to involve them in the SNAP planning process from the beginning.  A desktop 

demographic analysis provided a general overview of the population and was 

supplemented with social market research and engagement with the community at 

several neighbourhood events.  

 

3.5.1 Amenities 

Photo 10:  Chris Gibson Recreation Centre is a local hub for the community, drawing people 
to the splash pad, indoor swimming pool, and ice rink.  Photo Credit:  CVC. 

In addition to parks and shopping plazas, several amenities are found within the 

neighbourhood as shown on Figure 9.  

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre is a social and recreational hub in the 

neighbourhood and larger community. Amenities available here include arena, 

indoor pool, racquetball courts, gathering rooms, splash pad, and baseball and 

soccer fields. Activities at the recreation centre include public skating, Parent-

Child Skates, Brampton Minor Hockey, Old Timers Hockey, indoor floor hockey, 
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lacrosse, summer and March break day camps for children, and afterschool 

drop-in for youth. The recreation centre also hosts and participates in special 

community events that vary from year-to-year.   

• A network of 10 parks exists in the neighbourhood including: Chris Gibson 

Park, Fred Kline Park, Fairglen Park, North Fletchers Creek Park, Beatty-

Fleming Park, Talbot Park, Martindale Parkette, Cowton Family Meadows, 

Mains Creek Park East, and Mains Creek Park West. 

• Ste. Louise Outreach Centre of Peel, volunteer-driven food bank serving 

mental health patients, abused women and children, fire victims, individuals 

on welfare, disabilities, newcomers, single mothers, teen moms, low income 

families, school breakfast programs, and youth groups. 

• A local thrift Store (9446 McLaughlin Road) is a good source of inexpensive 

items for lower income families. 

• Local Brampton Girl Guides units meet weekly at Our Lady of Fatima School 

(includes 5th Brampton Sparks, 34th Brampton Brownies, 5th Brampton 

Guides, 5th Brampton Pathfinders).   

• Scouts troops meet at Christ Church just outside of the study area.   

• Faith communities are currently worshipping at Brampton Christian Family 

Church and at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre. 

• Northwood Park Public School (feeder school for David Suzuki Secondary 

School) 

• Beatty-Fleming Senior Public School (feeder school for David Suzuki 

Secondary School) 

• Glendale Public School (feeder school for David Suzuki Secondary School)  

• St. Joseph Catholic Elementary School (feeder school for St. Augustine 

Catholic Secondary School) 

• Our Lady of Fatima Catholic Elementary School (feeder school for Cardinal 

Leger Catholic Secondary School) 

• Children in McMurchy Avenue North area attend McHugh Public School which 

is located south of Queen Street. 
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Additional valuable amenities outside of the neighbourhood: 

• Brampton GO station in Downtown Brampton (within 10-20 minutes walking 

distance) 

• Main Street and Gage Park, the site of numerous festivals and community 

events and the local farmers’ market 

• Brampton Four Corners Library located at 65 Queen Street East 

• Shopping and entertainment venues in downtown Brampton 

• Flower City Seniors  

• McMurchy Pool/Kiwanis Centre and Community Garden 
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Figure 9.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Community Amenities 
Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2017 
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3.5.2 Demographics 

The following demographic data was compiled using 2016 projected data prepared 

by Environics Analytics based on 2011 census data from Statistics Canada.  A 

custom trade area was established by overlapping several dissemination areas on 

the study boundaries.  Dissemination areas are the smallest available census 

measurement units, containing an average of 250 to 400 households each.  There 

may be slight inaccuracies in the data when working at such a small scale.   

The total population of the study neighbourhood is 8,800 people living in 3,225 

households. The total population was rounded to the nearest 100. Figure 10 

illustrates the relative tenure of local housing as of 2016 , 42% of all houses are 

rented which correlates with the concentration of high rise and townhouse unites in 

this neighbourhood.  

 
Figure 10.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Housing Tenure 

Source: Environics, 2016 

 

Millennials (age 15 to 34) represent the largest age groups at 27.5 % of total 

population, followed closely by Boomers (age 50 to 69) and Gen X (age 35 – 49) as 

shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Age Distribution 

Source: Environics, 2016 

 

Level of education is shown in Figure 12.  54.4% have no post-secondary 

qualifications.  

Figure 12.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Education Levels 

Source: Environics, 2016 
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• Labour Force:  The labour force participation rate is 63.6%.  The most 

common occupations include sales and service, trades, transport, and 

equipment operators, business, finance, and administration. 

• Income:  the average household income is $80,996.  

• Commuting:  70% drive a car to work and 18.5% take public transit. 

• Immigration and Country of Origin:  Immigrants make up 35.5% of the 

population with most common countries of origin being India, Portugal, and 

Jamaica.  

• Mother Tongue:  English is the mother tongue of 70.9% of the population.  

Other common languages include Portuguese, Punjabi, and Spanish. 

• Visible Minorities:  41.5% of the population are visible minorities with the 

most common visible minorities being Black (18.7%) and South Asian 

(12.4%).  There is also a strong proportion of Latin Americans and Filipinos 

in this area as shown in Figure 13.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 13.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Visible Minorities 
Source: Environics, 2016 
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When compared to a Region of Peel benchmark, several factors set this 

neighbourhood apart from the region as a whole: 

• There is an above-average percentage of one-person households and lone-

parent families living in this area. This is consistent with the concentration of 

multi-residential apartment buildings and relatively high percentage of rental 

dwellings. 

 

• Education level and average household income are also lower than the 

regional average. 

 

• Whether due to personal financial circumstances or simply the proximity and 

availability of public transit, there is a relatively high number of transit users 

in this neighbourhood.   

For a full summary of census data, refer to Appendix D Demographic Summary. 

 

3.5.3 Lifestyles 

Using PRIZM5DA, a geo-demographic segmentation system, Environics identified 

social groups for small population clusters in the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood.  

This segmentation will be helpful in the development of strategies for targeted 

outreach and marketing campaigns that match the interests, values, and 

preferences of specific neighbourhood audiences.  The following are examples of 

findings for the Fletchers Creek Neighbourhood: 

• Young urbanites leading busy lives with higher percentage of lone-parent 

families; have lower incomes and modest education; technologically savvy 

and are socially and environmentally conscious; enjoy local restaurants and 

events; enjoy family-friendly activities; attempt to live an ecological lifestyle, 

supporting ethical companies and environmentally-friendly brands. 

• Middle-aged, middle-income diverse suburbanites have busy home lives with 

children at the focus; seek nearby recreational activities; are active 

consumers with focus on finding the right brands and standing out/making a 

statement; willing to take risk and actively seek advice from peers when 

making decisions. 

• Middle-aged, diverse individuals who immigrated pre-1990s; have 

multigenerational families with young to adult children and seniors; enjoy a 

middle income lifestyle; own or rent older homes and actively care for them; 
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like to express their personality; enjoy digital content and craft/home shows; 

aim to lead healthy lifestyles; not centred around materials; value cultural 

diversity and have strong national pride. 

• Most local social groups tend to enjoy the activities like gardening, camping, 

and crafts, team sports like basketball and baseball, fitness activities like 

walking, hiking, and yoga, and attending events such as craft and home 

shows, concerts, and sporting events; most actively consume digital 

entertainment particularly sports using TV and internet. 

• Most are likely to respond to mail directly sent to their homes and read the 

newspaper primarily for real-estate related news.  

• Most social groups in the neighbourhood share following key values: 

o Informal and relaxed approach to life taking individualistic approaches 

to life rather than following trends and conforming to social norms. 

o Family focused and leading lives suited to the needs to flexible families 

ranging from lone-parent to traditional to multi-generational. 

o Apathetic towards brands and tend to not favour particulars brand 

name of a product or service. 

o Utilitarian consumerism practices focusing on functional/practical 

considerations of products or services rather than aesthetic appeal. 

o Lack of need for status recognition, desire to express certain social 

status, and interest in leaving behind a legacy 

This kind of lifestyle analysis could be very useful for marketing and community 

engagement purposes. However, with this wide range of social groups present in 

the neighbourhood there may be challenges for developing targeted messaging, 

promotional materials, and activities that will have broad appeal.  
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3.5.4 Health and Wellbeing 

In 2014, as part of CVC’s The Importance of Ecosystem Services to Human Well-

Being in the Credit River Watershed project, researchers from York University 

conducted a door-to-door survey on environmental health and social wellbeing in 

the adjacent neighbourhood south of Fletchers Creek SNAP in Brampton.  The 

following findings help to characterize the local community and contribute to an 

understanding of the people who live in Fletchers Creek SNAP, a neighbourhood of 

similar character, demographics, and proximity to greenspace (Source:  

Environmental Health and Human Wellbeing, Julie Mallette, MES (Planning) 

Candidate, York University, 2014).    

• 93.5% of all survey respondents indicated that outdoor spaces like parks and 

gardens are important to their social wellbeing.  

• Respondents that recognize the ‘social effects’ of the natural environment 

(such as social interaction, safety, social cohesion) also recognize the 

importance of streams and rivers, and wetlands and forests as contributors 

to well-being. 

• Top ways that the local natural environment affects well-being included 

affects mood, stress relief, fresh air, and “all is connected”. 

• Spending time with neighbours and sharing experiences in parks, home 

yards, and streetscapes through exercise, backyard fires, and street parties 

are examples of ways that respondents use greenspace. 

• Only 45% of respondents visit non-manicured greenspace (i.e. woodlands) 

and rivers and streams.   

• The frequency of visits to non-manicured greenspace was low relative to 

home yards, manicured greenspace (i.e. parks), and functional greenspace 

(i.e. schools and sports fields) at only 2 times per month.  

The extensive trail network, high number of schools, and large area of parks and 

open space in this neighbourhood provide ample opportunities for people to visit 

and experience greenspace of all types, including a creek, however, these findings 

indicate limited use of the natural spaces by the local residents. Study recommends 

protecting natural environments and parks as social spaces. Further, it recommends 

encouraging a gardening culture and reversing the loss of garden space to foster 

engagement in stewardship activities and sense of community.  

Physical and mental health and social wellbeing issues in the Fletchers Creek SNAP 

neighbourhood range from limited access to greenspace to unhealthy local dining 
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options.    

• According to the Central West Local Health Integration Network (LHIN), rates 

of diabetes in Peel Region are among the highest in the province and across 

the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).  It is estimated that by 2025 one out of six 

residents in Peel Region will have developed diabetes, a chronic condition 

that shortens life expectancy by 5 to 10 years (Diabetes Atlas for the Region 

of Peel, 2013).      

• Childhood obesity is another significant health issue.  Eighty percent of Peel 

children are not physically active every day, 83% do not eat enough fruit and 

vegetables, and 65% do consume the standard amount of milk and 

alternatives (Growing Up in Peel, 2013).      

• Fletchers Creek SNAP falls within the boundaries of Peel’s Health Data Zone 

B2.  Rates of obesity, inactivity and smoking are higher in Zone B2 compared 

to Peel averages (Diabetes Atlas for the Region of Peel, 2013).    

• There is also a higher than average ratio of unhealthy to healthy retail food 

outlets, 6.6:1 (Diabetes Atlas for the Region of Peel, 2013).  Access to 

healthy or unhealthy food sources may be a particular issue for the lower 

income population and school children in this neighbourhood.  One grocery 

store and several fast food outlets are located within or near the Fletchers 

Creek SNAP neighbourhood.   

• A significant number of Peel households do not have access to sufficient and 

nutritious food they need to be healthy and active.  Fourteen percent (14%) 

of Peel households experience food insecurity.  According to the Peel Food 

Map, the following food programs are available for those in need in the 

neighbourhood (Source:  The Peel Food Charter, 2017, Peel Poverty 

Reduction Strategy Committee): 

• Ste. Louise Outreach Centre of Peel – food bank program that provides 

donated food to residents based on a needs assessment and catchment 

area 

• Northwood Public School and Beatty-Fleming Senior Public School – 

breakfast program that provides prepared breakfast and/or morning 

snack that is free and available to residents. 

• Our Lady of Fatima School – school food program that provides free 

breakfast and snack programs for students attending the school. 

• Peel Human Services does not identify this neighbourhood as a low income 
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‘priority neighbourhood’ however, population in the high rise towers tends to 

be lower income with a higher prevalence of singles, single parent families, 

and seniors.  Lower income populations tend to have higher incidence of 

health issues.   

• The loss of trees to Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) and the ice storm in 2013 has 

reduced tree cover on some neighbourhood streets, in yards, and in natural 

areas diminishing air quality effects, shade, and cooling effects during hot 

summer months. 

• People living in older homes and apartment buildings without air conditioning 

or those that suffer certain physical conditions may find themselves 

uncomfortable or in trouble during a heat wave.  There is no Cooling Centre 

in the neighbourhood but there are several centers in Brampton that are 

accessible by bus.  Cooling Centres are opened during a sustained heat alert.  

A sustained heat alert is confirmed by the Region of Peel Health Department 

when three consecutive days of heat alert or extreme heat alert are 

anticipated. 

• The lack of local resident association and the presence of physical barriers 

like the rail line may limit community cohesiveness and a sense of belonging 

between different blocks within the same neighbourhood. 

• Based on a recent analysis by TRCA for the Peel Climate Change Partnership 

– Green Infrastructure Strategy, the area scores low-medium on the Heat 

Vulnerability Index. This analysis accounted for environmental (urban heat 

island) and social factors that lead to increased vulnerability in the local 

community (Heat Vulnerability Index, 2018). 

• Based on Region of Peel Neighbourhood Information Tool, the neighbourhood 

falls in to the low-medium well-being index so would benefit from supports 

that improve neighbourhood condition. The told provides indices for low or 

high well-being based on a number of social factors (socio-demographics, 

economic opportunities, resident engagement and belonging, health, safety, 

physical environment) (Region of Peel Neighbourhood Information Tool, 

2018) 

• The Active Park Design Guide (Region of Peel) encourages park use and 

recommends organized activities, marketing on-site, way-finding, seasonal 

use including options of various weather conditions in all seasons, and 

maintaining safe conductions through regular maintenance, design elements 

and materials to reduce risk and fall, and adding additional lightning.  
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3.5.5 Daily Travel Patterns 

The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood falls at the outer edge of the Downtown 

Mobility Hub, an area of strategic importance for connectivity due to its proximity 

(within 800 metres) of the Downtown GO station (Queen Street Transit Master Plan, 

Public Open House, May 2017).  The Queen Street Transit Master Plan will address 

mobility and access for users of the Queen Street Corridor and develop an urban 

design framework to make Queen Street a vital, green, complete street.  The 

following data from the Queen Street Transit Master Plan helps to illustrate the 

nature of travel and transit in the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood (note: data 

covers Queen Street corridor from McLaughlin Road to Highway 50):  

• 60% of daily trips are within the City of Brampton. 

• 13% of daily trips are non-auto (including transit, walking, cycling). 

• Average trip length is 13 km. 

• Average daily ridership on Brampton Transit Route 1 is 6,160 on a weekday 

(based on average daily boardings 2016).  Route 1 circles through the 

Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood on Queen Street West, McLaughlin 

Road North, and Flowertown Avenue and connects with Brampton GO station 

in downtown Brampton. 

The character of the neighbourhood is walkable with numerous sidewalks and trail 

access points.  

Currently, no neighbourhood schools participate in Region of Peel’s School Travel 

Planning program.  
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3.5.6 Environmental Knowledge and Sustainable Action  

CVC retained the services of Oracle Poll Research to conduct a neighbourhood-scale 

examination of environmental sustainability awareness, practice and interest 

among residents and businesses in the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood.  This 

research was intended to establish a baseline measurement of environmental 

knowledge and participation in sustainable activities and to understand local issues, 

social values, and preferences for communication and engagement. 

Oracle Poll surveyed 500 neighbourhood residents and 18 neighbourhood 

businesses by telephone in September 2016.  Survey results were presented to the 

Steering Committee and tabulated in a Survey Report.  Further analysis was 

completed by the CVC Project Team and findings have been incorporated in the 

neighbourhood characterization.  Additional behaviour-specific research may be 

required in the future to ascertain barriers and motivators to priority actions and 

guide implementation. Additional surveying is anticipated in the Evaluation phase of 

the Fletchers Creek SNAP project.   

The following is an analysis of the social market research conducted within the 

Fletchers Creek neighbourhood in 2016. 

Residential Analysis    

According to market research undertaken in the neighbourhood, residents value a 

healthy environment, neighbourhood green spaces and trees, and a clean river.  A 

total of 85% of residents were familiar with Fletchers Creek.  There is a high level 

of concern for environmental issues, primarily the loss of trees due to Emerald Ash 

Borer infestation, pollinators, climate change, and pollution of creeks.   

Residents understand that their actions at home impact the health of the 

environment, yet, few residents are taking action because they don’t know what to 

do.  Fifty percent of residents surveyed admitted to having little to no knowledge of 

the actions they can take in their homes and yards to help the environment and 

reduce climate change impacts.  While 70% of residents are concerned about 

flooding and there is an interest in learning more about flood prevention, very few 

have made the connection to best management practices for stormwater 

management like downspout disconnection.   

Residents are, however, trying to save energy and water:   

• 94% of residents try to conserve energy at home,  

• 85% try to use less water indoors, and  

• 88% try to use less water outdoors.   
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A strong majority are interested in: 

• energy-saving tips (70%),  

• water-efficient landscaping (68%), 

• water saving tips around the home (68%), 

• flood prevention (61%), and 

• green home retrofits (61%).   

Participants are also interested in aspects of sustainable landscaping such as: 

• rain barrels and rain gardens (53%),  

• planting and caring for trees and shrubs (51%),  

• attracting pollinators and birds to their yards (51%), and  

• vegetable gardening or community gardening (49%).   

Barriers to the uptake of environmentally-friendly actions among residents include a 

lack of knowledge, interest, space, and cost, and many residents feel that they are 

already doing all they can.  Notable motivators include education, particularly 

around water efficiency, and incentives, such as free rain barrels.  When asked 

about where residents derive household tips on environmental practices, top 

sources include websites, word of mouth, social media, and magazines.   

Thirty percent of participants consider themselves active in the community and 

another 64% are interested in learning more about upcoming local neighbourhood 

events.  Residents prefer receiving this information in flyers, newspapers and 

posters.   

Business Analysis 

Participants in the survey describe the Fletchers Creek community as safe, 

peaceful, friendly, and a place where people work together.  Several of the 

businesses surveyed give back to the community through donations to charities and 

supporting community events.      

Energy, water conservation, and waste management are rated as important and, 

like residents, participation in these activities is high.  Many businesses have 

already reduced electricity and gas use in their daily operations (15 out of 18 

businesses) yet, there is a high level of interest in learning more about incentive 

programs, free site assessments, and green energy retrofits.   

Water-efficient landscaping, tree planting, and pollution prevention are identified as 

relatively unimportant, and uptake of and interest in learning more about these 

actions is very low. Reducing stormwater on-site is neither important nor 
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unimportant.  With such a small sample of businesses surveyed and participants 

remaining anonymous, it is difficult to draw any conclusions from this data.   

Landscaping and many stormwater best management practices require both access 

and ownership of available outdoor space.  The majority of businesses in this 

neighbourhood are tenants with limited access to and responsibility for the land 

surrounding their business. 

Preferred sources for learning about environmental practices include digital 

methods such as e-newsletters and webinars, and on-site consultations including 

seminars and presentations. 

Refer to Appendix E Sustainable Neighbourhood Market Research and Analysis: 

Fletchers Creek SNAP Survey Report 
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3.5.7 Community Engagement 

Photo 11:  Neighbours discovered Fletchers Creek on a guided walking tour in 2016.  Photo 
Credit:  CVC. 

Several sustainability-related stewardship, education, and incentive programs are 

available to local residents, schools, groups, and businesses in this neighbourhood 

and across the larger watershed and community.  The uptake of these programs 

has been very positive and there is a good precedent for community engagement in 

this neighbourhood.  Several residents and schools have participated in CVC or 

partner-led events or programs in recent years.   

Refer to Appendix F List of Sustainability Programs. 

The following is a summary of community participation in local programs and 

events that have taken place directly in or in the immediate vicinity of the Fletchers 

Creek neighbourhood. 

• All schools in the study area are registered EcoSchools with the exception of 

Northwood Park Public School. 

• Glendale Public School participated in the CVC Stream of Dreams program in 

2015 and is undertaking energy-efficiency improvements in 2017 which 

include roof upgrades and the installation of solar panels. 

• Three neighbourhood schools have participated in Region of Peel’s Bike To 

School Week: Beatty-Fleming Senior Public School in 2017 and Glendale 

Public School and Our Lady of Fatima School in 2018. 
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• CVC’s Save the Leopard Frog program reached over 3800 students in the 

Fletchers Creek subwatershed in 2009/2010. Local school, Northwood Park, 

participated in this classroom education program. 

• St. Joseph School participated in Peel’s school water program in 2014-2015. 

• Peel has provided three School Water Presentations and one School 

Wastewater Tour since 2010. 

• A total of 475 toilets were replaced with low-flow toilets through Peel’s Toilet 

Replacement Rebate Program between 2010-2013. 

• 36 local residents participated in Peel’s Fusion Landscaping Program between 

2010-2015. 

• CVC’s Your Green Yard program provided ecological landscaping workshops 

at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre in April 2011 and May 2014.  A total of 49 

local residents attended and 31 native trees or shrubs were planted in 

private yards in or near the study area. In 2018, 4 residents from the 

Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood participated in the Your Green Yard 

program and 6 native trees and shrubs were planted in private yards. 

• India Rainbow Community Centre participated in a CVC-hosted Multicultural 

Tree Planting in June 2013.  125 people participated in this event and 

planted 400 native trees and shrubs in Chris Gibson Park. 

• Over 2,050 native trees and shrubs have been planted on public land in the 

study area by student volunteers through CVC’s Conservation Youth Corps 

and Branch Out programs between 2010-2016. In 2018, 150 native trees 

and shrubs were planted by students in Branch Out program. 

• Over 860 native trees and shrubs have been planted on public land in the 

study area by community and corporate volunteers between 2010-2018.  

Early engagement events provided residents with an opportunity to learn more 

about the project, provide input on sustainability in their neighbourhood, build 

excitement for future Fletchers Creek SNAP initiatives, and ensure relevancy of 

future messaging and programming.   

Event: Discover Your Neighbourhood – September 24, 2016 

• Purpose: To connect residents to their local environment and their 

neighbours and have them provide comment on their vision for Fletchers 

Creek SNAP neighbourhood.   
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• Outcome: 49 people attended the event. Neighbours have a positive opinion 

or perception of their community and they value the green space, tree-lined 

streets, and extensive trail system.  There is a strong interest in having the 

creek and parks cleaned up. 

Event: Fletchers Creek Show N’ Tell – May 23, 2017 

• Purpose: To introduce neighbours to local birds and examples of 

neighbourhood sustainability to inspire positive action while connecting them 

with local stakeholders and their environmental initiatives, and have 

residents review and comment on draft vision statements, goals, and 

strategic directions for the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood. 

 

• Outcome: 39 people attended the event. Neighbours voted on their preferred 

vision statement and identified actions that individuals and the community 

can take to make the neighbourhood more sustainable.  

Event: Green Your Neighbourhood – September 23, 2017  

• Purpose: To provide opportunity for neighbours to take direct action to 

improve the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood by planting native trees 

and shrubs to restore a woodlot in Chris Gibson Park and provide comments 

on the Draft Sustainability Framework for the neighbourhood.  

 

• Outcome: 58 people attended the event including local families and 

community groups (Rotaract, Sierra Club, and Ionic Lodge 229). 210 native 

trees and shrubs were planted. Of the neighbours who commented on the 

Draft Sustainability Framework, there was 100% agreement with the current 

vision statement, goals, and strategic directions.  

Event: Envisioning Green Homes and Gardens - May 24th, 2018 

• Purpose: To help residents get to know each other and understand how 

their actions and choices impact each other and the environment. 

Neighbours were invited to share their level of interest in taking 

on/adopting best management practices (BMPs) on their properties and 

determine which resources and support they need to make these BMPs a 

reality.  

 

• Outcome: 8 people participated in the workshop and provided comments 

on BMP ideas and the Fletchers Creek SNAP project. Residents reviewed, 

discussed, and prioritized best management practices for private property 

and resources needed to take action on their property.  Top priorities 
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included saving money on energy and water, beautifying yard with flowers 

and attracting butterflies, harvesting rain water, and protecting property 

against flooding. 

 

 
Event: Fletchers Creek SNAP Neighbourhood Open House - November 21st, 2018 

• Purpose: Residents and local community members were invited to review the Draft 

Action Plan in-person and online to vote on their top preferred actions and provide 

feedback on the overall plan. Fletchers Creek SNAP staff spoke with participants and 

answered questions.  

 

• Outcome: 40 people participated in the event and provided a variety of 

comments on the Action Plan and proposed actions. Some of top preferred 

actions voted by public included tree plantings to full canopy gaps and 

shade, cycling network improvements, gardens on schools grounds, 

environmental education in schools and parks, streetscape enhancement 

for beauty, creek restoration, and school travel planning. The results of the 

consultation have been used to refine the proposed actions and strengthen the 

final Action Plan.  

 

Additional opportunities were provided to residents to review the plan and provide their 

feedback which included: 

  

• Pop-up Consultation Events: Saturday, November 24th 2018 and Saturday, December 

8th 2018, 57 people participated. 

• Virtual Open House: Thursday, November 22nd to Thursday, December 13th 2018. 

192 unique online views.  

 
In addition to the early engagement events, a series of meetings, presentations, 
and initiatives have taken place throughout the neighbourhood with various 

groups and leaders to inform them about the project and collect their ideas and 
feedback. 

 
 

• June 24th, 2017 – Fletchers Creek SNAP booth at Bike the Creek, 150 

people. 

• February 7th 2018 - Presentation to Glendale Public School Parent Council, 

14 people. 

• March 7th, 2018 - Meeting with Our Lady of Fatima Catholic Elementary 

School, 2 teachers. 

• March 21st, 2018 - Meeting with By-de-Molen Housing Co-op property 

management, 1 staff person. 
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• March 22nd, 2018 - Meeting with local apartment property management, 1 

staff person. 

• March 22nd, 2018 – Phone call with St Joseph Brampton Elementary 

School, 1 teacher. 

• March 28th & 29th, 2018 - Rain Garden design charrette with Glendale 

Public School, 312 students and teachers. 

• April 29th, 2018 - Presentation to members/tenants at By-de-Molen 

Housing Co-op Annual General Meeting, 95 residents. 

• May 9th, 2018 - Presentation to Central Peel Secondary School students at 

CYC Branch Out tree planting in Chris Gibson Park, 44 students. 

• August 24th, 2018 - Fletchers Creek SNAP booth at Boys and Girls Club of 

Peel Back to School BBQ, 17 residents. 

• August 25th, 2018 – Fletchers Creek SNAP Information booth at Brampton 

Christian Family Church Back to School Fun Bash, 71 residents. 

 
A total of 919 people have been engaged at these initiatives. 
 

Feedback from all community consultation events has been documented and 
included in this report.  Refer to Appendix G Community Engagement Record. 
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4.0 A Framework for a Sustainable 

Neighbourhood 

The Fletchers Creek SNAP Sustainability Framework sets the strategic 

direction for the development of the action plan based on characterization 

and stakeholder consultation.  It identifies desired outcomes (goals) and 

courses of action (strategic directions) to achieve those goals.  

 

4.1  Vision for a Sustainable Fletchers Creek Neighbourhood 

Climate change presents communities with unprecedented challenges.  Effects of 

climate change such as compromised air and water quality and extreme weather 

events impact neighbourhoods, natural systems, and built infrastructure.  

Additional stressors like urbanization, pollution, and invasive species threaten 

natural ecosystems, which when degraded, impact habitat, biodiversity, and human 

health and wellbeing. Within neighbourhoods, people experience the impacts of 

climate change and environmental stress, first hand, in their yards, on the street, in 

public parks, and even in their homes and pocketbooks.  Implementing action at 

the neighbourhood level provides excellent opportunities to mitigate factors that 

contribute to climate change and environmental degradation, adapt to and prepare 

for climate change impacts, and build the capacity to thrive.   

A neighbourhood may be defined as an area of homes and businesses and 

associated amenities and infrastructure like parks and streets.  More than that, 

though, a neighbourhood is part of a dynamic ecosystem in which people are 

connected to and reliant on the greenspaces that surround their homes and 

businesses.  It is increasingly recognized that these greenspaces provide important 

functions as part of the natural and built environment, offer ecosystem services 

that improve mental and physical wellbeing, and support liveable communities. 

Expanding people’s understanding of ‘neighbourhood’ to include people, buildings, 

streets, parks and natural spaces as well as fostering a sense of ownership and 

pride will drive people to take action to conserve and protect the place where they 

live now and for future generations.   

A sustainable neighbourhood is a place where people connect with each other and 

the environment in positive ways.  It is a source of pride where people are invested 

in its present and future state.  It is a resilient and climate change-ready place to 

call home with a healthy landscape, protected water resources, clean air, and 

inspired and empowered residents and businesses that are committed to caring for 

the environment and making green choices in their daily lives.   
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When asked what is special about the Fletchers Creek neighbourhood, residents 

replied that they value the tree-lined streets, beautiful parks and green spaces, and 

extensive trails.  These amenities and natural features are a unique and sought-

after aspect of this neighbourhood; they are a source of pride amongst residents 

and a cherished destination for personal or family outings.  A visioning exercise 

with residents revealed that there is strong interest in protecting and enhancing 

these valued spaces and keeping them clean.   

The following vision statement takes into account community feedback and results 

of the characterization and consultation process.  It captures the essence of the 

neighbours’ vision for their own community and acknowledges that both people and 

spaces are integral parts of a sustainable neighbourhood.  It will inspire and 

empower neighbours and project partners to take action towards achieving a 

sustainable Fletchers Creek neighbourhood that is resilient to climate change.   

 

Fletchers Creek is a green, climate change-ready neighbourhood  

supported by beautiful, healthy spaces and championed by caring 

neighbours. 
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4.2  Setting Directions 

A detailed review and assessment of existing conditions and consultation with 

stakeholders, residents, and community members was completed to develop a 

profile of existing issues and opportunities. Findings were overlaid on map of the 

neighbourhood shown in Figure 14.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 114.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Neighbourhood Assessment 

Source:  Credit Valley Conservation, 2018 
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This information collected in consultations and analysis of local planning documents 

indicated the need for action in four key areas.  Positive change in each of these 

areas will contribute to the overall sustainability of the Fletchers Creek 

neighbourhood.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following sections describe the imperative for making change in key action 

areas and make the connection between issues and the need for improvement.  

Within each action area are goals for a sustainable Fletchers Creek SNAP 

neighbourhood and associated strategic directions or courses of action required to 

meet Fletchers Creek SNAP goals.  Alignment with stakeholder objectives and 

municipal and regional targets that Fletchers Creek SNAP action will contribute to 

are also identified.   

Indicators and metrics will be used to measure Fletchers Creek SNAP performance 

during the implementation phase.  Further discussion and evaluation will be 

required in order to establish practical Fletchers Creek SNAP targets. 

Low-Impact 

Living

Healthy 
Landscape

Clean Creek

Caring

Community

Figure 125.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Action Areas 

Source:  Credit Valley Conservation 
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4.2.1 Low-Impact Living 

Low-impact living is a way of thinking and behaving that results in a better 

environment.  It is an efficient lifestyle that is mindful of the impacts of day-to-day 

individual, household or commercial/industrial activities on the environment and the 

benefits of making sustainable choices such as improved quality of life, personal 

health and wellbeing, cost savings, reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and reduced 

air and noise pollution.   

 

Goal A 

Reduce environmental impact of everyday decisions and activities. 

Strategic Directions 

1. Support energy efficiency. 

2. Support water efficiency and the wise use of potable water. 

3. Encourage use of sustainable modes of travel. 

4. Encourage local food production. 

 

Significance 

While residents in the Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood understand that their 

actions have an environmental impact, few residents are taking action because they 

don’t know what they can do in their homes and yards to help the environment and 

reduce climate change impacts.  Among local businesses, there is a high level of 

interest in learning more about incentives, assessments and retrofits that will 

reduce their operating costs (Sustainable Neighbourhood Market Research and 

Analysis:  Fletchers Creek SNAP, CVC).   

The new carbon pricing system, energy cost increases, interruptions in supply, and 

a severe climate could have dramatic impacts on the quality of human and natural 

systems within Brampton (Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan 

Background Report, 2012).  The Fletchers Creek SNAP neighbourhood has smaller 

homes compared to the rest of Brampton, and as a result, it is not identified as a 

hot-spot for high energy use in the city. However, there are energy savings to be 

had, as many homes and other buildings in this area are older and may be energy-

inefficient due to leaky windows, ineffective insulation, and out-of-date appliances.   

Energy efficiency has many notable benefits for residents (including reduced home 

heating and cooling costs), and businesses (including reduced operating costs, 
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improved productivity, workplace safety and sales).  At global scale energy 

efficiency contributes to cleaner air through reductions in greenhouse gas 

emissions, carbon production and consumption of non-renewable resources.   

Water is a critical and limited resource that is depended on for drinking, household 

and commercial use, recreation, sewage treatment, and other uses including a 

healthy environment (Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan 

Background Report, 2012).  In this neighbourhood, consumption of potable water is 

notably higher in summer months suggesting that there is heavy outdoor water use 

for watering lawns and gardens.  Improved water efficiency reduces water 

demands, enhances system effectiveness, reduces energy demands and 

greenhouse gas emissions associated with treating and pumping water, and 

reduces the ecological impact of drawing water and discharging wastewater (Water 

Efficiency Strategy, Region of Peel).   

Sustainable modes of travel include carpooling, public transit, and active 

transportation alternatives.  Active transportation refers to the use of human-

powered modes of travel such as cycling or walking instead of relying on private 

automobiles to reach everyday destinations (Active Transportation Plan, Region of 

Peel).  Benefits of active transportation include improved health, lower 

transportation costs, reduced wear and tear on roads, and reductions in energy use 

and greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution, noise pollution, and the need for new 

parking lots and roadways. 

Making sustainable food choices can help the environment and create a more 

livable community.  Choosing local food can reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

associated with the shipping and storage of produce and goods.  Growing food in 

backyards and community gardens is a fun way to get active, save money on food, 

build community, and support pollinators.  

 

Alignment 

Low-impact living aligns with:  

• municipal priorities to reduce energy demand, manage transportation, reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions, reduce water consumption, and invest in people 

to create a healthy, liveable, and safe community (Brampton Grow Green 

Environmental Master Plan),  
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• regional priorities supporting environments for healthy living and active 

transportation (Peel Active Transportation Plan and Peel Public Health 

Strategic Plan), 

• regional priorities protecting and restoring water resources (Peel Water 

Efficiency Strategy),  

• provincial legislation requirements to reduce water demands (Ontario Water 

Opportunities Act), and,  

• Initiatives of local community groups to promote active and sustainable 

lifestyles (i.e. Brampton Bicycle Advisory Committee and Bike Brampton). 

 

Outcome 

The Fletchers Creek neighbourhood will be a place where people live, work, conduct 

their business, and interact with their neighbours in ways that minimize the 

environmental impact of their daily activities and operations.  Residents and 

businesses will be attentive to the demands they are placing on the environment 

and make green choices such as conserving energy and water, using sustainable or 

active modes of transportation (including carpooling, public transit, walking or 

cycling), and growing local food. 

Success in the area of low-impact living will be indicated by positive change in 

several key indicators in the neighbourhood as shown in Table 1. Targets will be 

identified in the Action Plan. 

 
Table 1: Indicators and Metrics for Low-Impact Living 

Indicators Metrics 

Adoption of low-impact living 

practices (i.e. energy conservation, 

water efficiency, sustainable 

transportation) 

No. of people taking action 

No. of households taking action 

No. of businesses taking action 

Potable water demand (Residential, 

Commercial, Institutional) 

% reduction in Lud (litres per unit per day) 
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4.2.2 Caring Community 

A caring community is a group of individuals with a shared appreciation for nature 

and an interest in nurturing the natural environment in their neighbourhood.   

 

Goal B 

Engage the community in neighbourhood improvement. 

 

Strategic Directions 

1. Foster environmental awareness, learning, and appreciation. 

2. Foster a culture of conservation and stewardship. 

3. Create local leaders and a network of neighbours with shared values. 

 

Significance 

The Fletchers Creek neighbourhood is home to people of all ages and backgrounds, 

from high-rise renters to homeowners, and small businesses to large corporations.  

Despite modest incomes, small lot sizes or the lack of yards entirely (for those 

living in apartments), this neighbourhood has two considerable assets to build 

upon, firstly, the close proximity and access to extensive greenspace including 

valleyland and neighbourhood parks, and, secondly, the existing commitment to 

sustainability which is evident through past participation in local events and uptake 

of sustainability-related programming such as Ontario EcoSchools and WaterSmart 

Peel.     

Empowering people to take action requires identifying and breaking down barriers 

which range from financial, time or skill deficits to cultural biases and long-standing 

traditions and practices to misconceptions about the environment, naturalization, 

and wildlife.  Engaging with the community in meaningful ways and providing 

access to learning opportunities, resources, and expert guidance will broaden 

perspectives, help people to sustainably manage their own properties and 

appreciate natural areas in their neighbourhood.   

Creating a network of like-minded neighbours will connect people with other 

individuals or groups in the neighbourhood who are making a difference, setting an 

example, sharing lessons learned, and inspiring others to follow.   
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Learning objectives and messaging will be further explored in the Action Plan with 

consideration of demographics, lifestyles, and existing programming. 

 

Alignment 

Empowering a caring community aligns with:  

• watershed priorities to educate and provide outreach to residents (Fletchers 

Creek Subwatershed Restoration Strategy),  

• municipal priorities to promote education, awareness, and engagement  

(Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan), and  

• regional priorities to increase community awareness and level of engagement 

about climate change impacts (Peel Climate Change Strategy). 

 

Outcome 

Fletchers Creek neighbours will be aware of environmental issues, understand their 

role in contributing to sustainability, and participate in local conservation and 

stewardship actions on private and public lands.  Residents and businesses will feel 

a sense of community and connection with the land, working with and learning from 

their neighbours to protect and enhance the local natural environment.   

Level of knowledge and participation will indicate success as shown in Table 2. 

Targets will be identified in the Action Plan. 

Table 2: Indicators and Metrics for Goal B Caring Community 

Indicators Metrics  

Knowledge/understanding/awareness 

of issues, roles, practices, tools    

Change in 

knowledge/understanding/awareness 

Participation in environmental learning 

activities 

No. of people 

Participation in community 

stewardship activities (on public 

lands) 

No. of people 

No. of projects 

Participation in private land 

stewardship activities  

No. of households 

No. of businesses 
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4.2.3 Healthy Landscape 

A healthy landscape is the setting for a sustainable neighbourhood and includes the 

natural areas, lawns and gardens, street trees, and Fletchers Creek.     

 

Goal C  

Create and healthy and diverse landscape. 

 

Strategic Directions 

1. Protect, restore and enhance the Natural Heritage System. 

2. Protect, enhance and diversify canopy cover in the urban forest. 

3. Enhance biodiversity and habitat in managed landscapes. 

4. Restore stream corridor health. 

 

Significance 

The landscape is a defining feature in this neighbourhood.  The meandering creek, 

picturesque valley, and tree-lined streets are a resource cherished by local 

residents.  In addition to beautifying the neighbourhood, lawns and gardens, 

natural areas and planted trees and shrubs in Fletchers Creek provide numerous 

environmental, economic, and social benefits.  However, the landscape has been 

drastically altered by the loss of mature canopy trees to Emerald Ash Borer and the 

ice storm and continues to be impacted by the abundance of invasive species like 

European buckthorn, non-native honeysuckle and garlic mustard growing in natural 

areas, in backyards, the encroachment of park facilities, and mowed areas within 

the valleyland.  There is a need to protect, enhance and restore this valuable 

resource for today and tomorrow.   

The neighbourhood’s urban forest encompasses all of the trees, shrubs, 

understorey plants, and soils in the area.  The urban forest provides a range of 

ecosystem services which result in environmental, economic, social, and cultural 

benefits for the city and its inhabitants.  These can include improving air and water 

quality, cooling air and water temperatures, providing shade, intercepting rainfall, 

reducing volume and speed of stormwater runoff, reducing soil erosion, providing 

noise buffer, reducing residential energy costs, providing habitat for local and 

migratory wildlife, and supporting local recreational and community activities and 

sense of pride.  Urban forest benefits can be increased by having a healthy and 

diverse tree canopy, natural areas, and sustainable landscapes.   
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The Natural Heritage System (NHS) is an important component of the urban forest.  

The NHS provides a range of ecosystem services that contributes to a more 

complete, healthy and liveable community (Brampton Natural Heritage and 

Environmental Management Strategy, 2015).  In the Fletchers Creek 

neighbourhood, this system includes an extensive collection of woodlands, 

valleyland habitat, and the creek, as well as some non-natural areas with the 

potential to be restored or managed to improve ecosystem function.  Increasing 

natural vegetation cover with native species and removing invasive species within 

the NHS area will improve ecosystem function and contribute to overall 

neighbourhood sustainability.   

Fletchers Creek is a component of the NHS.  A physical stream corridor assessment 

of Fletchers Creek was undertaken in 2010.  Results indicated that, within this 

reach, there were numerous problems impacting stream health including erosion, 

armoured channels, outfalls requiring maintenance, fish barriers, and garbage 

deposits (Fletchers Creek Restoration Strategy, 2012).  Managing water quality and 

quantity entering the creek, maintaining environmental flows, and improving buffer 

vegetation will increase overall stream health, support Redside Dace habitat, and 

beautify this focal point in the community.  Further evaluation is required to 

determine the opportunity for in-stream restoration and/or wetland creation in an 

integrated manner with natural heritage restoration and stormwater management. 

Managed landscapes, such as private lawns and gardens, and municipal parks and 

boulevards, are also part of the urban forest.  Often, these landscapes are routinely 

mowed, irrigated and planted with non-native, ornamental plant species, some of 

which may be invasive.  Sustainable landscaping, management practices, and 

maintenance routines can improve the quality and quantity of habitat, biodiversity, 

and connectivity in the urban environment, as well as reduce energy and water 

demands, and beautify the neighbourhood.  

 

Alignment 

Supporting and sustaining a diverse, healthy landscape aligns with:  

• watershed priorities to restore the Fletchers Creek subwatershed through 

pollution prevention, stormwater management/Low-Impact Development, 

ecological restoration, stream corridor restoration, stewardship and outreach 

(Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Restoration Strategy), 

• watershed priorities to protect and enhance the NHS (Natural Heritage 

System Strategy),  
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• municipal priorities to manage land to sustain the natural environment 

(Brampton Grown Green Environmental Master Plan and Brampton Natural 

Heritage and Environmental Management Strategy), and, 

• regional priorities to enhance the urban forest (Peel Urban Forest Strategy) 

and build resilience to climate change (Peel Climate Change Strategy). 

 

Outcome 

Healthy outdoor spaces including the urban forest, natural areas, and manicured 

landscapes will support the health and wellbeing of the people who inhabit and use 

them and provide other ecosystem services which will buffer the neighbourhood 

against the effects of climate change.     

Success in this action area will result in positive change across a range of 

environmental indicators as shown in Table 3. Targets will be identified in the 

Action Plan. 

Table 3: Indicators and Metrics for Goal C Healthy Landscape 

Indicators Metrics  

Enhancement of the urban forest 
(includes NHS and managed landscapes) 

No. of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous 

planted 

Enhancement of the NHS No. of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous 

planted in NHS 

Sq.m. of land restored within NHS 

(includes invasive species management) 

Sq.m./% of land naturalized within the 30 

metre stream buffer 

No. of NHS enhancement projects 

Enhancement of managed landscapes 
(includes boulevards, parks, private lands) 

No. of trees, shrubs, and herbaceous 

planted  

No. of sustainable landscaping projects 

(residential/ICI/municipal) 

Sq.m./% reduction of mowing in 

parkland/open space 

Sq.m. naturalization of parkland/open 

space 
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4.2.4 Clean Creek 

A clean creek is a prized neighbourhood landmark and valuable habitat for aquatic 

life including the Endangered Redside Dace.  

 

Goal D  

Support a clean and healthy Fletchers Creek. 

 

Strategic Directions 

1. Manage rain where it falls. 

2. Protect and enhance the quality of water returning to the creek. 

3. Build flood resiliency. 

 

Significance 

Water is a critical resource that supports a healthy natural environment and 

sustains neighbourhoods.  People inadvertently contaminate water when 

precipitation picks up pollutants from their yards and streets on its way to the 

creek.  Key water-related issues in this neighbourhood include a lack of stormwater 

quality, quantity, temperature, and erosion controls, an abundance of downspouts 

connected to the storm sewer system, and debris and garbage in the creek.   

This neighbourhood is situated within the Fletchers Creek subwatershed, a 

catchment area that contributes to the Credit River watershed, which extends from 

Orangeville to Lake Ontario.  Land and water management practices across the 

neighbourhood affect water quality and quantity in Fletchers Creek having an 

impact on the health of the creek and its local habitat, have downstream impacts, 

as well as impact on human health and well-being (e.g. impact to drinking water, 

recreation opportunities like fishing and swimming). 

In an urban area, such as this neighbourhood, the abundance of paved surfaces 

and relatively low vegetation cover results in high volumes of runoff being 

generated with less water being taken up by evapotranspiration from vegetation 

and less water infiltrating and naturally recharging streams and groundwater 

resources.  During storm events, increased surface runoff can result in flooding and 

erosion, and, in combination with pollution from human activity, can degrade water 

quality (Stormwater Management Criteria, CVC).   
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Within the next few decades, the region will experience more frequent extreme 

daily precipitation events (such as thunderstorms) and warmer and slightly wetter 

weather on average (Peel Climate Change Strategy Background Report, Update 

2011).  In this older neighbourhood, it will be important to build flood resiliency in 

anticipation of future climate change conditions.    

One approach will be to manage rain where it falls.  Retaining stormwater on-site 

for re-use for landscape irrigation, evapotranspiration by plants into the 

atmosphere, or infiltration into the groundwater system mimics the natural water 

cycle and reduces the amount of stormwater runoff that enters the storm sewer 

system and drains into Fletchers Creek.  Reducing stormwater runoff and protecting 

the floodplain can help manage local and riverine flooding. 

The combination of green infrastructure stormwater retrofits and pollution 

prevention measures will reduce contaminant levels and cool the stormwater as it 

returns to Fletchers Creek, helping to protect and improve habitat for Redside Dace. 

Stormwater management is just one aspect of water management.  Coordinated 

water efficiency, water resource management, and stormwater management will 

protect the integrity of ground and surface waters, restore a sustainable 

hydrological cycle and conserve valuable water resources. This One Water approach 

is integrated and holistic and starts at the watershed scale allowing municipalities, 

water managers, and regulators to better coordinate water management in order to 

achieve the best results.  

 

Alignment 

Protecting and managing Fletchers Creek aligns with: 

• watershed priorities to improve water quality and quantity, erosion, and 

temperature in the Fletchers Creek catchment area (Fletchers Creek 

Subwatershed Restoration Strategy),  

• municipal priorities for stormwater management of aquatic habitat 

(Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan) and retrofit of older 

neighbourhoods with end-of-pipe retrofits, conveyance controls, and thermal 

mitigation (Brampton Stormwater Retrofit Study),  

• provincial support for the adoption of Low-Impact Development (LID) as a 

means to mimic a site’s natural hydrologic cycle to the greatest extent 

possible (Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) 
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Interpretation Bulletin:  Expectations re Stormwater Management, February 

2015), 

• Meet runoff volume control targets through stormwater retrofits within the 

existing urban areas consistent with ministry guidelines, and, 

• provincial and federal requirements to protect Redside Dace habitat. 

 

 

Outcome 

The implementation of stormwater-related green infrastructure in the Fletchers 

Creek neighbourhood can improve community resiliency to the effects of climate 

change.  Water balance, erosion control, and water quality issues will be better 

managed and will help protect Fletchers Creek and its sensitive aquatic 

environment.     

Success in this action area will result in positive change across a range of 

stormwater indicators as shown in Table 4. Targets will be identified in the Action 

Plan. Additional detailed, project-specific metrics may also be tracked and reported 

on throughout Fletchers Creek SNAP implementation. 

 
Table 4: Indicators and Metrics for Goal D Clean Creek 

Indicators  Metrics  

Stormwater quantity/Erosion control Sq.m. of land serviced by green 

stormwater infrastructure installed (for 

quantity)  

No. of projects installed/implemented 

Stormwater quality Sq.m. of land serviced by green 

stormwater infrastructure installed (for 

quality)  

Project-specific metrics  

No. of projects installed/implemented 

Infrastructure improvements No. of infrastructure improvements 

Flood resiliency/Floodplain 

improvements 

No. of project and improvements 
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Table 5.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Sustainability Framework Summary  

Vision 

Fletchers Creek is a green, climate change-ready neighbourhood supported by healthy spaces and championed by caring neighbours. 

LOW-IMPACT LIVING CARING COMMUNITY HEALTHY LANDSCAPE CLEAN CREEK 

Goal A Goal B Goal C Goal D 

Reduce environmental impacts 
of everyday decisions and 
activities. 

Engage the community in 
neighbourhood improvement. 

Create a healthy and diverse  
landscape. 

Support a clean and healthy 
Fletchers Creek. 

Strategic Directions 

1. Support energy efficiency. 
2. Support water efficiency and 

the wise use of potable 
water. 

3. Encourage use of sustainable 
modes of travel. 

4. Encourage local food 
production. 

Strategic Directions 

1. Foster environmental 
awareness, learning, and 
appreciation. 

2. Foster a culture of 
conservation and 
stewardship. 

3. Create local leaders and a 
network of neighbours with 
shared values. 

Strategic Directions 

1. Protect, restore and enhance 
the Natural Heritage 
System. 

2. Protect, enhance and 
diversify canopy cover in the 
urban forest. 

3. Enhance biodiversity and 
habitat in managed 
landscapes. 

4. Restore stream corridor 
health. 

Strategic Directions 

1. Manage rain where it falls. 
2. Protect and enhance the 

quality of water returning to 
the creek. 

3. Build flood resiliency. 

Indicators & Metrics Indicators & Metrics Indicators & Metrics Indicators & Metrics 

Adoption of low impact living 
practices (i.e. energy 
conservation, water efficiency, 
sustainable transportation) 

• No. of people taking action 
• No. of households taking 

action 
• No. of businesses taking 

action 

 

Potable water demand 
(Residential, Commercial, 
Institutional) 

• % reduction in Lud (litres 
per unit per day) 

Knowledge/understanding/ 
awareness of issues, roles, 
practices, tools 

• Change in 
knowledge/understanding/ 
awareness 

 

Participation in environmental 
learning activities 

• No. of people 

 

Participation in community 
stewardship activities (on public 
lands) 

• No. of people 
• No. of projects 

 

Participation in private land 
stewardship activities 

• No. of households 
• No. of businesses 

Enhancement of the urban 
forest (includes NHS and 
managed landscapes) 

• No. of trees, shrubs, and 
herbaceous planted 

 

Enhancement of the NHS 

• No. of trees, shrubs, and 
herbaceous planted in NHS 

• Sq. m. of land restored 
within NHS (includes 
invasive species 
management) 

• Sq. m./% of land 
naturalized within the 30 
metre stream buffer 

• No. of NHS enhancement 
projects 

 

Enhancement of managed 
landscapes (includes 
boulevards, parks, private 
lands) 

• No. of trees, shrubs, and 
herbaceous planted  

• No. of sustainable 
landscaping projects 
(residential/ICI/municipal) 

• Sq. .m./% reduction of 
mowing in parkland/open 
space 

• Sq. m. naturalization of 
parkland/open space 

Stormwater quantity/Erosion 
control 

• Sq.m. of land serviced by 
green stormwater 
infrastructure (for quantity) 

• No. of projects 
installed/implemented 

 

Stormwater quality 

• Sq.m. of land serviced by 
green stormwater 
infrastructure (for quality) 

• Project-specific metrics  
• No. of projects 

installed/implemented 

 

Infrastructure improvements 

• No. of infrastructure 
improvements 

 

Flood resiliency/Floodplain 
improvements 

• No. of projects and 
improvements 
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Table 6.  Fletchers Creek SNAP Neighbourhood Baseline 

Goal Indicator/Metric Neighbourhood 

Baseline (2016) 

Target Fletchers 

Creek SNAP 
Performance 

Watershed/City/Regional 

Targets 

Notes Source 

Low 
Impact 
Living 

Adoption of low impact living 
practices (i.e. energy 
conservation, water 
efficiency, sustainable 
transportation) 

No. of people taking action 

No. of households taking 

action 

No. of businesses taking 
action 

0 TBD 30% decrease in building energy 
intensity by 2021 (Brampton Grow 

Green) 

37 transit trips per capita/year by 
2021 (Brampton Grow Green) 

25% reduction in vehicle km 
travelled per capita/day (from 

2012) 

Building energy intensity is the ratio of total building 
energy use to total building floor area.  Reduction target 
includes residential, commercial/institutional and 
industrial sector and applies to City departments (i.e. 
Recreation, Parks, Works, etc.) 

Brampton Grow Green target for GHG emissions per 
capita/year to be determined. 

 

Brampton community baseline is 28.16 transit trips per 
capita/year (2011 data). 

 

Brampton community baseline is 8.37 vehicle km 

travelled per capita/day (2006 data). 

St. Joseph School participated in Peel’s school water 
program in 2014-2015 

Glendale Public School undertook energy-efficiency 
improvements in 2017 which included rood upgrades and 
the installation of solar panels. 

Peel has provided three School Water Presentations and 
one School Wastewater Tour since 2010. 

 

A total of 475 toilets were replaced with low-flow toilets 
through Peel’s Toilet Replacement Rebate Program 
between 2010-2013 

City of Brampton Grow Green 
Environmental Master Plan 

Potable water demand 
(Residential, Commercial, 
Institutional)  

% reduction in Lud/Lcd 
(litres per unit per day) 

2015 

Residential (All) 

572 Lud (indoor) 

593 Lud (summer) 

173 Lcd (indoor) 

180 Lcd (summer) 

Commercial 

4272 Lud (indoor) 

4451 Lud (summer) 

Schools/Institutions 

4370 Lud (indoor) 

6479 Lud (summer)  

TBD 150 Lcd by 2025 or approx. 

 495 Lud (indoor water use)  

18% reduction in indoor water use 
by 2025 

(Peel Water Efficiency target) 

30% reduction in potable water 
demand (Lcd) from 2010 baseline 

by 2021 (Brampton Grow Green)  

Lud = Litres per unit per day 

Lcd = Litres per capita per day 

Consumption data indicated is 2015 data provided by the 
Region of Peel.  Lcd totals are based on an average 3.3 
people per household (Census 2011 for L6X).  For this 
size of study area, per unit data is more accurate than 
per capita data.   

Fletchers Creek SNAP target to be determined. 

Aggregated water use data provided by 
the Region of Peel from 2015.   

Region of Peel Water Efficiency Strategy 

City of Brampton Grow Green 
Environmental Master Plan 
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Goal Indicator/Metric Neighbourhood 

Baseline (2016) 

Target Fletchers 

Creek SNAP 
Performance 

Watershed/City/Regional 

Targets 

Notes Source 

Caring 

Community 

Knowledge/understanding/ 

awareness of issues, roles, 
practices, tools: 

Change in knowledge/ 
understanding/awareness 
 

Pre-SNAP baseline TBD 

from  

market research  

 Pre-event baseline 
TBD on event-by-event 

basis 

TBD TBD Level of knowledge and awareness was tested in the 

Fletchers Creek SNAP market research and will be 
tested again at the end of the project. 

Test level of knowledge at each Fletchers Creek SNAP 
event through specific questions on event feedback 
forms. 

Fletchers Creek SNAP Market Research 

and Analysis 

Participation in environmental 
learning activities 

No. of people 

0 TBD 25% increase in community 
participation from 2016 baseline 
by 2021 (Brampton Grow Green) 

36 local residents participated in Peel’s Fusion 
Landscaping Program between 2010-2015. 

 

All Fletchers Creek SNAP schools except Northwood 
Public Park School are registered EcoSchools. 

Three neighbourhood schools have participated in 
Region of Peel’s Bike To School Week: Beatty-Fleming 

Senior Public School (2017), Glendale Public School 
(2018) and Our Lady of Fatima School (2018). 
 

Northwood Park participated in CVC’s Save the Leopard 
Frog program in 2009-10. 

Glendale Public School participated in the CVC Stream 
of Dreams program in 2015 

49 people participated in attended CVC’s Your Green 
Yard workshops in 2011 and 2014. 

 

Environmental learning activities in the community 

include educational events and workshops where the 
objective was to educate participants.  Fletchers Creek 

SNAP participation to date (49 participants in 2016, 39 
participants in 2017).  Fletchers Creek SNAP target to 
be determined. 

 

 

Participation in community 
stewardship activities on 

public lands  

No. of people 

No. of projects 

0 TBD 25% increase in community 
participation from 2016 baseline 

by 2021 (Brampton Grow Green) 

Stewardship activities include events that engage 
participants in taking action on-the-ground. Fletchers 

Creek SNAP participation to date (58 participants in 
2017, 44 CYC participants in 2018).  

 

Participation in stewardship 
activities on private lands 

No. of households 

No. of businesses 

0 TBD  Includes participation in stewardship-related events 
and community-based social marketing campaigns on 
private land. 
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Goal Indicator/Metric Neighbourhood 

Baseline (2016) 

Target Fletchers 

Creek SNAP 
Performance 

Watershed/City/Regional 

Targets 

Notes Source 

Healthy 

Landscape 

Enhancement of the urban 

forest: 

     

No. of trees/shrubs/ 
herbaceous planted 

 

24.6% existing canopy 
cover (2017)  

TBD 25% canopy cover (NHEMS target) Includes all plantings within study area (NHS + managed 
landscapes).  Past plantings:  2950 trees and shrubs 
planted by Conservation Youth Corps (CYC), corporate 
and community volunteers on public land in study area 

(2010-2016),  

210 trees and shrubs planted by community volunteers 
in 2017, 125 trees and shrubs by CYC Branch Out 
participants in 2018. 

31 trees and shrubs planted in private yards in 2011 and 
2014. 6 trees and shrubs planted in private yards in 

2018.   

Grow Green targets to be determined.   

Fletchers Creek SNAP target to be identified based on 
feasibility/availability of plantable areas on public and 
private lands.   

Region of Peel Urban Forest Strategy 

City of Brampton Urban Forest Study 

City of Brampton Natural Heritage and 
Environmental Management Strategy  

Credit Valley Conservation Program 
Data 

Enhancement of the NHS:      

No. of trees/shrubs/ 
herbaceous  planted in NHS 

0 TBD  Includes all plantings within the boundaries of the 
Schedule D NHS.  

 

Sq.m. of land restored 
within NHS (includes 
invasive species 

management) 

0 TBD 25 ha/yr (2021) Grow Green target for biodiversity restoration and 
enhancement in NHS (by 2021) is 25 ha/year city-wide.   

Fletchers Creek SNAP target to be identified based on 

feasibility/availability of plantable areas.  Fletchers Creek 
SNAP performance will be measured in land area within 

NHS restored or enhanced (includes stewardship of 
existing trees and invasive species management). 

City of Brampton Grow Green 
Environmental Master Plan and Natural 
Heritage Environmental Management 

Strategy 

Credit Valley Conservation Natural 

Heritage System Strategy  

Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Study 

Sq.m./% of land 
naturalized within 30 metre 

stream buffer 

65.4% existing natural 
cover within stream 

buffer 

TBD 100% natural cover within stream 
buffer 

Watershed target is 100% natural cover within 30 metre 
stream buffer (both sides).  Grow Green target to be 

determined.  Fletchers Creek SNAP target to be identified 
based on feasibility/availability of plantable areas.   

Fletchers Creek SNAP performance will be measured in 
area of land naturalized (sq.m.) 

Credit Valley Conservation Natural 
Heritage System Strategy  

City of Brampton Grow Green 
Environmental Master Plan 

Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Study 

No. of NHS enhancement 

projects 

0 TBD  Total number of projects to include any project occurring 

within the NHS that may or may not have an area 
associated with it i.e. creek clean-up event. 
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Goal Indicator/Metric Neighbourhood 

Baseline (2016) 

Target Fletchers 

Creek SNAP 
Performance 

Watershed/City/Regional 

Targets 

Notes Source 

Healthy 

Landscape 
(cont.) 

Enhancement of managed 

landscapes (includes 
boulevards, parks, private 
lands): 

     

No. of trees/shrubs/ 
herbaceous  planted 

 

0 TBD TBD Includes all planting in boulevards, parks, and private 
lands.  Where these lands overlap NHS boundary, a 

portion of this total will be counted towards both NHS 
and managed landscapes. 

Tree planting on public land is identified as a metric in 
the Brampton NHEMS.  Public land target TBD. 

Tree planting on private land is identified as a metric in 
the Brampton NHEMS.  City-wide target TBD. 

City of Brampton Natural Heritage and 
Environmental Management Strategy 

(NHEMS) 

 

No. of sustainable 
landscaping projects 
(residential, ICI, municipal)  

0 TBD None May include projects on residential, ICI, or municipal 
lands (i.e. planted a tree or native plants, installed a 
butterfly garden, Fusion landscape, depaving, rain 
garden, invasive species removal etc.)   

 

Sq.m./% reduction of 

mowing in parkland/open 
space 

 

0 TBD TBD Reduction of active parkland and passive open space 

mown is identified as a target in the Brampton NHEMS.  
Target TBD. 

City of Brampton Natural Heritage and 

Environmental Management Strategy 
(NHEMS) 

Sq.m. of naturalization of 
parkland/open space 

 

0 TBD TBD Naturalization of open space/parkland is identified as a 
target in the Brampton NHEMS.  Target TBD. 

City of Brampton Natural Heritage and 
Environmental Management Strategy 
(NHEMS) 
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Goal Indicator/Metric Neighbourhood 

Baseline (2016) 

Target Fletchers 

Creek SNAP 
Performance 

Watershed/City/Regional 

Targets 

Notes Source 

Clean 
Creek 

Stormwater quantity/erosion 
control: 

Sq.m. of land serviced by 
green stormwater 

infrastructure (for 
quantity) 

No. of projects 
installed/implemented 

 

0 TBD Refer to new MOECC Guidelines 
(2017) when available 

Volume to be quantified on a project-by-project basis 
with in-flow/out-flow monitoring or modelling (where 
appropriate) at Fletchers Creek SNAP LID sites.   

Green stormwater infrastructure in this category refers 

to low-impact development practices (i.e. green roof, 
permeable paving, infiltration, at-source stormwater 
management). LID is identified as a target in the 
NHEMS, specific targets TBD. 

Projects may include pollution prevention, LID, 
downspout disconnection, rain gardens, rain barrels, etc.    

City of Brampton Stormwater 
Management Master Plan 

City of Brampton Stormwater Retrofit and 
Enhancement Study 

Credit Valley Conservation Fletchers 
Creek Restoration Study 

Credit Valley Conservation Low Impact 
Development Guidelines 

Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Study 

City of Brampton Natural Heritage and 

Environmental Management Strategy 
(NHEMS) 

Stormwater Quality: 

Sq.m. of land serviced by 
green stormwater 
infrastructure (for quality) 

Project-specific metrics  

No. of projects 
installed/implemented 

 

0 TBD Refer to new MOECC Guidelines 

(2017) when available 

Pollutant event mean concentrations (EMC) is monitored 

at locations upstream and downstream of study area.  
This monitoring is discontinued. EMC were monitored 
from 2009-2012 up and downstream.  

Water quality index (WQI) average score is 33.7 at 
Steeles (Peel Water Quality Monitoring Network Station 
data).  Due to size of catchment and intensity of 
upstream development activity, detecting overall water 
quality improvement in Fletchers Creek resulting from 
Fletchers Creek SNAP activities would be impossible.   

Incremental water quality improvements (i.e. thermal 

mitigation or pollutant load) may be measured on a 
project-by-project basis with in-flow/out-flow monitoring 
where appropriate.   

Projects may include pollution prevention, LID, 
downspout disconnection, rain gardens, etc.    

Green stormwater infrastructure in this category refers 

to low-impact development practices (i.e. green roof, 
permeable paving, infiltration, at-source stormwater 
management). LID is identified as a target in the 
NHEMS, specific targets TBD. 

City of Brampton Stormwater 

Management Master Plan 

City of Brampton Stormwater Retrofit and 
Enhancement Study 

Credit Valley Conservation Fletchers 
Creek Restoration Study 

Credit Valley Conservation Low Impact 
Development Guidelines 

Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Study 

 

Infrastructure improvements: 

No. of infrastructure 

improvements 

0 TBD  Water quality improvement of stormwater management 
facilities and facility outfalls identified as a target in the 

Brampton NHEMS.  Target TBD. 

May include total count of existing catch basins, outfalls, 
or dry ponds improved. 

 

Flood resiliency/ Floodplain 
improvements: 

No. of projects and 

improvements 

0 TBD    
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5.0 Moving Towards Action Planning 

The Fletchers Creek SNAP Background Report documents findings of the characterization 

and planning process undertaken in Fetchers Creek SNAP Phase 1. An initial sustainability 

framework and goals for the Action Plan are complete.    

This initial phase of Fletchers Creek SNAP has been revealing and exciting.  Attendance at 

early engagement events has been very positive and neighbourhood residents have been 

keen to share their vision for the neighbourhood.  They are interested in learning more and 

getting involved as the action plan unfolds.   

In addition, two early action retrofit projects have been initiated.  These projects are 

supported by the Clean Water Wastewater Fund, the City of Brampton, and Credit Valley 

Conservation.   

This report lays out the directions for the Action Plan and serves as a detailed accounting of 

evidence supporting decisions made during action planning.  

Fletchers Creek SNAP Phase 2 will include: 

• Collaboration with project partners 

• Consultations with stakeholders and the community 

• Implementation of early action projects and community engagement 

• Development of the Fletchers Creek SNAP Final Report 

 

Photo 12:  Neighbourhood greening has already started thanks to local volunteers planting trees in 
Chris Gibson Park in 2017.  Photo Credit:  CVC. 
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List of Sustainability Plans and Studies 
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List of Sustainability Plans and Studies 

 

City of Brampton 

Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan (May 2014) 

Natural Heritage and Environmental Management Strategy (December 2015)  

City of Brampton Urban Forest Study (June 2011) 

City of Brampton Official Plan (2015 Office Consolidation) – Subsection 4.5 

Strategic Plan – Building For Our Future (2016) 

City of Brampton Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2017) 

Brampton’s PathWays Master Plan (2002) 

City of Brampton Stormwater Management Master Plan (2008) 

City of Brampton Stormwater Retrofit and Enhancement Study (2015) 

Brampton Storm Sewer By-Law  

Sustainable Community Development Guidelines (2013) 

Pathways Routing Plan (2010) 

City of Brampton Transportation Master Plan (Update, 2015) 

Urban Canopy Tree Inventory (in progress)  

Community Energy Mapping (in progress) 

City of Brampton Active Transportation Master Plan (in development) 

Queen Street Transit Master Plan (in development) 

Living the Mosaic Brampton 2040 Vision (2018) 

 

Region of Peel 

Region of Peel Official Plan (2008)  

Strategic Plan (1996; under review) 

Setting the Pace 2014-19 – A revision to Peel Public Health’s 10-year Strategic Plan 2009-19 

(2014) 
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Livable Peel Strategic Plan and Policies (2005) 

Peel Climate Change Strategy (Background Report Update, June 2011) 

Peel Urban Forest Strategy (2011) and Canopy Cover Mapping (2017) 

Peel Urban Forest Working Group, Tree Planting Prioritization Tool, ver. 1.1, 2015 

Water Efficiency Plan (2004) and Water Efficiency Strategy Update (2012) 

Active Transportation Plan (2012) 

Long Range Transportation Plan Update (2012) 

Setting the Pace – A Revision to Peel Public Health’s 10-year Strategic Plan (2014) 

Aggregated Water Use Data 2010-2015 (Residential, Commercial, Institutional) 

Wastewater Bylaw (53-2010) 

Community Health Profiles (2006) 

Priority Tree Planting Areas to Grow Peel’s Urban Forest (2015) 

Fusion Landscaping: Environmental Benefits for Residential Properties (2017) 

Peel Poverty Reduction Strategy, 2012–2015 Action Plan (under renewal) 

Active Parks Design Guide and The 3 m’s for Active Parks Design and (Re)development 

Region of Peel Sustainable Transportation Strategy (2018) 

Region of Peel Infiltration and Inflow Reduction and Mitigation Strategy (2018) 

 

Credit Valley Conservation 

Fletchers Creek Restoration Study (Draft 2012) 

Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage System Strategy (2015)  

Fletchers Creek SNAP Natural Heritage System Mapping for the City of Brampton (CVC and 

TRCA 2014) 

Integrated Watershed Restoration Strategy  

Low Impact Development Stormwater Management Planning and Design Guide (2010) 

Grey to Green Guides 

Credit River Watershed Fisheries Management Plan (MNR & CVC, 2002) 
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Brampton Natural Areas Inventory (NAI) Site Summaries  

Ecological Land Classification Mapping (2016) 

Credit River Watershed Health Report (2011) 

Planting Selection Guide (2018) 

 

Province of Ontario 

Provincial Water Quality Objectives (Update, 2016) 

Interpretation Bulletin:  MOECC Expectations Re: Stormwater Management (Ministry of 

Environment and Climate Change, 2016) 

Redside Dace Recovery Strategy (2010)  

Every Drop Counts – Annual Energy Conservation Progress Report (2016) 

Make No Little Plans: Ontario's Public Health Sector Strategic Plan (2013) 

 

Other 

Canadian Index of Wellbeing (2016 National Index Report) 

Transportation Tomorrow Survey (2016) 

Regional Transportation Plan, Metrolinx (2016) 

Greenspace and EcoHealth Toolkit, EcoHealth Ontario (2017) 

Fletchers Creek Rehabilitation Initiative 2014-2016, Ontario Streams 

Natural Systems Vulnerability to Climate Change in Peel Technical Report, TRCA & Ontario 

Climate Consortium Secretariat (2017) 

State of the Urban Forest in the Greater Toronto Area, Green Infrastructure Ontario (2016) 

Ontario’s Biodiversity Strategy (2011), Ontario Biodiversity Council 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP 

Community Leaders Consultation 

 

August 18, 2016 

 

Attendees 

Councillor Elaine Moore 

Karen Bannister, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, City of Brampton 

 

SNAP Discussion 

Describe your involvement in this neighbourhood.   

• Council representative along with Councillor Grant Gibson 

• Lives nearby, just outside of the study boundary 

• Knocks on doors, receives phone calls from residents 

• Hear about issues/complaints 

 

Does this neighbourhood have a name? 

• The name ‘Fletcher’s Creek’ is too vague because there are many other parts of 

Brampton with Fletcher’s in the name (i.e. South Fletcher’s and Fletcher’s Meadow) 

• West of McLaughlin is known as Northwood Park, and further west is Old Town 

• East of McMurchy is known as Downtown 

• North of rail line may be considered Brookview (because of the street name) but 

unsure if there is a more familiar name 

• Consider naming sub-neighbourhoods:  Downtown West – Denison, Downtown West – 

Northwood, Downtown West - Brookview 

 

What are the plans or priorities for this neighbourhood over the next few years? 

• Williams Parkway Widening, residents chose to refuse noise attenuation wall so they 

could appreciate the natural beauty of Mains Creek Diversion – this has been 

registered on their property title. 
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• Holtby Ave Industrial – would like to see this area transition to either upscale 

industrial/commercial or residential. 

• Redevelopment of industrial lands at McMurchy Ave N/Queen St W and Queen St W 

frontage to high density residential 

• Redevelopment of nursery lands at rail line at McLaughlin Rd N – previous application 

for zoning change to residential was not supported by Council. 

• Denison Road connection at Haggert Ave N 

• Brampton LRT – EA will be conducted on potential McLaughlin route.  McLaughlin 

route may follow old Orangeville rail line and bypass the SNAP study area or may 

follow McLaughlin Road north to rail line near Holtby Ave 

• Habitat for Humanity development on Amsterdam Crescent – approvals have been 

issued, site servicing will start soon 

• Would like to see a community garden for the folks living in apartments on McMurchy 

 

What are the barriers/challenges to getting those things done? 

• Finding space and building support for a community garden, Councillor Moore has 

been pushing for a community garden east of CPR line south of Vodden Street for a 

long time.  There is no one to adopt/implement the project. 

• Many of these ideas are long term visions 

 

What do you like about this neighbourhood? 

• Sense of permanence/stability – people stay for a long time and new generations 

return to live in the area where they grew up, several pockets are highly desirable 

places to live and rarely go up for sale, even rentals on McMurchy Ave N are stable 

and well-kept  

• Very diverse population (i.e. Portuguese pocket north of Vodden, ‘Old Brampton’ 

people that have always lived there) 

• Nuggets of opportunities 

 

What does a ‘green neighbourhood’ mean to you?  What could be done better or what would 

you like to see changed? 

• Northwood Park is already pretty green – streets are tree-lined and there are lots of 

gardens 

• Community garden 
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What do you know about the people who live here?  What matters to them? 

• Don’t hear from renters; this seems to be a more transient population; many may rely 

on the local Ste. Louise Outreach Centre. 

• Issues that Councillor hears about from residents include: 

o Property loss by erosion for homes on Fairglen Avenue, some have lost up to 

20’ of property 

o Speeding and traffic 

o Williams Parkway Widening/Noise Attenuation Wall (now settled) 

o Holtby Ave industrial noise/odour 

o Vandalism 

o Ice storm damage/loss of street trees (damage was especially severe in the 

Vodden Street area) 

 

Are there any local groups or active citizens you would recommend contacting? 

• There are no residential associations. 

• Habitat for Humanity – Thomas Fisher 

• Local resident active in petition against Mains Creek Diversion noise attenuation wall – 

Maureen Harper 

• Significant SolarShare project at 40 Holtby Ave – the first community-financed green 

energy project in the City of Brampton (2014);  developed in partnership with Endura 

Energy, supported by Brampton mayor, Bullfrog Power, and local community;  2,300 

solar panels; energy generated is supplied to the grid and powers local businesses 

(equivalent of 66 homes).  

 

What types of events would they be interested in?  How would you like to be involved? 

• Involvement of children in events – see Peel Children & Youth Initiative; research 

found that children between the ages of 5-12 are most interested in cooking.  

Consider children’s cooking classes, cooking camp, kid-run farmer’s market. 

• Company did a clean-up at Chris Gibson Park; contact Michele Robinson to find out 

what company that was.  Maybe they will be interested in participating in future 

events. 

• Let schools know about upcoming events. 

• Advertise events at the Tim Horton’s and FreshCo because these places are 

frequented by locals 

• Post event flyers at apartment buildings. 

• (116?) Railroad Street is owned/operated by CAW/Unifor – they may be able to send 

their Union employees out to participate as volunteers.  
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What should SNAP focus on improving?  How do you measure success or change?   What 

would make this a successful SNAP? 

• To have an engaged citizen group 

• To have a community garden 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP 

Community Leaders Consultation 

 

September 13, 2016 

 

Attendees 

Councillor Grant Gibson 

Karen Bannister, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, City of Brampton 

 

SNAP Discussion 

 

Describe your involvement in this neighbourhood.   

• Councillor Gibson grew up on Parkway Ave, raised his family on Coniston Ave, and 

now lives nearby.  Mrs. Gibson is a teacher at Beatty-Fleming P.S.  

 

Does this neighbourhood have a name? 

• Southwest area is known as Northwood Park. 

• This area would not be considered ‘downtown’. 

• Councillor Gibson likes the name ‘Fletchers Creek SNAP’ and recommended using 

‘North Fletchers SNAP’ to distinguish it from other Fletchers Creek neighbourhoods. 

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre is a unifier in this neighbourhood. 

 

What do you like about this neighbourhood? 

• The large lots and bungalows in Northwood Park make this a desirable neighbourhood. 

• This area was traditionally very close-knit, less so now, but originally everyone knew 

and watched out for each other. 

What improvements would you like to see made in this neighbourhood? 

• More local neighbourhood programming at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre such as 

neighbourhood skate night or pick-up games. 
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What does a ‘green neighbourhood’ mean to you?  What could be done better or what would 

you like to see changed? 

• Councillor Gibson would like to see the creek cleaned up. 

• Presence of parks, trees, and open spaces makes a ‘green neighbourhood’. 

 

What do you know about the people who live here?  What matters to them? 

• Residents on Fairglen Ave back directly onto Fletchers Creek and feel a sense of 

ownership over the creek.  Expect lots of involvement from these residents in the 

project. 

• Northwood Park has an older population, not a lot of kids.  People have lived there a 

long time.  There is some conversion of single-family homes to multi-family homes. 

• Southeast area has some younger families, particularly on Amsterdam Crescent.  

• There are still some original owners on Denison Ave. 

• People are mostly concerned about property standard violations, illegal basement 

apartments, and absentee landlords. 

 

Are there any local groups or active citizens you would recommend contacting? 

• Amsterdam Crescent Cooperative Housing has organized events like creek clean-ups 

in the past. 

 

What should SNAP focus on improving?  How do you measure success or change?   What 

would make this a successful SNAP? 

• A successful project would have well-attended events that bring the community 

together for a purpose.  

• Increased awareness of the environment among residents, in particular, an awareness 

of their connection to the creek and why they should/shouldn’t do certain things on 

their property. 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP  

Scoped Consultation:  Energy Conservation 

 

November 1, 2016 

 

Fletchers Creek SNAP Phase 1 activities included a series of multi-agency meetings on a 

range of sustainability themes.   CVC hosted a scoping session on Energy Conservation (gas 

and electricity) on November 1st, 2016.  The purpose of this session was to: 

• review existing energy conservation programs and initiatives, 

• identify barriers to energy conservation,  

• discuss Fletchers Creek SNAP draft goals and strategic directions and targets,  and, 

• identify opportunities for retrofit, restoration, and engagement in Fletchers Creek 

SNAP. 

 

Attendees 

Karen Bannister, Senior Program Coordinator, Sustainable Neighbourhoods, Credit Valley 

Conservation 

Andrea Morrone, Administrator, Watershed Transformation, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, Environmental Planner, Public Works and Engineering Department, City of 

Brampton 

Emily Weiss, Project Coordinator - Energy Management, Community Services Department, 

City of Brampton 

Mary Piccioni, Program Advisor, Residential Programs, Enbridge Gas Distribution 

Rocky Mancini, Lead, Commercial Sales Team, Enbridge Gas Distribution 

Janice Hodgson, Energy Services Advisor, Hydro One Brampton 

Discussion 

Enbridge Gas Program Overview - Residential 

• Enbridge Gas offers a series of residential rebates and incentive programs to help 

homeowners reduce energy costs in the home. 
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• Smart Thermostats Program:  homeowners can receive a $100 credit on their gas bill 

by purchasing and installing one of the qualifying smart thermostats.  Smart 

thermostats use sensors and Wi-Fi technology to maximize energy savings.  Program 

details:  http://en.knowyourenergyscore.ca/smart-thermostats/ 

• Home Energy Conservation (HEC) Incentive Program:  available to Enbridge Gas 

customers who heat their homes with natural gas, propane, oil or wood to help them 

lower their energy bills and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  The program is 

delivered by Enbridge in partnership with the Province of Ontario through the Green 

Investment Fund (GIF).  Customers who reside in detached homes, townhouses and 

semis are eligible for this program (not multi-residential or condos). Certified Energy 

Auditors (CEAs) provide an pre-retrofit energy audit (assessment of home’s current 

energy use) and recommend retrofit opportunities (i.e. attic insulation upgrade, 

increase wall insulation, upgrade basement wall insulation, air sealing, replace windows, 

convert furnace, upgrade water heater, drain water heat recovery, exposed floor 

insulation, install an air source heat pump).  Customers are responsible for the cost of 

the audits and the retrofits (done by verified contractors).  The % of fuel savings post-

retrofit determines the size of the incentive the customer will receive.  Incentives are 

available up to $2,100.  Program details:  http://en.knowyourenergyscore.ca Program 

goal for 2016 is 14, 544 households – just over 9,000 households (year-to-date) are 

enrolled in the HEC program.  80-85% of customers completed the program and 

received the incentive.  

• Research conducted in 2014 indicated that the strongest motivators for customers to 

participate in the Home Energy Conservation Program are (in order) cost savings, need 

for new equipment, and general interest in being more energy efficient.  Most popular 

upgrades were installation of a high efficiency furnace or boiler and air sealing.  Attic 

insulation upgrade was the next most popular upgrade.     

• Homes that are fueled with oil, propane, or wood can qualify for both programs noted 

above.  Electric heating does not qualify, however, an incentive for homes with 

baseboard heating will be coming out soon.   

• Home Winter Proofing Program:  a program for low-income customers to help them 

lower their energy costs through free energy efficiency upgrades. 

• An appliance retirement incentive program is in development and will be particularly 

helpful to lower income customers needing to purchase new appliances. 

• Programs are advertised in print and on-line and through word-of-mouth via furnace 

contractors. 

• Enbridge supports a strong, vibrant and healthy local community by attending events.  

Requests can be placed with the Community Event Services team.  Mary Piccioni 

attended a County Court SNAP Coffee Night event to provide information to residents 

on home energy savings and audits.  
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• In the past, Enbridge has distributed free home energy saving kits at community 

events but this opportunity is no longer available.    

 

Enbridge Gas Program Overview – Commercial/Industrial 

• Energy Solutions consultants provide free walkthrough audits of commercial/industrial 

properties, analysis on gas savings and return-on-investment, incentive-based custom 

program. 

• Businesses can earn up to 50% of the energy-saving project cost (not exceeding 

$100,000) upon project completion.  Incentives are calculated based on the natural gas 

savings. 

• Fixed incentives are available for retrofit and new construction.  Eligible upgrades 

include higher-efficiency boilers, higher-efficiency water and space-heating systems, 

energy management systems and automated controls, water conservation, low-flow 

showerheads, heat recovery systems and ventilation controls, etc.  

• Run it Right is a commercial program for operational improvements.  Enbridge provides 

a free audit, offsets the cost of implementation (up to 100%), and provides one year of 

free energy monitoring.   

• Enbridge provides lunch n’ learns to businesses interested in learning more about 

energy savings. 

 

Hydro One Program Overview – Residential and Commercial/Industrial 

• Hydro One provides energy audits and detailed, custom, prioritized blueprints for 

energy conservation measures for ICI customers; hydro is metered pre- and post-

project;  rebate is $0.10/kWh up to 50% of the project cost.  50% rebate is available 

for an energy audit.  Building tenants and owners are both eligible. 

• Province-wide saveONenergy conservation program for homes and businesses is 

delivered by Hydro One Brampton. 

• saveONenergy Annual Coupon Event provides cost savings on LED bulbs, timers, power 

bars, clotheslines, weather stripping, low-flow shower heads, etc.  Coupons are 

available through building supply stores and Canadian Tire. 

• High-efficiency air conditioner or furnace rebates are available for an Energy Star-

certified model, higher-efficiency CEE Tier 2 level system, and a high-efficiency furnace 

with an Electronically Commuted Motor (ECM). 

• Assistance is available for lower income customers through an Ontario benefit (10% 

discount on bill for qualifying customers), saveONenergy coupons, and air 
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conditioner/furnace replacement rebates. 

• Small Business Lighting Program provides free lighting upgrades and is available to 

owner or tenant businesses.  Written permission from the building owner is required 

for the tenant to participate. 

• Hydro One supports public awareness of energy conservation.  Public libraries now have 

kWh readers that people can sign out to take home and meter their own appliances.  

Information on average wattages is available. 

• Brampton Hydro attends community events with an information booth.  

 

City of Brampton - Energy Management 

• Chris Gibbon Recreation Centre is one of the most energy efficient facilities in the 

GTA. The following energy-efficiency upgrades have been completed:  light bulbs in 

the pool, ice rink and exterior, pool heat exchanger, ice rink refrigeration controller, 

building automation system, and weather stripping.  Motion sensors for lighting and 

spectator heater have also been installed.  Building commissioning was completed in 

2016.  Brampton is monitoring performance and the energy-intensity is good.  

 

Energy Conservation Issues and Barriers 

• Homeowners must bear the financial burden of home retrofits upfront before they are 

eligible to receive any cost savings on fuel and associated rebates.  This financial 

burden has an impact on homeowners’ ability to complete the incentive program.    

• There is often a lack of knowledge of the incentive programs that are available and a 

lack of knowledge or understanding that retrofits are needed.  For example, people are 

unaware that newer appliances are more energy-efficient than older appliances and 

that even relatively new appliances are less energy-efficient than the newest models on 

the market.    

• Older homes are particularly energy-inefficient due to leaky windows, old insulation, 

old appliances, etc.  Most homes begin needing retrofits around the age of 20-25 

years.   

• It takes time to implement energy-saving retrofits.  Due to the expense, many 

homeowners take 3-4 years to plan ahead and save money to implement the retrofits.   

• Apartment buildings are considered to be commercial customers and individual 

apartments are, therefore, not eligible for the residential Smart Thermostat program.  

In addition, many apartments do not have individual hydro meters.  Tenants are unable 

to track their own hydro use and personal energy savings do not reflect on their bill.  As 
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apartment buildings convert to condominiums, individual meters are often installed. 

• Commercial building ownership is a big challenge.  Many businesses are leasing the 

space they occupy and are unable to retrofit/upgrade the building.  Convincing the 

landlord to upgrade the building is challenging because cost savings don’t interest or 

impact them – energy costs are borne by the tenants.   

• There is a lack of understanding in the commercial sector that businesses can apply for 

collaborative gas and hydro incentives where both agencies co-pay the incentives.  A 

whole home pilot program is being considered to merge hydro and gas incentive 

programs in the future. 

• A Cap and Trade charge of 3.3 cents/cu.m. gas consumed will commence in January 

2017.  The rate will fluctuate based on market value.  This extra charge will be 

included on gas bills but will not appear as a separate line item.  There has been little 

promotion of this extra charge and homeowners, businesses, and drivers may be 

surprised when their fuel rates go up in January.  In 2017, Cap and Trade will cost the 

average Ontario household about $13 more per month to fuel a car and heat a home.  

Ontario’s Cap and Trade program is designed to help fight climate change by 

rewarding businesses that reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.  The Ministry of 

Energy has released an informative video on Cap and Trade on YouTube:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbUwhIROLek 

• There is a need to raise public awareness of pool energy conservation measures at 

Chris Gibson Recreation Centre.  For example, accidents in the pool result in frequent 

pool draining.  Pool draining is energy-intensive because a large volume of water 

needs to be reheated.   

• The Chris Gibson Recreation Centre building is old and retrofits are expensive.  There 

are some design flaws that limit possible retrofits.   

 

Other Programs 

• Conservation Peel has an on-line, interactive sustainable home with tips for reducing 

water and energy consumption inside and outside of the home. 

http://www.peelregion.ca/conservation/conserve/w-house.html 

 

SNAP Goals, Strategic Directions, and Targets 

• Community Energy Mapping (CEM) will be available from the City of Brampton and 

will show hot spots for energy consumption. 

• City-wide targets for reduction of energy consumption are in development and will be 

available in 2017. 
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• Greenhouse gas emissions baseline data is available from Brampton based on postal 

codes from 2010. 

• Region-wide target for greenhouse gas reduction is available but has not been 

endorsed by City of Brampton.  A provincial target is available on-line. 

• It may be more productive to highlight qualitative goals for energy conservation in 

SNAP (i.e. drive your car less) and set measurable targets for engagement rather 

than reduction in energy consumption (i.e. number of people engaged).      

• Enbridge tracks engagement in various programs – it may be possible to do a postal 

code look up to find out how many local residents are currently engaged in an 

incentive program.  Specific data cannot be released due to privacy. 

• Measuring engagement for the commercial sector is difficult because of the lease vs. 

own issue.  Specific energy consumption data cannot be released due to privacy. 

 

Opportunities for Retrofit, Restoration, and Engagement in SNAP 

• Meet with school groups, educate students, and engage them in energy-saving 

activities in the school.  Hydro One provides school presentations and sends 

information home with students.  Energy is included as a unit in the Grade 5 

curriculum.  Enbridge works with Peel EcoSchools program to deliver. 

• Enbridge has provided a school energy reduction program in the past.  After 

benchmarking, schools compete against each other to reduce their energy 

consumption by implementing energy conservation measures.  This works best when 

schools are similar size, age, etc. for an apples-to-apples comparison.   

• Energy retrofits in an older neighbourhood – for homes undergoing renovation, it is 

best to get information to the owners before or during the design and permitting 

phase.  Contractors (i.e. furnace installers) are familiar with the programs and 

promote them.   

• County Court SNAP Green Home Makeover Project was supported by Reliance Home 

Comfort and Sears.  It is best to partner directly with the service providers on a 

project like this. 

• Community or school events build awareness.  These are great for kids and their 

parents.  Provide information and sell discounted items (i.e. low flow toilets) at 

conservation fairs and other outdoor events.    

• Science fairs are a good opportunity to promote energy conservation - seek a sponsor 

for an award for best environmental project.   
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• Combine SNAP events with other Chris Gibson Recreation Centre initiatives such as 

the Blood Donor Clinic where there is high attendance anticipated. 

• Showcase Chris Gibson Recreation Centre as a leader for energy efficiency.  Raise 

awareness about the pool and proper pool etiquette by combining messaging with 

SNAP.   

• Explore the potential for Chris Gibson energy-saving building or operational upgrades.   

• Showcase sustainable energy projects in the neighbourhood such as the Holtby 

Avenue SolarShare installation which features 2,300 solar panels and generates 600-

kW of renewable energy. 

• Translate energy savings into understandable equivalents i.e. saving x GHGs = x # of 

cars off the roads. 

• Explore partnerships to provide free energy audits in the neighbourhood. 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP  

Scoped Consultation:  Natural Heritage and Urban Forest 

Restoration 

 

November 10, 2016 

 

Fletchers Creek SNAP Phase 1 activities included a series of multi-agency meetings on a 

range of sustainability themes.   CVC hosted a scoping session on Natural Heritage and 

Urban Forest on November 10th.  The purpose of this session was to: 

• review existing conditions and issues, 

• review existing natural heritage/urban forest restoration programs and initiatives, 

• discuss Fletchers Creek SNAP draft goals and strategic directions and targets,  and, 

• identify opportunities for retrofit, restoration, and engagement in Fletchers Creek 

SNAP. 

 

Attendees 

Karen Bannister, Senior Program Coordinator, Sustainable Neighbourhoods, Credit Valley 

Conservation 

Andrea Morrone, Administrator, Watershed Transformation, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, Environmental Planner, Public Works and Engineering Department, City of 

Brampton 

Yvette Roy, Landscape Science Ecologist, Credit Valley Conservation 

Joe Pearson, Natural Heritage Ecologist, Credit Valley Conservation 

Scott Sampson, Manager, Natural Heritage, Credit Valley Conservation  

Jon Clayton, Aquatic Ecologist, Credit Valley Conservation 

Werner Kuemmling, Landscape Architect, City of Brampton 

Heather Hewitt, Planner, Integrated Planning, Research and Analysis, Region of Peel 

Lisa Erdle, Biologist, Ontario Streams 
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Discussion 

Existing Conditions and Issues 

Characterization of the study area is currently underway.  Key guiding documents include:   

• City of Brampton’s Natural Heritage and Environmental Management Strategy 

• Region of Peel Urban Forest Strategy & Canopy Cover Mapping 

• Region of Peel Climate Change Strategy 

• CVC’s Natural Heritage System Strategy 

• Conservation Authority NHS for Brampton (CVC & TRCA) 

• Credit River Watershed Fisheries Management Plan (MNR & CVC) 

• Fletcher’s Creek Restoration Study 

• Brampton Natural Areas Inventory (NAI) Site Summaries 

• CVC’s ELC Mapping 

 

Land Use:  

• According to Ecological Land Classification mapping, the study area is: 

• 12% natural and semi-natural (approximately 4% of this is cultural woodlands and 

forests and the remainder is successional areas) 

• 12% open space (includes large number of recreational sports fields)  

• 76% urban (including large low- and medium-density residential areas and 

commercial/institutional properties) 

• Fletchers Creek runs through the study area. This watercourse is designated by MNRF 

as regulated Redside Dace habitat under the Endangered Species Act.  Projects in 

Redside Dace habitat will require provincial and federal permits in the near future. 

• CVC staff surveyed the natural areas within the SNAP study area in 2009 and 2011.  

The natural areas are primarily restricted to the Fletchers Creek valleyland and include 

lowland and valley slope forest in the southern section of the study area (North 

Fletchers Creek Park) and successional (cultural meadow, thicket, savannah, 

woodland) in the northern section (Chris Gibson Park, Cowton Family Meadow CVC’s 

Main’s Creek Diversion Property).  Vegetation is dominated by non-native species.  

• There is a large amount of natural vegetation directly adjacent to the stream, with 

approximately 96% of the stream length being naturally vegetated.  However, in 
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some areas there is only a narrow band of vegetation directly adjacent to the stream.  

• 65% of the 30 m buffers adjacent to streams is covered in natural and semi-natural 

cover, and only 40% of that cover is treed (cultural forest and cultural woodland).  

 

Natural Heritage System: 

• CVC and TRCA worked together to refine watershed scale Natural Heritage System 

(NHS) mapping for the City of Brampton and produced draft mapping in 2014 for the 

City to use for updates to their Official Plan. Mapping has been further refined by CVC 

this past year.   

• The NHS includes areas that can be managed or restored to improve ecosystem 

health. NHS enhancement areas in Fletchers Creek SNAP include some pockets of 

residential areas and sports fields that would provide opportunities for targeting best 

management practices and restoration to enhance connectivity, biodiversity, and 

ecosystem function. 

• Flood plain mapping is up-to-date.  Some residential properties are situated within the 

regulated flood plain. 
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Existing Urban Forest Cover: 

• Mapping was completed as part of the Peel Urban Forest Strategy.  Overall, canopy 

cover is relatively low.  There is an estimated 13.8% canopy cover in the area based 

on 2007 imagery.  As a result of the imagery date, it does not incorporate any loss 

due to EAB or the ice storm damage. The imagery is currently being updated and 

should be available in early 2017. 

• As part of the Region of Peel Urban Forest Strategy, possible pervious and impervious 

tree canopy was also mapped.  Pervious lands include recreational open space and 

manicured lawns as potential plantable spaces.  Impervious lands may be considered 

for retrofit activities, such as parking lots.  This mapping is very coarse and is based 

on feasibility.  Opportunities would need to be scoped and ground-truthed.  

 

Existing Natural Heritage/Urban Forest Restoration Programs and Initiatives 

Fletchers Creek Rehabilitation Initiative: 

• The Fletchers Creek Rehabilitation Initiative 2014-2016 study was undertaken by 

Ontario Streams.  The study recommended a systematic approach to stream 

rehabilitation within Fletchers Creek, beginning in the headwaters and progressing 

downstream over the course of several years, complemented with public outreach and 

education.  Restoration opportunities were mapped for upstream stretches of 

Fletchers Creek (upstream of Bovaird Drive) in 2013.  Initial investigations were 

completed for the reach of Fletchers Creek between Williams Parkway and McLaughlin 

Road.   

• Ontario Streams is a non-profit environmental organization dedicated to the 

conservation and rehabilitation of streams and wetlands, through education and 

community involvement.   

Brampton Valleyland Re-naturalization Planting Program: 

• Since the city-wide planting program began in 2002, approximately 280 acres of 

valley land in Brampton have been replanted improving the valleys’ ecological value 

by introducing wildlife and fish habitat, cooling streams, and stabilizing the flood plain 

and improving attractiveness and providing related social benefits.  The program’s 

first naturalization plantings were done in the Fletchers Creek valleyland in 2003.   

• Program has an annual budget of $1 million with a goal of naturalizing 10 hectares 

per year/1000 trees. Planting is contracted out. 

• Planting locations include the Humber River, Fletchers Creek, and Credit River 

valleylands.  Restoring denuded areas (resulting from agriculture and development) 

was the priority at the start of this program, but now plantings tend to be infill 

projects instead.   Mapping of prior projects in the area is available.  
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• Planting plans within the 30 metre buffer and meander belt require Ministry review.  

The preference is for shrubs adjacent to the creek and trees further back for greatest 

habitat benefit. 

Brampton Hazard Tree Removal Program: 

• Many trees have been damaged by the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) infestation and the 

2013 ice storm.  The removal of dead trees from City lands is an ongoing project.  All 

dead trees in public spaces have been inspected, temporarily pruned and made safe in 

the short term until they can be removed. 

• Property owners are responsible for the removal of dead trees on private land.  City 

notifies property owners of the requirement to have the trees removed and issues an 

Order to Comply if the trees are not removed within a 60-day timeframe. 

Brampton Street Tree Replacement Program: 

• Brampton Forestry removes street trees that are dead, diseased, damaged beyond 

repair, an undesirable species, or interfering with City infrastructure.  Removed tree 

locations are included on a tree planting list for the following year. Planting occurs in 

spring and fall seasons.  Some street tree replacement planting has been taking place 

in the SNAP neighbourhood in 2016.  Brampton is developing street tree mapping. 

 

SNAP Goals, Strategic Directions, and Targets 

Draft goals and strategic directions were presented to the group.  The following comments 

were received. 

• Take care with the wording of the goals and strategic directions.  Use straightforward 

language at a Grade 3 reading level rather than technical jargon, i.e. use ‘water cycle’ 

instead of ‘hydrological protection’ and use ‘wetland’ or ‘woodland’ instead of ‘natural 

heritage features’.  

• Consider including a mission or action-oriented vision statement that is simplified and 

easy for the public to understand and buy in to, i.e. green the valley, green the 

streets.  Provide more technical itemized goals and directions below the mission 

statement.  

• Consult with community to determine what their priorities are and use that to 

establish the goals and directions.   

• SNAP sustainability themes appear to be ‘silos’.  Goals and strategic directions should 

be integrated between themes and between all stakeholder groups.  Incorporate 

flooding and erosion in the natural heritage discussion because this impacts water 

quality and aquatic habitat. 
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• Refer to Brampton Grow Green Environmental Master Plan and Brampton Natural 

Heritage System Strategy for metrics (baseline and targets);  some metrics are not 

available yet.  

• Canopy cover target (region-wide) is identified in the Peel Urban Forest Strategy, but 

there are no Brampton targets yet.  NHS has some metrics.   

• SNAP Metrics for natural heritage/urban forest restoration could include: 

• Number of acres naturalized (formerly mowed) 

• Number of trees and shrubs planted  

• Number of people engaged 

• Number of properties engaged/undertaking a project 

 

Issues 

• There is often push back from residents about naturalization especially adjacent to 

natural areas because these areas are perceived as messy and unclean.  This may be 

a cultural issue.  

• It’s hard to get people to plant trees on private land.  It has been difficult to 

encourage residents to plant trees on private land in County Court SNAP.  

• Brampton is developing a stormwater charge – will there be or could there be a credit 

for landowners who plant a tree? 

• County Court residential rain barrels were installed but it appears that they are not 

being used.  Eight rain gardens were installed but only 3 are being maintained.  

Installation was completed by volunteers.  This may be contributing to the low 

interest and lack of ownership.  It may be more advantageous to help homeowners do 

these projects themselves. 

• Erosion is evident along the length of Fletchers Creek within the SNAP boundary.  

Erosion isn’t necessarily a bad thing but balance is required.  North of Queen Street, 

the large sanitary trunk sewer has been fully exposed by erosion.   

• Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) infestation and the ice storm of 2013 have damaged the 

urban forest.  Many trees have already been removed but there is still work to be done.  

Fallen debris is also in the process of being removed by City crews. 

 

Opportunities for Retrofit, Restoration, and Engagement in SNAP 

• Where feasible, native species plantings adjacent to natural features could be pursued 
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to increase the size and quality of natural habitat. These opportunities are limited due 

to need for adjacent land uses, such as recreational fields.   

• Planting native trees and shrubs adjacent to the creek to increase the size and quality 

of the riparian habitat would improve the ecological integrity of the natural area and 

Fletcher’s Creek.  Note:  planting plans for areas near the stream within the 30 metre 

buffer need to be reviewed by Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR). 

• With respect to invasive species control, there are abundant invasive species present 

throughout this site. It would be challenging to remove them all. Prioritizing areas for 

invasive species control and remediation will be necessary – this information may be 

available in the NAI site summaries and in discussion with CVC Terrestrial Restoration. 

Removal of invasive species in priority areas and replacement with fast growing, 

moisture tolerant native species could help reduce invasive species abundance. This 

process would have to be continued for several years into the future, until native 

vegetation becomes more dominant. 

• Garbage was noted when ELC surveys were conducted near the bridges and in 

Fletcher’s Creek. This would be easy to clean up and should be done to improve the 

area, ecologically, and to make the area more visually appealing to the public. 

• Manage encroachment where private land abuts the natural heritage system. 

Encroachments in this area include mowing and dumping of landscape waste (which is 

a hazard for potentially spreading invasive species).  CVC Lands assessment may be 

required. 

• Provide outreach to residents who border the natural heritage system.  Include 

education on encroachment, best management practices, plantings, and speaking to 

the value of the natural areas that they back on to. 

• One pocket of the neighbourhood is identified as a NHS Enhancement Area (north of 

rail line) – target homeowners in this area with outreach. 

• Coordinate SNAP plantings with the Valleyland Naturalization Program.  The City is 

always looking for planting opportunities.  Some valleyland areas may be ready to be 

replanted or perhaps there are mowed areas that could be naturalized (i.e. in Cowton 

Meadow in a mowed area).  

• Provide education to the general public about naturalization.  There is often pushback 

from residents when fields are left unmowed because there is the perception that they 

are weedy and messy.  This perception can be more common in some cultural groups. 

• Due to low canopy cover, there are opportunities to enhance canopy cover that should 

be scoped further in the study area.  SNAP may be a good opportunity to advance the 

City’s urban forest agenda.  Because of alignment of urban forest and climate change, 

there may be opportunities for funding. 
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• Develop a ‘more trees please’ campaign to encourage the City and residents to plant 

trees.  Use an easy to understand catch phrase. 

• Do a tree planting event with school groups, organized by Parks department. Engage 

a corporate group in an organized volunteer planting day.  

• Provide volunteer opportunities, i.e. creek cleanup, for high school students who need 

to collect volunteer hours.   

• Consider implementing Redside Dace habitat enhancement projects.  Funding may be 

available for Redside Dace projects.  Debris jams in the creek create impassable 

barriers – opportunity to do a habitat project.  When the in-creek sanitary sewer 

infrastructure is ready to be upgraded, this is a good opportunity to do a restoration 

project in the creek. 

• Funding is available for habitat restoration projects for species-at-risk such as bats 

and cliff swallows.   

• Undertake pilot project to assess sports field use and opportunities for repurposing 

this open space for naturalization. 

• Promote downspout disconnection and use of rain barrels.  City no longer provides 

rain barrels but they are available from the Region of Peel at a lower-than-retail price. 

• Educate residents about stormwater management ponds and Fletchers Creek and the 

danger of aquatic invasive species and the danger of dumping goldfish. 

• Approach the Gap re: installing rooftop garden or other green practices on-site.  

Promote CVC Greening Corporate Grounds program. 

• Engage community in citizen science monitoring activities like invertebrate surveys, 

frog calls, backyard birds, owls, bats, frogs and turtles.  

• Provide a naturalized playground or outdoor classroom, butterfly garden, rain garden 

on school property.  Install permeable paving with a creative, artistic element (i.e. 

footprints by kids) to engage schoolchildren.  Install tree plaques with names on 

them.   

• Provide an opportunity for local schools to adopt a park or woodlot and take 

responsibility for keeping it clean. 

• Engage schools in CVC’s Stream of Dreams program to provide education. 
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Additional Study 

• Walk the area with CVC staff to identify potential stream, flooding, erosion, and/or 

terrestrial opportunities. 

• Additional inspection/characterization of the creek (i.e. bottom condition, edge 

condition) is required to identify issues and opportunities for in-stream or riparian 

projects.   

• Review CVC’s heat island thermal imagery.  Imagery is very effective to illustrate the 

thermal impacts of heat island effect. 

• Follow up with Brampton to confirm recommended planting areas in Fletchers Creek 

valleyland. 

• Review updated Brampton canopy cover mapping when available in 2017 to 

determine areas with potential for enhancement. 

• Attain City permission to conduct work on City-owned property.  Confirm Natural Area 

Inventories and assess for any potential encroachment issues.  
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Fletchers Creek SNAP  

Scoped Consultation:  Stormwater Infrastructure and Water Use 

 

November 10, 2016 

 
Fletchers Creek SNAP Phase 1 activities included a series of multi-agency meetings on a 

range of sustainability themes.   CVC hosted a scoping session on stormwater infrastructure 

and water use on November 10th, 2016.  The purpose of this session was to: 

• review findings of the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Restoration Study, 

• review existing water management conditions in the neighbourhood, 

• review existing programming relating to water management, 

• review issues and challenges for water management, 

• discuss Fletchers Creek SNAP draft goals and strategic directions and targets,  and, 

• identify opportunities for retrofit, restoration, and engagement in Fletchers Creek 

SNAP. 

 

Attendees 

Karen Bannister, Senior Program Coordinator, Sustainable Neighbourhoods, Credit Valley 

Conservation 

Andrea Morrone, Administrator, Watershed Transformation, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, Environmental Planner, Environmental Engineering, City of Brampton 

Laurian Farrell, Manager, Environmental Engineering, City of Brampton 

Maggie Liu, Engineer, Environmental Engineering, City of Brampton 

Carol Chaput, Supervisor, Education Programs and Services, Public Works, Region of Peel 

Johann Manente, Manager, Education Programs and Services, Public Works, Region of Peel 

Amy Yates, Specialist, Education Programs and Services, Region of Peel 

Ryan Grzesiak, Technical Analyst-Water Efficiency, Education Programs and Services, Public 

Works, Region of Peel 
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Phil James, Manager, Integrated Water Management, Credit Valley Conservation 

Cassie Schembri, Senior Specialist, Integrated Water Management, Credit Valley Conservation 

Jayeeta Barua, Specialist, Integrated Water Management, Credit Valley Conservation 

  

Discussion 

Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Restoration Study 

The Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Plan was first completed in 1996 in collaboration with the 

City of Brampton, several property owners and the Credit Valley Conservation Authority 

(CVC). The Plan provided a strategy to protect and enhance the natural resource features as 

land use changed based on information available at the time. Fletchers Creek has since 

undergone significant development in light of growth targets established in 2006 through 

Places to Grow. As a result, much of the more recent development was not anticipated in the 

1996 strategy. 

In fact, at the completion of the 1996 study, Fletchers Creek subwatershed was 

approximately 23% developed. At the time, the approved greatest extent of development 

was approximately 42% of the Fletchers Creek subwatershed would become developed 

through an increase in commercial, industrial, institutional and residential development.  

In 2012, the subwatershed was 62% developed with the remaining portion (15.8% natural 

area and 19.3% agriculture) being evaluated for green field development – a substantial 

increase over the assumed future land use. 

For this reason, and to assist the City of Brampton with the Stormwater Management 

Retrofit Study, CVC committed to completing a comprehensive review of monitoring results. 

In addition CVC completed a restoration strategy to help identify priority areas for 

restoration opportunities.  

Mount Pleasant Subwatershed Study requires a ‘zero increase’ in mass loadings for a 

number of contaminants of concern.  To achieve this objective, structural and non-structural 

sustainable stormwater practices are recommended throughout the existing urban area. As 

such, the City of Brampton initiated a Stormwater Management Retrofit and Enhancement 

Study. 

To support the City of Brampton, CVC completed a comprehensive review of monitoring 

results which has assisted in identifying priority areas for reducing contaminant loading, as 

well as improving our collective understanding of the Fletchers Creek system. 

Objectives of the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Restoration Study included: 

• Preserve and re-establish the natural hydrologic cycle 
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• Maintain, enhance or restore natural stream processes to achieve a balance of flow 

and sediment 

• Manage stream flow to reduce erosion impacts on habitat and property 

• Minimize risk to human life and property due to flooding 

• Maintain groundwater levels and baseflow 

• Maintain or enhance water and sediment quality to achieve ecological integrity  

 

Existing Conditions and Issues 

Generally, the middle portion of the subwatershed, extending from Hwy 407 to Williams 

Pkwy, is comprised of older developments.  Development in the middle section predates 

stormwater controls and as a result there are three stormwater management ponds located 

in the newer developed areas within this section.  The lower section, extending from the 

outlet, south of the Hwy 401, to Hwy 407 was mostly developed post mid-90s.  Within this 

section there are six stormwater management ponds.  In the upper portion of the 

subwatershed, north of Williams Pkwy, is mostly developed after 2000.  There are 27 

stormwater management ponds within the upper section of the subwatershed. 

 

Stormwater Management 

Two stormwater management ponds are located in the SNAP study area – SW3/PO532 in 

the Tall Trees Meadow development and PO525.  There is not a lot of information on these 

ponds but they appear to be quantity ponds, not quality ponds. 

• Stormwater Pond (PO525) – City of Brampton ID C2, receives drainage from a 31.8 

ha area with 50% impervious cover. 

• Stormwater Pond (SW3/ PO532) – City of Brampton ID C43, Tall Tree Meadows 

development, constructed wetland, approved in 1989, built shortly after. 

 

Monitoring 

Monitoring is in place for continuous flow and water temperature in a station located north of 

Queen Street. In the first subwatershed study, Fletchers Creek was considered a cold water 

system but it has become a warm water system.  Good variety of fish species at the 

downstream end of the creek but there is an opportunity to improve fish species diversity in 

the central and upper reaches.  The creek is designated Redside Dace habitat. 
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Water Quality 

Overall, the water quality in Fletchers Creek subwatershed is threatened in terms of 

supporting healthy aquatic biota. The influence of highways, urban land use and high 

population density is apparent with median concentrations of the total phosphorus, metals, 

chlorides and bacteria markedly greater than their respective guideline or objective. The 

Water Quality Index indicates that the water quality at Steeles Avenue has been consistently 

poor over the thirteen year study period. Water quality during wet weather is particularly 

bad, with WQI results indicating poor conditions for the entire subwatershed despite 

standard stormwater management. Water quality during dry weather also exhibits poor 

conditions upstream of Second Line; however, the WQI is marginal. These findings are 

consistent with the benthic and fisheries results. Matrices used for both indicated slightly 

better conditions at the outlet of Fletchers Creek, as compared to upstream.  Chloride 

concentrations are exhibiting increasing trends across Fletchers Creek Subwatershed and are 

correlated with urbanization.  

The re-entrant speeds up groundwater flow and elevates the groundwater levels, and hence 

boost groundwater discharge into the creek. 

Fletchers Creek was rated the worst creek in Ontario in 2010 based on provincial water 

quality index.   

 

Water Quantity 

Flow duration curve shows an increase in all flow events.  Stream flows are increasing 

annually during both high and low flow events.  High flows plateau which results in erosion 

in the creek corridor.  These plateaus are the result of several upstream stormwater 

management ponds all discharging at the same time.   

Additional stormwater measures should be considered to prevent erosion and loss of flow 

variability. 

 

Erosion 

The hydrology of Fletchers Creek reflects the significant urban development in the 

subwatershed, with discharge in the upstream portion of the subwatershed changing rapidly 

and maximum unit flows increasing more than 10 fold.  As a result, the upstream portion of 

Fletchers Creek is experiencing extensive bank slumping and erosion.  Increases in the 

maximum unit flows and average unit flows have been experienced throughout the 

subwatershed.  In fact, the flow of the creek has on average increased by roughly two 

orders of magnitude despite the adoption of conventional stormwater management. 

Water Quality Index indicates that the water quality at Steeles Avenue has been consistently 

poor over the thirteen year study period. 
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There is evidence of erosion in this section of the Creek despite being lined with gabion 

baskets and armourstone.  There is erosion occurring behind the baskets and some 

undercutting beneath the baskets.  The regional watermain that runs adjacent to the creek 

north of Queen Street is completely exposed.  Further investigation is required to determine 

the cause of the erosion – real time controller may be required for upstream stormwater 

management ponds releasing water.   

• Riparian cover is sparse. 

• Streams are dynamic – gabion reinforcement can prevent erosion in one area but 

cause increased erosion further downstream.  A different approach may be required to 

protect the stream banks. 

 

Flooding 

Flood damage centres exist in older developed areas in the midsection of Fletchers Creek 

and monitoring results are indicating that peak flows are increasing despite conventional 

SWM practices. 

There was one reported incident of flooding in 1977 as a result of a storm event.  CVC is not 

aware of any subsequent flood events in the neighbourhood.   

Several properties fall within the regulated floodplain which may subject these properties to 

overland flooding. 

 

Recommendations from the Fletchers Creek Subwatershed Restoration Study 

Restoration Study recommendations for improving water quality and quantity issues include:  

• source controls (on-site, small-scale stormwater treatment practices such as rain 

gardens, permeable paving, and bioretention);  

• conveyance controls (dry and wet swales, grass channels, pervious pipes, and 

daylighting);  and,  

• pollution prevention through improved operations and maintenance of private and 

public lands, buildings and infrastructure including the reduction of salt and fertilizer 

use. 

• ‘One Water’ – a holistic and integrated approach to managing water, stormwater, and 

wastewater as a resource.   
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One Water Approach 

Integrated Watershed Management is managing human activities and natural resources in 

an area defined by watershed boundaries aiming to protect and manage all natural 

resources and their functions today and into the future. Integrated water management, also 

termed ‘one water’, is an approach imbedded in the practice of integrated watershed 

management that plans, manages, protects and conserves the urban and rural water cycle 

within the context of watershed boundaries.   

Today’s water management issues need to be addressed through a more integrated and 

holistic approach starting at the watershed scale.  The one water approach allows 

municipalities, water managers and regulators to better coordinate the sustainable 

management of water systems and make better and informed decisions that will achieve the 

best results and returns for public health, the economy, and the environment. 

In order to really understand this one water approach we have to look at it from a watershed 

perspective and really need to consider the watershed as an important asset. It helps us to 

look at the system as a holistic integrated system.  

Highlight how vastly different water systems can look from one municipality to the next 

based on geographic location, age and size.    

Traditionally water infrastructures and watersheds have been managed in isolation and as 

mutually exclusive systems.  For example, water is treated to potable standards and then 

used to irrigate lawns, stormwater is considered as waste water and conveyed through SW 

pipes and treated through end of pipe facilities.  

Looking at a watershed perspective, we can see the inter relationships between drinking 

water, wastewater and stormwater systems:  

Source water can be ground, river or lake based with centralized (WTP) and decentralized 

facilities (wells).  Sanitary systems can be combined with stormwater or separate systems 

that convey wastewater to a centralized facility (WWTP) or individual/communal septic 

system.   

Stormwater infrastructure can range from no quality/quantity treatment to end of pipe 

facilities to a treatment train approach that incorporates source and conveyance controls. 

Each system can present their own set of challenges to municipalities and watershed 

managers and each system can impact one another.  For example, urbanization in 

groundwater dependent areas can impact infiltration and threaten potable water supply and 

baseflow recharge to river systems. Reduction in baseflow can impact downstream 

assimilative capacity for wastewater treatment plants.  

Aside from these three systems- within a watershed- we also have water treatment facilities, 

waste water treatment plants, water in-take zones, not to mention in-stream 

infrastructures- each of which are all connected and linked to each other. 
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Different water infrastructures are managed by different agencies and levels of government.  

Governance is an important aspect of the holistic management of water as a single resource 

– “one water” 

It is important to also note that upstream actions have downstream impacts. For example in 

our headwater areas we have municipalities such as Orangeville – which is experiencing 

rapid growth because of Places to Grow legislation – which means more impervious cover – 

less water infiltrating, less water feeding GW supply. It also has an impact on the receiving 

river – the water that use to recharge during the dry period has less water because of 

reduced infiltration. Furthermore,  it can also impacts d/s wastewater treatment plant as 

that facility will no longer have enough water for assimilative capacity.   

So we can see the complexity of the inter-relationships of these different systems and why 

we can’t manage these systems in isolation and why they need to be seen through an 

integrated approach.  

To layer onto that, it is important to note that Governance has an important role to play in 

the management of water. For example in some cases you have upper tier- lower tier 

municipalities (where lower tier manages SW and upper tier looks at ww, dw).  But you also 

have single tier municipalities that manage all three systems. Conservation Authorities are 

also responsible for setting watershed targets and has a role in the management of its 

resources. And in some cases there are other stakeholders such as NGOs, Commissions, and 

so on.  

 

Existing Stormwater Management and Water Conservation Programs and Initiatives  

• City-wide Erosion Study is currently underway in Brampton.  Watercourses in the 

Credit River Watershed will be inventoried in 2017.  Implementation is proposed for 

2019 but could be fast-tracked in Fletchers Creek if necessary.   

• Haggert Avenue is being resurfaced in 2018.  This is an opportunity to implement LID 

as proposed in the Brampton Stormwater Management Retrofit Study. 

• Stormwater Management Master Plan includes recommendations for the clean-out and 

on-going maintenance of storm ponds in the City.  Further investigation is required to 

determine if the ponds in Fletchers Creek neighbourhood require clean-out.   

• Water Smart Peel aims to increase awareness and understanding about water 

efficiency and conservation among residents, businesses, educators and students.  

Refer to watersmartpeel.ca for more information. 

• Residential Indoor Water Conservation – Toilet Replacement Program is no longer in 

effect but homeowners are encouraged to install WaterSense-approved water efficient 

fixtures in their homes.  Information is available on-line.         

• Residential Outdoor Water Conservation – Peel’s Fusion Landscaping program is 
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intended to assist homeowners with reducing outdoor water consumption through the 

use of drought tolerant plants and reducing total lawn area.  Irrigation system 

assessments are also available.  

• Business Indoor Water Conservation – Water Smart Peel provides free irrigation 

assessments and indoor water assessments and encourages businesses to switch to 

water efficient fixtures to save money and water.  Peel could screen the SNAP 

businesses and offer services to those interested.  Water Smart Irrigation Professional 

(WSIP) certified contractors deliver irrigation system assessments for residential and 

ICI sectors in Peel.   

• Peel offers a variety of free environmental education opportunities for students, 

teachers, and community groups to learn more about water and waste.  Information 

about registration and curriculum resources are available on-line.  Opportunities 

include: 

• Guided tours of Peel’s Water and Wastewater Treatment Facility (Grade 8 and 

up) 

• Peel Water Story Bus Tour (Grade 5 and up) 

• Water Story Presentation (Kindergarten to Grade 8) 

• Integrated Waste Management Facility Tour (Grade 2 and up) 

• Waste Reduction Workshops 

• Whole School Waste Reduction Campaigns 

• The Great Gulp Event in March about tap water with a chance to win a tap 

water refill station for the school 

• Peel Children’s Water Festival annual event 

• Conservation Peel has an on-line, interactive sustainable home with tips for reducing 

water and energy consumption inside and outside of the home. 

http://www.peelregion.ca/conservation/conserve/w-house.html 

• Region of Peel sells 50 gallon rain barrels at Community Recycling Centres for $50.  

Installation and winterizing instructions are available on-line. 

• Peel Downspout Disconnection/Backwater Valve Rebate Program – this program has 

been extended for eligible program areas (with homes built pre-1975).  Fletchers 

Creek SNAP is the eligible area in Brampton.  Smoke-testing has been completed for 

priority areas in Brampton.  Eligible residents receive a $25 rebate per downspout to a 

maximum of $100.  Assistance is available for low income residents.  A financial 

assistance program is also available for lower income homeowners over the age of 65.  

Maximum rebate is $1000 per eligible household.  Application, documentation, and 
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verification are required to ensure that applicants meet program requirements.    

• Peel watermain replacement – no watermains in the neighbourhood are due for 

replacement. 

• School water program – Peel engaged St. Joseph School in 2014/2015.  Students at 

David Suzuki SS participated in a wastewater treatment plant tour.  Peel is working 

with schools to provide water audits. 

 

SNAP Goals, Strategic Directions, and Targets 

• Brampton Environmental Master Plan has metrics for water conservation.   

• Brampton Natural Heritage Study also includes metrics. 

• Goal for stormwater:  improve water quality, support a sustainable hydrological cycle, 

and reduce thermal impacts.   

• Goal for water:  reduce water consumption for all uses. 

• Understand the audience for SNAP.  Create a goal that is inspiring and uses less 

technical language.  The goal should motivate people to take action. 

• Consider creating one goal for One Water, rather than separate goals for water, 

wastewater, and stormwater.  The One Water graphic is very descriptive – derive the 

SNAP goal from this graphic.  Example of wording:  integrate water, stormwater, and 

wastewater management as an approach to water quality improvements in Fletchers 

Creek. 

• Provide one integrated goal with strategic directions for each theme area.  Coordinate 

strategic directions with the Integrated Water Management team at CVC. 

 

Opportunities for Retrofit, Restoration and Engagement in SNAP 

• Need to demonstrate LID return-on-investment for ICI, residents, and municipality. 

• Implement pilot LID projects such as rain gardens. Incorporate LID in road 

resurfacing projects where possible. 

• Many homes in the SNAP neighbourhood still have connected downspouts.  Promote 

downspout disconnection. 

• Consider installing a Fusion garden at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre with a sign.  

There may be other opportunities for One Water and water conservation (indoor and 

outdoor) at Chris Gibson.  Discuss this with Brampton Parks. 
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• Build on Peel’s engagement with schools and provide additional education and support 

for pilot projects i.e. Stream of Dreams, rain garden installation. 

• Target behavior change and retrofits on private property i.e. install low-flow toilets, 

disconnect downspouts, etc.   

• Highlight local businesses that have already made improvements i.e. harvesting 

rainwater. 

• Engage with ICI sector through CVC’s Greening Corporate Grounds to promote 

ecological landscaping practices. 

• Engage residential sector through CVC’s Your Green Yard program to promote rain 

gardens, rainwater harvesting, planting trees, and other ecological landscaping 

practices. 

 

Gaps, Barriers, and Challenges 

• LID is a hard sell for businesses and residents.  Barriers to LID include poor ROI on 

investment, lack of qualified professionals and service providers, lack of budget and high 

upfront costs, lack of knowledge/understanding of benefits and functions of LID, and 

lack of priority/necessity. 

• Refer to Tracy Patterson’s Cooksville Market Research for more background on the 

barriers to LID uptake. 

• CVC is undertaking a Grid LID feasibility study – rather than lot-level, this is an 

aggregated, neighbourhood approach to LID. 

• Long-term operations and maintenance planning is required.   

• There are misconceptions about LID at the municipal level. 

• Partners in Project Green – determine the extent of their reach so there is no duplicated 

effort. 

• Limited budgets for upgrading parks to incorporate LID and water conservation 

measures.  Financial support would be required. 

• Stormwater user fee for Brampton will commence in 2019.  It is unknown, at this time, 

whether there will be credits for residential property owners. 

• Homeowners may be unable to disconnect their downspouts (physically and/or 

financially).  It may be more effective to hire a contractor to implement the 

disconnection instead of providing rebates for DIYers. 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP  

Scoped Consultation:  Active Transportation, Health and 

Wellbeing, and Placemaking 

 

November 23, 2016 

 

Fletchers Creek SNAP Phase 1 activities included a series of multi-agency meetings on a 

range of sustainability themes.   CVC hosted a scoping session on active transportation, 

health and wellbeing, and placemaking on November 23th, 2016.  The purpose of this 

session was to: 

• review existing initiatives and programs, 

• review issues and challenges, 

• discuss Fletchers Creek SNAP draft goals and strategic directions and targets,  and, 

• identify opportunities for retrofit, restoration, and engagement in Fletchers Creek 

SNAP. 

 

Attendees 

Karen Bannister, Senior Program Coordinator, Sustainable Neighbourhoods, Credit Valley 

Conservation 

Andrea Morrone, Administrator, Watershed Transformation, Credit Valley Conservation 

Michael Hoy, Environmental Planner, Environmental Engineering, City of Brampton 

Stavroula Kassaris, Environmental Policy Planner, Environmental Engineering, City of 

Brampton   

Natalie Lapos, Analyst, Research and Policy, Built Environment Team, Health Services, Region 

of Peel, transportation  

Sandra Fitzpatrick, Acting Supervisor, Health Services, Region of Peel 

David Laing, Chair, Bike Brampton and Co-Chair, BEAC 

Gurkanwal Boparai, Urban Design City of Brampton  

Nelson Cadete, Active Transportation, Program Manager, City of Brampton 
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Erica Duque, TDM Analyst, Public Works, Region of Peel 

 

Discussion 

Active Transportation – Issues and Opportunities 

• Fletchers Creek Trail is discontinuous at Fairglen Ave and Dusty Lane.  There is a gap 

in the on-road cycling route to connect up to Fletchers Creek Trail (via Royce Ave to 

McMurchy Ave through the industrial area).  Trail wayfinding and cycling route 

signage would be helpful.  

• CN rail tunnel on McLaughlin Road is a pinchpoint for cycling and pedestrian 

movement.  Sidewalks are very narrow on both sides and there is no on-road cycling 

infrastructure.  Incorporate on-road cycling facility along McLaughlin Road when it is 

repaved in the future, if possible.  Brampton Road Resurfacing program considers 

potential for adding on-road cycling infrastructure at time of resurfacing with a focus 

on collector roads i.e. Flowertown Ave.  

• Williams Parkway is due for widening – EA has been completed, detailed design is at 

60% and will include a 3-metre wide bi-directional multi-use path (pedestrians and 

bikes) on both sides of Williams Parkway.     

• Traffic infiltration (drivers speeding and taking short cuts) in the Flowertown Ave area 

can be safety hazard for cyclists and pedestrians. Provide education on bike safety. 

• Awareness of cycling facilities and trails can be improved.  There is a need for cycling 

map (printed version).  Mapping could identify walking routes to major destinations to 

encourage more walking and less driving.  Maps could be generated to show how far 

people can walk or bike from the neighbourhood.  

• GO station is short distance from the neighbourhood but the pedestrian/cycling 

connection could be improved to encourage greater use of GO transit. 

• Good lighting improves pedestrian use of the street, feelings of safety and crime 

prevention.  Haggert Avenue is a major pedestrian route connecting high-rise towers 

with public transit and commercial area on Queen Street.  The pedestrian experience 

could be improved on this street with lighting and trees. 

• Engage residents in cycling events in the neighbourhood such as Bike the Creek, 

community rides, bike mentorship program and invite Bike Brampton, Walk + Roll 

booths to participate in SNAP events. 

• Encourage people to ride bikes to school, work, and transit hubs by installing bike 

racks and signage. 

• Make streetscapes and transit facilities attractive to create a pleasant public transit 
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experience.  

 

Active Transportation – Programs and Initiatives  

• Bike Brampton is a volunteer organization that advocates for bike-friendly community 

in Brampton and is the only organization advocating for active transportation in Peel.  

Bike Brampton organizes and attends community events and runs a weekly mileage 

tracker and heat map showing most popular cycling routes. 

• Bike Brampton organizes an annual bike event to promote cycling and environmental 

awareness called Bike the Creek.  In 2017, the theme will tie in with Canada 150.  

This event is expected to draw up to 550 riders and proposed routes will cover up to 

60-65 km of trails and roadways.  One proposed route will focus on the Credit River 

Watershed and will follow Fletchers Creek Trail with an information stop/pavilion at 

Chris Gibson Park in the SNAP neighbourhood.   

• Smart Commute Program – This is an employer-driven workplace program that 

targets primarily large organizations and is funded by Metrolinx and Caledon, 

Brampton and Mississauga.  Employers pay a fee to opt in and are eligible to receive 

incentives i.e. bike racks.  Discussions are underway on different ways of targeting 

small businesses. 

• School Travel Planning Program – just launched this year, this program supports 

schools in Peel that have a high number of students who walk to school.  The goal is 

to get kids walking and cycling to school.  A Public Health Nurse acts as School Travel 

Planning Facilitator and looks at existing data on walking/cycling, identifies barriers to 

walking/cycling, and organizes a walk-about, then develops an action plan, finds 

teacher and student champions, coordinates engagement and partner support (City 

and Region) for the implementation of the action plan.  Recommendations in the 

action plan may include adding a crossing guard or creating a walking school bus.  A 

committee is established at the school level (comprised of students and partners).  

The target for this program is 100 schools, so far, 20 schools have signed up for this 

program. 

• Walk or Bike to School Event happens during the last week of May – 52 schools are 

registered and receive incentives.  This is a high impact event; 7% of students bike to 

school during this week (normally 1%).   

• Library Presentation – Peel provides presentations on safe biking at library branches; 

45-minute presentation, Q&A, etc. This event could be held at Chris Gibson Recreation 

Centre. 

• Peel Public Health’s Walking Audit Tool assesses walkability at the community level.  

This initiative is resident-led, supported by the municipality, and involves a robust 

engagement process that results in a series of recommendations for improving 
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walkability.  It has been piloted in Mississauga and Fletchers Creek SNAP presents a 

great opportunity to pilot the tool in Brampton.  

• Bike Month is an annual campaign that runs from the last Monday of May until the end 

of June.  Starting with Bike To Work Day, activities include bike rides, guided bike 

tours, festivals, art shows, film screenings, etc.  In 2016, a local resident obtained 

grants for a bike parade and bbq in her local park.  Brampton Parks and Recreation 

provided tents, children’s activities and bike decorations, Peel Walk + Roll supplied 

safety prizes, Bike Brampton provided volunteers and bicycle bells.  Another event 

was the McMurchy Community Bike Clinic, organized by resident Stephen Samuels of 

McHardy Court Girls and Boys Club.  Event partners included Bike Brampton, City of 

Brampton, and Region of Peel.  

• Walk + Roll Peel has a booth to promote walking and cycling at community events.  

An interactive map is available that shows routes and short cuts.  Peel supports 

community-driven events organized by community leaders and other organizations. 

Community leaders promoting active transportation include Stephen Samuels 

(McHardy Court Girls and Boys Club) and Pastor Eric (from Caledon) who was involved 

in County Court. 

• Brampton Environment Advisory Committee is commencing the EcoPledge program in 

Spring 2017 and it will have an active transportation component.  The program will 

run from April to September. 

• Bike4Brampton was a 2016 campaign that encouraged participants to log their cycling 

distances.  For every 20 km logged, one tree was planted.  In 2016, 20,000 km were 

logged and 1,000 trees were planted in Brampton.  Bike4Brampton also offered group 

rides and bicycle maintenance workshops.  This program is no longer in effect but 

there is interest in running the program again in 2017.  

• Brampton Bicycling Advisory Committee (BBAC) offers Community Rides.  Free 

Brampton Community Rides are a series of casual cycling tours held in each Brampton 

Ward from May to August. Led by citizen member volunteers of Brampton Cycling 

Advisory Committee (BCAC), these group rides provide opportunities for residents and 

visitors to explore Brampton on their bicycles.  Last year, a community bike ride event 

was held in County Court SNAP.  BBAC works with the City of Brampton to improve 

road and trail signage for cyclists among other initiatives.  

• PedalWise Community Bicycle Program was a free bike mentorship program that 

provided 35 participants with a bicycle to use for the summer and the guidance of 

experienced volunteer cycling mentors.  Programming included skills workshops, 

demos, route-planning assistance, group rides.  Community Bike Centre, the 

Community Environment Alliance, Bike Brampton, the Toronto Centre for Active 

Transportation (Clean Air Partnership) and the Region of Peel in 2015.  A new funding 

model is being explored for 2018.  
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Active Transportation - Baseline Data and Resources 

• Traffic Counts are in progress in the Region of Peel (data is not available yet).  Data 

counts include walkers, cyclists and drop-offs at school.  Two kilometres is the school 

board’s maximum walking distance for students (depending on age).  Field data 

collection was finished in November 2016 and a final report is expected in early 2017.  

Aggregated data may be available for sharing.  

• Baseline data is available for the use of bikes for active transportation.  Refer to Peel 

Region’s Active Transportation Study (2011).  This report will be updated in the near 

future and is likely to include more recent school travel data. 

• Information on kids’ active transportation patterns is available in the Brampton Kids 

on Bikes:  Literature Review Report prepared by David and Dayle Laing in 2014.   

• Transportation Tomorrow Survey provides insight into travel behavior including mode 

type and the number of vehicles owned by household in the Greater Golden 

Horseshoe. 2015 Brampton data at the ward level can be accessed on-line.  

• Transit ridership numbers and transit schedules are available (see Nelson Cadete).  

Metrolinx has a study on modes of transportation to the GO station for commuters.  

GO transit has done a study of pedestrian numbers and how much a community was 

using transit.   

• Active Transportation Master Plan was completed in 2015.  Active Transportation 

Technical Report identifies opportunities for the active transportation network.  

Feedback is welcome on this report. 

• Parks and Recreation Master Plan is being updated.  Contact John Spencer at City of 

Brampton Parks Planning. 

• Metrolinx GO Transit Rail Parking and Station Access Plan (2013) identifies creating 

walking connections to the station as an action item.  

 

Health and Wellbeing Issues and Opportunities 

• Loss of trees in the neighbourhood due to EAB and ice storm damage is an issue in 

this neighbourhood.  Upgrade the urban forest and provide education on the value of 

trees for health and wellbeing.  Thermal imaging is available at CVC to illustrate heat 

island effect and the cooling benefit of trees.  

• Fletchers Creek is unclean – garbage should be removed. 

• Community cohesiveness may be an issue in this area since the neighbourhood is 

broken up into disparate sections. 
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• Access to healthy or unhealthy food sources may be an issue for the lower income 

population and school children in this neighbourhood.  One grocery store and several 

fast food outlets are located within the SNAP area.  Ste. Louise Outreach Centre of 

Peel accepts donations and provides food to those in need.   

• Thrift Store in the neighbourhood (9446 McLaughlin Road) is a good source of 

inexpensive items for lower income families. 

• There is no community garden in the SNAP area but there is one located south of the 

area on McMurchy Ave.  Brampton Council has directed staff to do pilot projects such 

as pollinator gardens in parks and valleys and community gardens.  City of Brampton 

provides soil and builds community garden on City property where there is a group of 

minimum 10 people interested in committing to planting and maintaining the garden.  

There is an existing community garden on McMurchy south of the study area.   

• Peel Retail Food Map is an on-line tool that lists food retailers in close proximity to 

schools (under 1000 meters).  

• Peel Public Health Nutritionists have data on food retailers.  The overall ratio of 

unhealthy food outlets to healthy food outlets is 5:1 in Peel.  In Fletchers Creek SNAP 

(Health Data Zone B2), the ratio is higher at 6.6:1.  Unhealthy food retailers include 

convenience stores, fast food restaurants, and take-out restaurants.  Healthy food 

retailers include grocery stores and supermarkets.  Further information is available in 

the Peel Diabetes Atlas on-line.  

• Peel has identified Health Data Zones.  Fletchers Creek SNAP falls into the larger B2 

zone.  This data may provide insights into the socio-demographic and health data of 

residents and is available on-line. 

• Peel Human Services has poverty data, income data, and employment data.  This is 

not a lower income ‘priority neighbourhood’.  Lower income populations have higher 

incidence of health issues.  Income data and employment rates are available through 

Peel Data Centre.  

• Canadian Index of Wellbeing (CIW) provides an overview of the quality of life of 

Canadians in several domains:  education, healthy populations, community vitality, 

democratic engagement, living standards, time use, environmental progress, and 

leisure and culture.  From CIW 2016 National Report: “Despite faltering briefly after 

the 2008 recession, the economy has since recovered based on GDP. The wellbeing of 

Canadians took a significant step backwards, however, and has only begun to 

recover.”  

• Chris Gibson Recreation Centre has data on usage and programming that may be of 

interest to SNAP.  Brampton Parks and Recreation Master Plan identifies 

recommendations for improving the relevance of recreation centers.  The plan is 

currently undergoing an update.   
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Placemaking Issues and Opportunities 

• Design guidelines and development policies are being prepared for the Queen Street 

West area – this includes the McMurchy to McLaughlin section of Queen Street West in 

the SNAP neighbourhood.  Development permits will be required.  Follow up with 

David Vanderburg for more information.  There may be an opportunity to integrate 

sustainability in the guidelines.  

• There are two Listed Heritage Resources in Fletchers Creek SNAP.  The frontage 

(including brick façade and existing trees) at Georgia Pacific (former Dixie Cup Co.) is 

a Listed Heritage Resource.  This property is proposed for development but the 

frontage would be preserved.  The farmhouse at 9393 McLaughlin Road is another 

Listed Heritage Resource.  TRCA worked with U of T students to develop guidelines for 

heritage properties in County Court SNAP.   

• Fletchers Creek is named after an early farmer with the family name ‘Fletcher’ in the 

area.   

• Make a connection between the history of the area and what is here today.  There is 

substantial civic pride associated with Flowertown. 

• Redevelopment is proposed for Georgia-Pacific site to include high density residential 

and commercial land uses. 

• As properties are improved and retrofitted, consider improving the streetscape to 

create a more walkable environment. Walkability to Chris Gibson hub and commercial 

centers should be considered.  There is no Brampton beautification strategy and no 

streetscape guidelines. There are streetscape guidelines and planting standards for 

regional roads. Trees were removed on McLaughlin Road.  City is currently replanting 

street trees where they died or were damaged.  Contact is Gary Linton, City of 

Brampton. 

• Consider implementing ‘complete streets’ as roads and infrastructure are improved. 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP Business Listing (2016) 

 

Business Name Address   Description 

        

GENERAL BUSINESSES:       

GEORGIA-PACIFIC CANADA 

CONSUMER PRODUCTS 228 Queen St W   

Other Paperboard Container 

Manufacturing 

NAPA AUTOPRO - CHAN'S AUTO 

CENTRE LTD 250 Queen ST W   Auto Repair Shop 

O'BRIEN RICHARD 252 Queen St W   Criminal Lawyers 

OLIVEIRA'S AUTO SALES 250 Queen St W   Used Car Dealers 

VERUSCHKA FISHER-GRANT 252 Queen St W   Offices of Lawyers 

LUND LAW 252 Queen St W   Offices of Lawyers 

SHANNON MCPHERSON BARRISTER & 

SOLICITOR 252 Queen St W   Offices of Lawyers 

BATTERSHELL PLUMBING & HEATING 

LTD 254 Queen St W   

Plumbing  Heating and Air-

Conditioning Contractors 

CORMAC CLINIC OF ELECTROLYSIS 256 Queen St W   Beauty Salons 

ANUSHIKA ANTHONY LAW OFFICE 268 Queen St W   Offices of Lawyers 

AAP BARRISTER & SOLICITOR 268 Queen St W   Offices of Lawyers 

CROWN ACCOUNTING SERVICES INC 346 Queen St W   Other Accounting Services 

DOWNTOWN AUTO CENTRES LTD 126 Nelson St W   General Automotive Repair 

SENIOR FLEXONICS LTD 134 Nelson St W   

Industrial Supplies Merchant 

Wholesalers 

TONY'S GARAGE 100 Railroad St   General Automotive Repair 

HOLLEY ELECTRIC LTD 20 Haggert Ave N   Electrical Contractors 

MCQUEEN AUTOMOTIVE 24 Haggert Ave N   General Automotive Repair 

STE LOUISE OUTREACH CENTRE OF 

PEEL INC 32 Haggert Ave N   

Other Social Advocacy 

Organizations 

DIANNE'S MASTECTOMY 48 Haggert Ave N   

All Other Health and Personal 

Care Stores 

Gap Inc. 9500 McLaughlin Rd   warehouse/distribution 

Armour Insurance Brokers 9610 McLaughlin Rd   insurance brokers 

Peter's Greenhouses 9381 McLaughlin Rd   Greenhouse 

Redfas Industrials 6 Holtby Ave   Steel Fabricator 

Arcelor Mittal 14 Holtby Ave   Manufacturer 

East + West Autobody 22 Holtby Ave   Auto Repair Shop 

Peel District School Board Maintenance 

Services 24 Holtby Ave   maintenance office 

Begley Group 26 Holtby Ave   Door and Gate Supplier 

AMG Metals 34 Holtby Ave   Steel Fabricator 

Making Waves Swim School 99 Rosedale Ave W   Indoor Private Swim Facility 

Cash Union 110 McLaughlin Rd N   Loan and Credit Union 

        

COUNTY FARE SHOPPING PLAZA: 21-41 McMurchy Ave N     

Magnum’s Bar and Eatery (MAGNUMS 

SOUTHWEST INC) 21 McMurchy Ave N   Full-Service Restaurants 

CARRUTHERS CONSTRUCTION 

COMPANY LIMITED 23 McMurchy Ave N   

Lessors of Residential Buildings 

and Dwellings 
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Business Name Address   Description 

FEAST YOUR EYES! INC 23 McMurchy Ave N   

Full-Service Restaurants/ 

CATERING 

PARK'S CONVENIENCE 27 McMurchy Ave N   Convenience Stores 

SPORT TAEKWONDO ACADEMY 31 McMurchy Ave N   

Sporting and Recreational 

Instruction 

OCCASSIONS 33 McMurchy Avenue N   Bakery  

BRAMPTON FLOWER SHOP INC 35 McMurchy Ave N   Florists 

SOAP OPERA LAUNDRYMAT 37 McMurchy Ave N   Laundromat 

HAIRSTYLING PLACE  THE 39 McMurchy Ave N   Beauty Salons 

        

WESTBRAM SHOPPING CENTRE: 398-400 Queen St W   

Effort Trust Commercial Property 

Management Group 

Pharmaplus Drugmart 398 Queen St W   Pharmacy and Drugstore 

FreshCo 398 Queen St W   

Supermarkets and Other Grocery 

(except Convenience) Stores 

Tim Horton's 400 Queen St W   Limited-Service Restaurants 

99¢ Depot 400 Queen St W   Dollar Store 

Paris Cleaners 400 Queen St W   Dry Cleaning 

Hair Shield 400 Queen St W   Beauty Salons 

Pampanga Cuisine 400 Queen St W   Restaurant/Caterer 

A-Convenience 400 Queen St W   Convenience Stores 

786 Pizza + Wings 400 Queen St W   Limited-Service Restaurants 

Westbram Dental 400 Queen St W   

Offices of Physicians (except 

Mental Health Specialists) 

Queen West Medical Centre 400 Queen St W   

Offices of Physicians (except 

Mental Health Specialists) 

Cardiovascular Lab 400 Queen St W   

Offices of Physicians (except 

Mental Health Specialists) 

The Vacuum Factory 400 Queen St W   Vacuum Store and Repair 

        

FLOWERTOWN AVE SHOPPING 

CENTRE: 4 Flowertown Ave     

Flowertown Variety 4 Flowertown Ave   Convenience Stores 

Darcy's Salon + Spa 4 Flowertown Ave   Hair Salon 

Mister Dry Cleaners 4 Flowertown Ave   Dry Cleaning 

Flower Garden Restaurant 4 Flowertown Ave   Restaurant/Caterer 

Tony + Jim's Place 4 Flowertown Ave   Restaurant/Caterer 

Flowertown Pub 4 Flowertown Ave   Pub and Bar 

        

9446 MCLAUGHLIN ROAD 

COMMERCIAL PLAZA: 9446 McLaughlin Rd     

Brampton Christian Family Church 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Religious Institution 

Jagtar Textile 

9446 McLaughlin Rd, Unit 

15   

Wholesale Textile and Fabric 

Store 

Quick Fitness  

9446 McLaughlin Rd, Unit 

16   Recreation and fitness facility 

Green Envrio INC. 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Consultant 

APL Millwork + Fixtures 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Millwork and Fixtures 

Eurocan Precision Machining 

9446 McLaughlin Rd Unit 

23   Machining Manufacturer 
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Business Name Address   Description 

Wirex 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Electrical Supply Store 

Pioneer Plastics 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Plastic part casting,  

Folak African Foods 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Supermarkets  

Encore Thrift Store 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Retail and Charity Shop 

Furniture Warehouse 9446 McLaughlin Rd   Wholesale Furniture 

Royal Pioneer Door + Window 

9446 McLaughlin Rd, Unit 

26   Door Supplier 

Glow Zone 360 9446 McLaughlin Rd   entertainment (laser tag) 

Abbey Industries 9446 McLaughlin Rd   moving and storage services 

        

APARTMENT BUILDINGS   

No. 

of 

Units   

47 McMurchy Apartments 47 McMurchy Ave N 74   

49 McMurchy Avenue North 

Apartments 49 McMurchy Ave N  80 Apartment rentals 

CLAIRMOUNT APARTMENTS 51 McMurchy Ave N 68 

Lessors of Residential Buildings 

and Dwellings 

BREMARC MANAGEMENT LTD 53 MCMURCHY AVE N 69 

All Other Business Support 

Services 

55 Belair Apartments 55 McMurchy Ave 67   

1 Leslie Street Apartment  1 Leslie Street 14   

3 Leslie Street Apartment  3 Leslie Street 18   

5 Leslie Street Apartment  5 Leslie Street 18   

15 Leslie Street Apartments (Briar 

Lane) 15 Leslie Street 53 Apartment rentals 

110 McLaughlin Road North (Briar Lane 

Apartments) 110 McLaughlin Rd N 23 Apartment rentals 

THE OAKLAND'S, Union Village 116 Railroad St 137 

Offices of Real Estate Agents and 

Brokers 

EQB Ltd. Railroad Street Apartments 123 Railroad St 71 Apartment rentals 

EQB Ltd. Railroad Street Apartments 125 Railroad St 71   

Low rise apartments at Dusty 

Lane/McLaughlin 19 McLaughlin Road 7   

        

TOWNHOUSE COMPLEXES:   

No. 

of 

Units   

Daniels Gateway Rental Communities 

3 Pleasantview Ave.  Unit 

2-78 44 Townhouse apartments 

Rosset Crescent   47   

120 Railroad Street   52   

Fairglen   28   

208 Dusty Lane   8   

        

COOPERATIVE HOMES:   

No. 

of 

Units   

BY THE MOLEN COOPERATIVE HOMES 

INC 17A Amsterdam Cres 99 

Offices of Real Estate Agents and 

Brokers 
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Sustainable Neighbourhood Market Research and Analysis:  

Fletchers Creek SNAP Survey Report 
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List of Sustainability Programs 

 

The following is a list of existing sustainability-related stewardship, education, and incentive 

programs already available to local residents, schools, community groups, and businesses.  

There is a lot of positive activity already taking place in the city and region and throughout 

the Credit River watershed.  SNAP will leverage existing programs that are already well-

established and supported in order to achieve efficiencies and multiple benefits.      

 

City of Brampton 

• Brampton Annual Parks Cleanup 

• Parks Week Event 

• Parks Environmental Education 

• Brampton Community Gardens 

• Adopt-a-Park 

• Community Tree Planting Program 

• Grow Green Eco-Pledge Campaign 

 

Region of Peel 

• Fusion Landscaping 

• Water Smart Peel Irrigation System Assessments 

• Indoor Water Assessments 

• Peel Downspout Disconnect and Backwater Valve Rebate Program 

• Peel Water and Wastewater Treatment Facility Guided Tour 

• Peel Water Story Bus Tour and Presentations 

• Peel Integrated Waste Management Facility Guided Tour 

• Waste Reduction Classroom Workshops 

• Whole School Waste Reduction Campaign 

• The Great Gulp Event 

• Peel Children’s Water Festival 

• Smart Commute 
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• Walking School Bus 

• School Travel Planning Program 

• Walk or Bike to School Week 

• Bike Month 

• Walk + Roll Peel 

• 20/20 The Way to Clean Air Campaign 

• Conservation Peel Interactive Sustainable Home 

(www.peelregion.ca/conservation/conserve/w-house.html) 

• Peel Region Living City Carbon Calculator (www.peelregion.ca/planning/ecofootprint) 

• Teach Green in Peel 

 

Credit Valley Conservation 

• Conservation Youth Corps (Branch Out and Frontline) 

• In-School Wild Workshops 

• Your Green Yard 

• Greening Corporate Grounds 

• Community Tree Planting Program 

• Corporate Tree Planting Program 

• Stream of Dreams 

• Multicultural Outreach and Education  

• Health and Wellness Program 

 

Enbridge 

• Smart Thermostats Program 

• Home Energy Conservation Program 

• Winter Proofing Program 

• Energy Solutions Commercial Program 

• Run it Right Commercial Program 

 

Hydro One 

• Commercial Energy Audits 

http://www.peelregion.ca/conservation/conserve/w-house.html
http://www.peelregion.ca/planning/ecofootprint
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• saveONenergy Program 

• Small Business Lighting Program 

 

Other 

• BikeBrampton  

• Bike the Creek 

• Halton/North Peel Naturalist Club 

• Ecosource and Peel Environmental Youth Alliance 

• Ontario Streams 

• Partners in Project Green 

• Ontario EcoSchools 

• Brampton Blue Dot 

• Brampton Horticultural Society 

• Watershed on Wheels 
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Appendix G 

 
Community Engagement Record 
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DISCOVER YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD EVENT 

Saturday, September 24, 2016 at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

 

Neighbours were encouraged to post their comments on the map using sticky notes and 

draw or write about their vision for a sustainable neighbourhood.  The following comments 

were received. 

 

What do you call the area where you live? 

• Downtown ("west" is better) 

• Flowertown 

• North Wood Park 

• Nothing, Brampton 

• Northwood Park, Parkland 

• Sunset, Pleasantview, use street name 

• Old Flowertown 

• Downtown 

• Home 

 

What is special about your neighbourhood? 

• green space and trails 

• clean and quiet 

• friendly neighbourhood (Glendale area) 

• love the trails;  take my guests trail walking 

• love the trails 

• like that the trail goes under CN tracks 

• like spotting critters in the creek 

• mature trees on our street (Rosset Cres) 
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• less garbage being thrown in the creek (or none at all) 

• nice mature trees, nice parks 

 

What are the features about your neighbourhood that are most important to you? 

• calm 

• noise (wants quiet), sanctuary - lots of trees, so calm 

• greenspace, trails, mature trees 

• the fact that our neighbours do not water their lawns during the hot, dry weather 

• close to transit, park down the street, nice gardens at Queen & Major William Sharpe 

Dr.;  love the downtown flowers;  clean downtown 

• Canadian and speaks English 

• green, trees, but trees are dying;  wildlife - woodpeckers, blue jays, squirrels 

• safety, transit, green parks 

• safety, involvement - jobs education opportunities, beautiful flowers and planters 

• cleanliness, greenery 

 

What needs improvement? 

• wish the trail was contiguous (in the Fairglen Ave area) 

• community clean-ups 

• notice garbage and cigarette butts on trails 

• clean out creek more 

• creek clean up days would be nice 

• noise pollution (from McLaughlin Rd and Queen St) 

• fallen branches in the creek 

• plant trees and natural space (around Northwood Public School) 

• keep clean and tidy 

 

My vision for a sustainable neighbourhood… 
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• to have healthy green environments within our neighbourhoods 

• to have amenities within walking distance 

• to reduce the amount of noise in the area 

• to reduce the amount of garbage in and around the creek and green spaces (i.e. 

grocery carts, plastic bottles and cans, and dog mess along the trails) 

• to have outdoor activities like tobogganing and swimming available closer to home (no 

longer available at Heart Lake Conservation Area) 

• recycling;  no green bins;  not enough recycling  
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FLETCHERS CREEK SHOW N’ TELL EVENT 

Tuesday, May 23, 2017 at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

 

Neighbours reviewed draft vision statements, goals, and strategic directions.  They were 

encouraged to vote on their preferred vision statement using sticky dots and to note 

comments on the panels.  The following comments were received. 

 

What is special about your neighbourhood?  What needs improvement to be more 

sustainable? 

• Good connectivity/walkability of sidewalks and roads (to stores and schools) 

• Mature trees attracting birds and insects  

• Large old trees are wonderful. Concerned about lifespan and them all being replaced 

at the same time- reducing canopy  

• In our area houses are about 60 years old-large lawns-but residents do NOT 

overwater in times of drought (Flowertown Ave and Coniston Ave area) 

• Northwood Park needs something to spice it up. Community bikes? More open field? A 

garden? 

• Garbage cans need to be beside benches and emptied regularly (Fred Kline Park) 

• Many, many shopping carts in the creek! All belong to FreshCo - maybe the store can 

lock up their carts at night 

• Continue path to Queen Street (Fletchers Creek Trail at Dusty Lane) 

• Missing east-west bike trails/lanes (along Queen Street) 

• Ditto, to the above statement 

• Protective green spaces for wild animals  

• Need a community garden  

• Well-lit greenbelt parks for walking safety 
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Vision Statement 1: Fletchers Creek is a strong, climate ready neighbourhood 

supported by healthy spaces and championed by its caring neighbours. 

What would you change?  Is there anything missing? 

• What do you mean by “strong”? Change to “green” 

• I like the trails through Fletchers Creek 

• Replace ‘strong’ with ‘clean’ or ‘green’ and support it 

• Supporting wildlife 

• Vote tally: 33 

 

Vision Statement 2: Fletchers Creek is a clean, green neighbourhood where 

neighbours are connected with each other and nature. 

What would you change?  Is there anything missing? 

• No comments were received. 

• Vote tally: 29 

 

Goal A: Reduced environmental impact of neighbour’s daily activities 

What can we do as individuals and as a community to reach our goals? 

Energy Efficiency • Use manual lawnmowers 

Water Efficiency • Water restriction on lawn watering  

Active Transportation • Encouraging use of bicycles by granting tax rebates 

on bike purchases  

• Improve walkability on major roads with 

traffic/sidewalk buffers and shade tree planting 

Local Food • Community garden 

• Start seed-sharing banks 

• Donate excess produce to food banks and other 

charities 

 

Goal B: Knowledgeable neighbours who care for the land 

What can we do as individuals and as a community to reach our goals? 

Environmental Awareness and 

Learning 

• Have regular neighbourhood meetings/potlucks? Build 

friendships and share info. 

• Garden walk of sustainable gardens (similar to 

Through the Garden Gate with TBG) and buildings 

Conservation and Stewardship • Establish “community cleanup Saturdays” twice each 

summer 

• Put garbage cans back along the trails 

Local Leaders and a 

Neighbourhood Network 

• Awards should be given each year 

• Regular events 

• Advice on lawns 
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Goal C: A healthy and diverse local landscape 

What can we do as individuals and as a community to reach our goals? 

Natural Areas  

Parks and Streetscapes • Mitigate impact of Norway Maples by encouraging 

residents to remove seedlings (they’re everywhere) 

• Invasive species pulls – garlic mustard and buckthorn 

primarily 

Homes and Businesses • Partner with Fusion on local home visits 

 

Goal D: A clean and healthy Fletchers Creek 

What can we do as individuals and as a community to reach our goals? 

Stormwater Management • Tell residents about bylaws discouraging pool 

drainage into storm drains 

• This neighbourhood has issues with standing water 

• Sell rain barrels at a discount for residents of this 

area 

• Encourage home owners by giving out free rain 

barrels 

Pollution Prevention • Annual litter pickup led by community 

• Work with FreshCo to remove shopping carts and 

prevent further dumping  

• Increase financial severity for polluters 

• Ban plastic water bottles  

 

(From Event Feedback Form)  Do you have any suggestions for actions that will help us 

reach our neighbourhood sustainability goals? 

• Give talks at schools → best way to reach families with kids. 

• A communication and mobilization strategy to increase awareness and action of residents 

• What goal areas does CVC see directly linked to residents 

• Also it is important to know the “why” behind SNAP and translate this to residents 

• Will return for more bird talk, or walk! 

• Renewable energy 

• Would like some ideas of ways to help when I live in an apartment 

• Advertising in Brampton Guardian 

• Something I believe we need is community events that are well advertised;  make sure people 

are informed and they will show up 

• Lower property tax – too high! 

• Property tax getting higher each year. 

• Enjoy a group to observe birds in Fletcher Creek 

• Workshops for specific implementation objectives e.g. rain gardens, energy efficiency 
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• Invasive species pulls, especially in gardens! Creek too but lots of invasives in gardens 

• Litter pick-ups along creek 

• Naturalizing lawns bordering creek (people mow to the edge apparently there’s no easement) 

• Fletchers neighbourhood (east of McMurchy) has bad drainage issues – coordinated rain 

gardens would help – currently most people use sump pump into storm drain 

• Signage about coyotes along the trail is harsh and negative – maybe “We’re in luck! Coyotes 

are enjoying this ecosystem. Here’s what you can do to stay safe.” 

• Reduce lawn coverage and encourage less mowing and herbicide use – work with local garden 

centres 

• Work with Glendale P.S. to green the school grounds – all that lawn has mega runoff! 

• Everyone has been affected by EAB – maybe a “tree replacement” program with discounts, 

expert advice and planting help with native trees 

• Recommended plant list for homeowners – what plant/tree species are common locally and 

how we can increase local ecosystem 

• Work with the city on a boulevard (strip between road and sidewalk) garden program – 

“Butterfly Boulevards” 

• Sidewalks are narrow and not good for accessibility 

• I managed to plant every invasive species noted in the handout due to ignorance and thinking 

ground covers – best thing to fill in empty spaces? Will be busy this spring/summer ripping 

everything up. 

• People need to know simple actions as washing your car in the driveway can have an impact 

• Why do people wash down their driveway? So wrong, should be legislated 

• One gentleman at the meeting suggested banning plastic bottles; more and more cities and 

towns are doing this;  I agree hands down 

• Would like to see more meadow gardens to replace grass 
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GREEN YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD SNAP TREE PLANTING EVENT 

Saturday, September 23, 2017 at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

 

Neighbours were encouraged to review and provide comments on the Draft Sustainablity 

Framework for their neighbourhood.  This included the Vision statement and the Goals and 

Directions. The following comments were received. 

 

Do you agree with the Vision statement? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If selected 'no', please explain: 

• do not know, have not had time to read 

 

Do you agree with the Goals and Strategic Directions? 
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Are there any other issues or opportunities in your neighbourhood that we should be aware 

of? Please list here and be specific: (i.e. dead street trees on X Avenue, not enough shade 

in Y Park, etc.) 

• Not enough trees around Chris Gibson Park 

• More flowers on Burgby Ave. 

• Partner with a company (or two or three) from whom we could obtain barrels that 

are no longer being used and convert them into rain barrels that can be given 

away for free to members of the community. 

• The city has clear cut part of the forested area on the path behind Rosset Cres. It 

would be nice to replant there. The area tends to be swampy in the spring. Lots of 

bugs. Natural trees to dry the area up would be good. 

• Replacing the trees in the area that have been removed because of ash borers. 

Cowton Meadows - let it grow to be a better habitat for snakes & other wildlife 

• More benches with garbage cans next to them so people don't litter. Some 

sustainable gardens would be nice. More trees in Glendale School park area for 

shade. 
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Fletchers Creek SNAP Presentation to By-de-Molen Co-op 

Housing  

Sunday, April 29th 2018 at Beatty Fleming Senior Public School 

 

CVC SNAP staff delivered a presentation and spoke to local residents about Fletchers Creek 

SNAP at the Annual General Meeting hosted by the Co-op board and attended by co-op 

members (residents). 

 

Activity:  

SNAP staff dellivered a presentation to the members introducing Fletchers Creek SNAP and and 

invited them to share their ideas on SNAP and neighbourhood improvments. Feedback collected via 

paper form and general discussion is summarized below. 

 

Comments from residents :  
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Which actions below would you be interested in learning more about or 

have interest in taking on?

In my yard/home in shared co-op space/with my fellow co-op members
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Other topics interested in: 

- Honey bees 

- Permaculture/vegetables, fruits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other events and projects interested in: 

- Boy Scouts & Girl Guides, will volunteer time 
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Comments: 

- trees cut down due to bugs not replaced 

- dying trees/sick, vandalism, clean-up 

- ash trees were removed when are we getting new trees? 

- the trees in the back of our yards along the creek  have been cut down but the area seems to need 

some 'clean-up' to ensure it is safe for our children to play in + toboggan in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments: 

- plant flowers for bees 

- planting/grass laying 

 - permaculture (growing edibles, soil samples (safe or toxic for edibles) 

- planting wildflowers + pollinating flowers in the back area along the creek 
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Do you know of any issues or opportunities for improvement in your 

neighbourhood? 
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Do you have any ideas for neighbourhood events or projects?
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Comments from general discussion:  

• Mosquitos in the areas where trees have been cut down need to be addressed and there’s lots 

of standing water, would like the area to be less swampy/cleaned-up 

• Concerned about coyotes 

• Any update on indigenous artifacts found few years back? We all got information about that. 

What’s happening with that? 

• Programs and spaces will need to be child-friendly, would like programs for small spaces and 

front yards 
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ENVISIONING GREEN HOMES AND GARDENS – SNAP EVENT 
Thursday, May 24th 2018 at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

 

Neighbours were invited to share their level of interest in taking on/adopting best 

management practices on their properties and determine which resources and support 

they need to make these BMPs a reality. Introductions were made amongst the attendees 

and an update was provided on the SNAP project. 

 

Activities 

1. Neighbourhood Connections - Help residents get to know each other and understand how 

their behaviour and actions impact each other and the environment. 

2. Home and Garden Wish List – Review and discuss residential best management practices 

and vote on top 5. 

3. Resources and Support – Review and discuss potential resources for homeowners and vote 

on top 5. 

 

Activity 1:  Neighbourhood Connections 

What brought you here tonight? 

- Interested in greening the environment and growing native plants 

- Tired of watering garden and want to ‘go green’. 

- Want to take advantage of the resources nature provides us (i.e. rain) and use it to full 

advantage. 

- Do a lot of walking along Fletchers Creek and Etobicoke Creek, some amazing wildlife in the 

area (herons, muskrat, deer, etc.). 

- Go on lots of walks in the area. 

- Representing Rotaract Brampton and want a clean Brampton 
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Activity 2:  Home and Garden Wish list 

What is on your home and garden improvement wish list? 

Please use the dots numbered 1 through 5 to select the top 5 actions that you would be interested in 

undertaking with 1 being highest priority, 5 being lowest priority. 

Vote Tally Actions Comments 

1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Votes 

1 1 1 1 1 5 Save money on water - goes hand in hand with 
using rainwater 

1   1 1 2 5 Save money on energy - improve insulation in the 
house 

- using less energy helps 

the environment 

2 2       4 Beautify with flowers - want more native plants 

1     2 1 4 Harvest rainwater 
 

2 1   1   4 Attract butterflies 
 

  1 1   2 4 Protect property against 
flooding 

- this is a real world threat 

  1 1 1   3 Upgrade landscaping 
(hardscaping, rain garden, etc.) 

- want a rain garden 
- what is a rain garden? 

    2 1   3 Attract birds 
 

  1     2 3 Reduce salt and chemical use - already done this 

1 1       2 Plant shade trees - education on tree benefits 
- already done this 

    2     2 Grow food   

      1   1 Improve site drainage   

8 8 8 8 8 40 
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Discussion:  Are there other actions you are interested in?  Comments? 

- There are a lot of options to consider, deciding what matters can be confusing.  Is there one 

action/solution that meets the whole range of environmental objectives?  

- Planting shade trees and reducing chemical and salt use are priorities to me, but I’ve already 

done them; what else can I do? 

- Planting for climate change 

- What is a rain garden?  What does it do? 

- Not interested in landscape upgrades like driveways, walkways, patios – this is an older 

neighbourhood, we already have these things and they don’t need to be changed. 

- Shade is important to people – many people are investing in umbrellas, canopies.  Trees are 

good but they take a long time to produce practical shade so that point won’t convince people 

to plant more trees. 

- Need education on trees and their benefits (i.e. boosting property value) 

- Need free or discounted trees, i.e. truck sale in the neighbourhood would be really good.  

- Trees provide natural privacy screen – not many people think about that.  

- Electronic waste disposal bin is needed – Brampton does battery collection 2x/year door-to-

door pick-up but that’s not frequent enough 
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Activity 3:  Resources and Support 

What kinds of resources and support do you need to make your home and garden wish list 

a reality? 

Please use the dots numbered 1 through 5 to select the top 5 resources/support that you would find 

most useful with 1 being most helpful and so on. 

Vote Tally Resources and Support Comments 

1 2 3 4 5 Total 

Votes 

4 
  

1 1 6 Financial incentives (such as rebates, 

discounts, coupons, giveaways, free 

service) 

  

 
3 2 

  
5 Informative workshops and presentations 

 

 
1 1 

 
3 5 Local demonstration gardens/sites - show us an ideal native 

plant garden with 
plants labelled 

  
1 3 

 
4 Handy reference guides and fact sheets   

2 
  

2 
 

4 Hands-on demonstrations   

   
1 2 3 Landscape maintenance services   

 
1 1 

  
2 Easy-to-use online resources - create YouTube videos 

with local information 

  
2 

  
2 Material pick-up and delivery (such as 

plants, soil, compost, mulch) 

  

1 
    

1 Interactive information sessions with 

experts 

  

    
1 1 Home visit and consultation   

 
1 

   
1 Access to tools and equipment   

 
1 

   
1 List of reputable professionals and service 

providers 

  

     
0 Professional landscape design services   

     
0 Landscape installation services   

     
0 Assistance with disconnecting downspouts   

7 7 7 7 7 35 
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Discussion:  Are there any other resources or support that you need?  Additional 

comments? 

- Free plants  

- Local plant sale (trees and native plants), yes yes yes 

- Demonstration garden would be really helpful to show us what a native plant garden looks like, 

native plants, dry vs wet growing conditions, pollinator plants 

- Demonstration gardens at schools are not accessible to the general public, better to be in a 

higher profile location where more people can see it (i.e. Chris Gibson Rec Centre) 

- Interested in environmentally-friendly lawn care services – hard to find.  Can’t manage lawn 

maintenance but it is hard to find a company that is organic 

- Need info on how to reduce dandelions naturally 

- Maintenance help needed with invasive plant removal i.e. goutweed 

- It’s hard to know which plants are native and nurseries don’t carry them; a list of native plants 

and where to go to buy them would be helpful.  Getting the right plant is difficult. 

- Where to get seeds for lawn alternatives e.g. Dutch white clover 

- Mulch is easy to get delivered to your house, don’t need a local giveaway 

- Want to know how to disconnect downspouts and how to direct flow – my downspout will run 

across my walkway and be a trip hazard if I disconnect it. 

- Information on energy and water conservation is needed 

- Information on garbage sorting/recyclables is needed 

- Provide info on how to keep water from backing up through basement floor drain 

- Need info on solar panels for house (i.e. cost, installation) 

- need info on mature tree maintenance, pruning, and strengthening for wind storms 

- Interested in local information nights with experts on different topics 

- Would like to know about events and activities happening in the neighbourhood from different 

groups (i.e. neighbourhood calendar) 
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- To make a big impact, do what Ontario Hydro did with LED bulbs when they were new (free 

bulbs and coupons) – give away free stuff to get people interested 

- On-line menu/portal listing all info and services available and local events. Handout business 

cards with the link 

- Internet information is readily available but not local, could be native plants from California 

- Video tutorials and guides focus on local issues and local species 

Note:  These activities are not intended to be a scientific study; this is an engagement tool used for 

generating discussion and reflection in a target audience.  The results are subjective.  Interestingly, 

the event results correlate with findings of the local market research survey and provide further 

understanding of the local ‘environmentally-responsible’ residential homeowner. 

 

General Discussion: 

- Sustainability is not just up to residents, City needs to make change too 

- City of Brampton needs to reduce salt use on City lands, we (homeowners) are already doing 

that 

- City needs to replant street trees sooner - 5 years for a replacement tree is too long.  Several 

streets were devastated (i.e. McLaughlin, Vodden). 

- City has contracted street tree removal out to private companies - some maple trees got cut 

down that shouldn’t have been.  One homeowner put a sign on her tree and stood guard to 

protect her tree from removal. 

- Beatty-Fleming schoolyard is very open, needs shade and vegetation, feel bad for the kids 

- Important to have younger generation involved.  

- Want my grandkids involved.   

- Want my son learn more about birds and wildlife 

- This group is already committed to environment, so our reaction to these activities is different 

than general public 
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FLETCHERS CREEK SNAP BOOTH 

Friday, August 24th 2018 at Boys and Girls Club of Peel Back to School BBQ 

 

Credit Valley Conservation was invited to host a booth at the event to speak to Boys and 

Girls Club program participants and their parents/guardians about relevant programs. 

 

Activity: 

Local residents were informed about Fletchers Creek SNAP and were invited to write their ideas for 

home, yard, building or neighbourhood improvements on a map. 

 

Comments from residents: 

• Educate and assist residents in making their properties more sustainable (e.g. native plant 

species, permeable driveways). E.g. streets/neighbours working on each other’s properties 

(like old-fashioned barn-raisings) 

• “Adopt-a-corner” neighbourhoods/streets/families beautify a city corner with gardens 

• More trees 

• Reduce urban/suburban sprawl by ‘building up’ 

• You should not litter 

• More affordable housing to reduce poverty 

• Education around plants, what type of plants to plant, home maintenance 

• More houses 

• Get rid of or vastly reduce lawns! ☺ (labour intensive, costly, not native) 

• Better transit. 511, 502, 501,7 Kennedy too full 

• Forbid non-native species on properties backing on to greenspace 

• Community vegetable gardens 

• More play areas for kids 

• Better environmental habitat 

• Help residents create yards with: home composting, rain water conservation, pollinator 

gardens 

• Increased bike trails (well-lit, secure/safe) 

• More convenient public transit to decrease car traffic 

• Neighbourhood garden competitions 
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• Require new builds to fit in with the look of the neighbourhood. Limit their height and size 

• Prohibit/limit residents adding paved areas on their properties (i.e. driveways) 

• Plan carefully for smooth traffic flow if building high-density housing (e.g. tunnel beneath 4 

corners) 

• Shade trees in school yards, parking lots 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map of the neighbourhood with people’s comments 
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FLETCHERS CREEK SNAP BOOTH 

Saturday, August 25th 2018 at Brampton Christian Family Church Family Fun Bash 

 

Credit Valley Conservation was invited to host a booth at the event to speak to church 

members and their families and friends about relevant programs. 

 

Activity: 

Families took part in a learning activity learn about impacts of local actions on the credit river 

watershed using a watershed model and people were informed about Fletchers Creek SNAP. Local 

residents were invited to write their ideas for home, yard, building or neighbourhood improvements 

on a map. 

 

Comments from residents: 

• All parks should have a compost bin and recycle bin with the garbage bins 

• Neighbourhood watch! 

• Free swimming or skating classes 

• How to Camp workshops 

• Low income houses 

• Cleaner school yards, shoveling snow on paths to schools in winter 

• Early childcare for health care workers – start time at 6am. More programs for abused women 

• Stop climate change 

• Free camp for kids 

• Better park upkeep 

• To have more parks in the areas. More trees to be planted 

• No more construction of houses. Plant more trees and build playgrounds 

• Free dance classes 

• Low income housing 

• Plant more trees 

• There should be more parks to play in 

• Free swimming for kids under 18 

• Plant a community garden or fruit trees 

• How do we make our homes less dependent on gas, electricity 
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• Fine home owners for leaving tires on the curb to be picked up. There should be a deposit on 

water bottles just like on beer bottles – like 10 bottles get 10 cents back. I’m tired of picking 

them up as I’m walking my dog 

• No more houses or construction i.e. habitat for humanity, near Haggert 

• Planting more fruit trees in parks, community produce garden, more trees residentially 

• Make housing and childcare more affordable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map of the neighbourhood with people’s comments
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DRAFT ACTION PLAN STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 

Friday, November 16th 2018 at Central Public School 

 

Purpose:  

Stakeholders from City of Brampton, Region of Peel, Credit Valley Conservation and Toronto and Region Conservation were 

engaged in a detailed review on the Draft Action Plan and provided feedback on proposed actions and key targets.  

 

Activity #1 – Strengthening the Action Plan 

 

Partnership 

Opportunities 

Innovation 

Opportunities 

Community 

Engagement 

Opportunities 

Gaps Planned Projects General Notes 

LIVING PARKS 

AND NATURE 

     

• Archives at PAMA 

• City heritage staff 

• Corporate 

sponsorship  

• Brampton Forestry  

• Schools (science 

projects) 

• Brampton Parks 

Planning and 

Development 

• Evergreen 

• Ontario Streams 

 

• Tell story of place 

(archival maps, air 

photos)  

• Virtual tours of the 

valleylands 

• Lookouts near 

water 

• Natural play 

• Web links and QR 

codes on signs 

• Language 

translation of signs 

• High tech pathway 

lighting 

• Water recycling 

• Community safety 

education 

• Environmental 

education  

• Critter 

demos/urban 

wildlife education  

• Naturalization and 

‘wild’ spaces 

demos 

• City Forester Q&A 

• Schools develop 

content for signs 

• Adopt-a-tree 

(people, schools, 

• n/a • n/a • Nature is often 

misunderstood, 

prefer manicured, 

fear of wildlife;  

need to build 

appreciation 

• LID will be difficult 

- there is a lack of 

trust in LID 

• Interpretive 

signage should be 

vibrant and fun 

(messages include 

how can I help, 

plants and 
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(splash pad water 

for irrigation) 

• Permeable pavers 

• Urban agriculture 

 

and corporations) 

• Tree stories, 

history, benefits 

 

 

animals, all 

seasons) 

• Furnishings/signag

e strategic 

locations, 

environmentally 

friendly materials 

 

GREEN STREETS      

• Brampton Cycling 

Advisory Cte 

• Bike Brampton 

• Residents, schools, 

seniors, etc. to 

plant and maintain 

features 

• Brampton/Peel 

and CVC co-apply 

for funding 

• Interpretive 

signage with QR 

• Walking tours 

• Salt and pollution 

tolerant vegetation 

• Green infrastr 

benefits (thermal 

mitigation, dec 

peak flow, inc base 

flow, impr sw 

quality) 

• Develop standard 

operating 

procedures for 

operation and 

maintenance 

• Stormwater 

charge rebate or 

incentive for priv 

property 

• Bike the Creek 

• Community rides 

• Build 

understanding re 

boulevard bioswale 

maintenance 

• Road salt 

management plan 

education and 

outreach to 

residents, business 

+ contractors, 

Region of Peel 

n/a • Downtown 

Reimagined 

projects 

• Capital works 

projects for LID 

• Cycling Mgmt Plan 

(Queen St) 

• Traffic Mgmt 

• Green streets 

projects involve 

complex interests, 

multiple users and 

utilities 

• Maintenance is an 

important 

consideration 

• ROW 

space/utilities is a 

major constraint 

for green streets 

projects 

STRONG SCHOOLS      

• Region of Peel 

(Public health, Env 

Education, 

Transportation) 

• 2 School boards 

(PDSB + DPCDSB) 

• TRCA, Ontario 

EcoSchool 

• School Parent 

• Create 

neighbourhood 

association 

• Urban agriculture 

technologies 

(indoor 

installation, hydra-

planting), grow 

food for foodbank 

• Food bank around 

community garden 

• Community garden 

• Neighbourhood 

Association 

guidance/leadershi

p 

• School Travel 

Planning Program 

• Community 

gardens on school 

property 

• Peel Water Story 

bus tours will be 

changing to an 

online GIS tool 

n/a • Youth are in-tune 

to climate change 

• Brampton needs to 

lead on city 

building  retrofits 

to set the example 

• Education is 

valued and 

existing structures 
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Councils 

• Peel Police 

(Community 

training/outreach) 

• TRCA/CVC 

education 

programs 

• Get all 5 school 

principals together 

to ID opps/issues 

for each school  

• Neighbourhood 

daycares 

• Shop class + 

curriculum 

(students build 

projects) 

• In-school projects 

• Peel water story 

GIS tools (online 

tools) 

• Virtual reality 

programs (make 

below- grade 

systems visible) 

 

(audits, surveys, 

walking routes) 

• Long-term care 

connection 

program 

 

are already in 

place, but need 

the community to 

model sustainable 

behaviour) 

• Principals can be 

champions 

 

RESILIENT 

HOMES AND 

BUSINESSES 

     

• Greening 

Corporate Grounds  

• Fusion Landscape 

Professional 

• Peel Water 

Assessment 

program 

• Landscape 

industry “Fusions 

landscapers” 

• SaveONEnergy 

Program (province 

committed to Dec 

31 2020) 

 

• Performance 

contracts with 

private companies 

and utilities 

• Brampton adopt 

Fusion landscaping 

on municipal 

properties 

• Community 

Improvement 

Plans (Loans from 

City for property 

owners, payback 

on prop tax)  

• Coffee nights for 

neighbours, 

informal discussion 

• Tupperware, 

“show & tell” or 

wine & cheese 

• Local champion 

leads events, 

showcase success 

 

• Acknowledge 

financial reqts  

• Provide financial 

assistance, 

incentives, or 

grants 

• Partner with utility 

companies and 

private companies 

• Streamline process 

for home and 

business owners 

for retrofit resilient 

home 

 • City requiring 

performance 

metrics, guidelines 

etc. in RFPs – 

currently in 

progress 

• Contractors hard 

to find (qualified) 

• REEP green (Rain 

Smart 

Neighbourhoods) 

50% cost share, 

stormwater credit, 

$48,000 in rebates 

awarded in the 

last 3 years, rain 

coaches available  

ACTIVE PEOPLE      

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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Activity # 2 – Action Plan Evaluation 

Participants selected up to ten ‘best move’ actions and up to ten ‘most challenging’ actions.  

The vote tally is documented in the table below.  Not all votes were used. 

 

Proposed Actions Best 

Moves (# 

votes) 

Most 

Challenging 

(#votes) 

LIVING PARKS AND NATURE   

1- Interpretive trail along Fletchers Creek to celebrate clean 

water and fish habitat 

10 0 

2- Shady paths and playgrounds for keeping cool at play and 

on the move 

12 0 

3- Valleyland plantings and butterfly meadows for natural 

habitat and reduced mowing 

7 0 

4- Green parking lots that capture, treat and infiltrate 

stormwater 

5 9 

5- Green building design and landscaping at the recreation 

centre 

7 6 

6- Creek restoration to reduce erosion and protect fish habitat 1 9 

7- Community use area with seating, notice board, outdoor 

classroom and gardens 

7 0 

8- Management of invasive species to protect priority natural 

areas 

0 13 

9- Bioretention and other low impact development solutions 5 14 

GREEN STREETS   

1- Street tree planting to fill gaps in the street tree canopy  10 8 

2- Streetscape enhancement along major roads and 

pedestrian corridors for character and beauty 

8 7 

3- Sidewalk and crosswalk improvements for safety and 

walkability along important pedestrian routes 

8 2 

4- Cycling network improvements for safety and  wayfinding 9 2 

5- Boulevard bioswales and other low impact development 

retrofits for stormwater management 

5 21 
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STRONG SCHOOLS   

1- Butterfly gardens on school grounds to create a 

butterflyway across the neighbourhood 

7 3 

2- Stream of Dreams murals and classroom learning about the 

watershed and creek 

2 1 

3- School travel planning to encourage children to walk to 

school for healthy living 

11 4 

4- Outdoor environmental education in local neighbourhood 

parks 

5 2 

5- In-class environmental education on nature, waste 

reduction and urban stormwater 

11 0 

6- Water Story bus tours and presentations for school groups 5 0 

RESILIENT HOMES AND BUSINESSES   

1- Green home visits with experts on green retrofits and 

sustainable landscaping options 

7 9 

2- Green home information nights on energy conservation, 

water efficiency and more 

5 2 

3- Naturescaping workshops on native plants and gardening 

for birds and pollinators 

5 0 

4- Rainscaping workshops with a how-to manual for home 

stormwater projects 

4 2 

5- Hands-on garden care workshops on spring and fall 

maintenance practices 

5 2 

6- Site design services for commercial, industrial and multi-

unit residential properties (Greening Corporate Grounds) 

6 11 

7- Green business presentations on energy and water 

efficiency, pollution prevention and stormwater management 

3 2 

ACTIVE PEOPLE   

1- Neighbourhood events (i.e. repair cafés, bike safety clinics, 

bbqs, movie nights, etc.) 

10 0 

2- Neighbourhood association to engage neighbours in 

planning events and projects 

2 9 

3- Guided nature walks and outdoor play events to promote 

nature appreciation and health 

7 0 
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4- Volunteer tree planting events for local residents, 

community groups and businesses 

7 0 

5- Volunteer creek and park clean-ups for local residents, 

community groups and businesses 

1 7 

6- Volunteer garden maintenance events for local residents, 

community groups and businesses 

0 11 

7- Community garden and workshops on container gardening 

and growing food 

3 0 

8- Neighbourhood walking and cycling audits by local residents 

to identify improvements 

6 6 

TOTAL 206 162 

 

 

Best Moves 

 

Participants noted that ‘best moves’ are those actions that: 

• Provide the best ‘bang for the buck’ 

• Are effective/easy 

• Address low hanging fruit 

• Provide the least resistance 

• Fill a gap in a given area  

• Follow previous success in a given area 

 

Actions that are ‘best moves’ are good opportunities for making an impact with little 

resistance.  Several actions received only ‘best move’ votes which indicates a fully positive 

result.  There are several actions that fall into this category, examples include: Interpretive 

trail along Fletchers Creek and shady paths and playgrounds. 
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Most Challenging 

 

Participants noted that the ‘most challenging’ actions are those that: 

• Require permits, regulations, and/or approvals 

• Involve high costs 

• Need more information 

• Are complex 

• Meet with more resistance 

• Have the potential to fail 

• Are difficult 

• Require resources/capacity 

• Are not sustainable 

• Rely on volunteers 

• Are subject to fear of change/lack of knowledge 

 

Two actions stand out in this category because the only votes they received were ‘most 

challenging’ votes:  Management of invasive species in parks and volunteer garden 

maintenance.  It is important to note that actions identified as ‘challenging’ are not 

necessarily ‘no-go’s’.  They are important and impactful actions but there is a need to: 

• be strategic and design ahead 

• educate and de-bunk myths 

• dive deeper, resolve issues, and demonstrate 

 

Some strategies for breaking down barriers to action include: 

• influencing the influencers with value proposition and demonstration 

• integrate departments during planning and design 

• find economies of scale, i.e. landowners working together as a group to save money 

• consider long term adaptive management and operations 
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Combination Best Moves and Most Challenging 

 

The majority of actions received a combination of ‘best move’ and ‘most challenging’ votes.  

These actions face challenges but will have a big impact.  In some cases, these actions 

could be considered to be the most important projects because they have the potential to 

break down barriers.  Examples of positive but challenging projects include:  Low Impact 

Development retrofits in road right-of-ways and in parks. 

 

Activity #3 – Making it Happen 

 

Participants brainstormed next steps for implementation of proposed actions. 

 

Proposed 

Actions 

Next Steps 

LIVING 

PARKS 

AND 

NATURE 

• Identify a ‘quarterback’ to coordinate  

• Identify existing programs that align with actions and leverage them 

• Identify funding opportunities 

• Identify features/stories to be included in interpretation, create interpretation 

plan 

• Consult with Parks Planning, Env Planning, Urban Design, Parks Maintenance, 

MNRF, Schools, local residents 

• Design process:  site analysis, review shade options, create design strategy, 

consult with appropriate City staff and community, consult with Env. Planning 

and Parks Maintenance and Forestry to determine spots for no mow 

GREEN 

STREETS 

• Identify capital projects planned for neighbourhood (i.e. road resurfacing, water 

main replacement, new sidewalks, parking lots) 

• Identify streets for cycling/get on cycling management plan radar 

• Identify demonstration site to showcase a ‘Green Street’ 

• Direct trees to the area to meet municipal ‘million trees’ target;  research tree 

planting technologies and suitable species 

• Identify a project team (Brampton Parks Planning, Traffic Services, Capital 
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Works, Env Planning;  Peel Public Health, Public Works, Active Transportation, 

Planning, Stormwater team, Roads, Forestry;  CVC Planning, Watershed Mgmt) 

• Design process (10-step process for LID) – design objectives, cost, screen 

alternatives, site investigation, etc. 

STRONG 

SCHOOLS 

• Current state assessment (R & D) - conduct inventory of potential partners, 

engage partners (full process) 

• Identify gaps + opportunities 

• Develop strategy (Define objective, activities, deliverables, funding models) 

• Get started (implement) – funding, roles, responsibilities, timelines 

• Mechanism to capture metrics (report card) 

• Ongoing communication at all levels 

RESILIENT 

HOMES 

AND 

BUSINESS

ES 

• Home visits – engage utilities, engage CVC/ROP programs re landscaping, find 

experts/champions, scope the home visit 

• Info nights – find people to present, identify subject areas, challenge and invite 

residents, incent participation (food and prizes) 

• Workshops –identify new and creative way to deliver, leverage Fusion 

landscaping 

• Commercial – deliver Greening Corporate Grounds, Fusion Landscape 

Professional program shifting to ICI audience, ensure promotion is geared to 

the right individuals/decision-makers  

ACTIVE 

PEOPLE 

• Not discussed 

 

 

 

Activity #4:  Action Plan Targets 

 

Participants reviewed the Draft Action Plan Targets table. The table aligns proposed action 

plan concepts with sustainability framework goals and metrics and identifies both practical 

and optimal targets for SNAP performance.  Overarching comments include: 

• Clean Creek metric - Area or runoff volume?  Use only one metric 

• Need to report with confidence, so only use a few good/strong metrics 

• Separate tree versus non-tree (ground cover, shrubs, perennial – these can also be 

habitat outcomes 
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• Walking and cycling is missing, does this need to be counted, i.e. infrastructure 

length or reail-time trail use?  Is this too hard to track?   

• Engagement time 

• Land donated by school board 

• In-kind hours put in, engagement leveraged (e.g. Glendale) 

• Amount of external funding secured 

• Number of new partnerships formed, existing ones enhanced 

• New infrastructure installed 

• Track number of trees being planted in real time (people can check on their phones) 

• It is better to report on fewer big metrics than on many small ones. Track small ones 

on the back end for funders, specific plans/studies/reports 

• Think about the biodiversity factor of metrics tracked under Healthy Landscape 

 

 

Final Workshop Comments and Ideas 

• Got more clarity on the project 

• Like that SNAP is a specific site 

• Learned about timing of other projects in the SNAP area 

• Good to learn about why this neighbourhood was chosen 

• Great to see all of the work done to date 

• Opportunity to understand each other 

• Great opportunity to network 

• Consider inviting Brampton GeoHub to offer ways to use Open Data 

• Explore the notion of private-public partnerships 
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DRAFT ACTION PLAN PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

Open House: Wednesday, November 21st 2018 at Chris Gibson Recreation Centre 

Pop-up Event: Saturday, November 24th 2018 and Saturday, December 8th 2018 at Chris 

Gibson Recreation Centre 

Virtual Open House: Thursday, November 22nd to Thursday, December 13th 2018 

 

Purpose: 

Residents and local community members were invited to review the Draft Action Plan in-

person and online to vote on their top preferred actions and provide feedback on the plan. 

Fletchers Creek SNAP staff spoke with participants and answered questions. The results of 

the consultation have been used to refine the proposed actions and strengthen the final 

Action Plan. 

 

What are your preferred actions? 

Concepts Proposed Actions (in preferential order, high to low) Votes  

Green Streets 1- Street tree planting to fill gaps in the street tree canopy  73 

Green Streets 4- Cycling network improvements for safety and  wayfinding 63 

Strong Schools 1- Butterfly gardens on school grounds to create a neighbourhood 

butterflyway  

52 

Strong Schools 4- Outdoor environmental education in local neighbourhood parks 47 

Strong Schools 5- In-class environmental education on nature, waste reduction, 

urban stormwater 

46 

Green Streets 2- Streetscape enhancement for character and beauty 44 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

6- Creek restoration to reduce erosion and protect fish habitat 41 

Active People 1- Neighbourhood events (i.e. repair cafés, bike safety clinics, 

bbqs, movie nights, etc.) 

39 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

2- Shady paths and playgrounds for keeping cool at play and on 

the move 

39 

Strong Schools 3- School travel planning to encourage children to walk to school 

for healthy living 

39 

Green Streets 3- Sidewalk/crosswalk improvements for safety and walkability 34 

Active People 2- Neighbourhood association to engage neighbours in planning 

events and projects 

33 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

1- Interpretive trail along Fletchers Creek to celebrate clean water 

and fish habitat 

33 

Resilient Homes 3- Naturescaping workshops on native plants and gardening for 32 
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and Businesses birds and pollinators 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

2- Green home information nights on energy conservation, water 

efficiency and more 

29 

Active People 7- Community garden and workshops on container gardening and 

growing food 

27 

Active People 3- Guided nature walks/outdoor play events to promote nature 

appreciation and health 

26 

Green Streets 5- Boulevard bioswales and other LID retrofits for stormwater 

management 

26 

Active People 4- Volunteer tree planting events for local residents, community 

groups, businesses 

25 

Active People 8- Neighbourhood walking/cycling audits by local residents to ID 

improvements 

24 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

5- Hands-on garden care workshops on spring and fall 

maintenance practices 

24 

Active People 5- Volunteer creek/park clean-ups for local residents, community 

groups, businesses 

22 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

4- Green parking lots that capture, treat and infiltrate stormwater 22 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

6- Site design services for commercial, industrial and multi-unit 

residential properties (Greening Corporate Grounds) 

22 

Strong Schools 6- Water Story bus tours and presentations for school groups 22 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

7- Community use area with seating, notice board, outdoor 

classroom and gardens 

20 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

1- Green home visits with experts on green retrofits and 

sustainable landscaping options 

20 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

4- Rainscaping workshops with a how-to manual for home 

stormwater projects 

20 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

3- Valleyland plantings/butterfly meadows for natural habitat and 

reduced mowing 

19 

Active People 6- Volunteer garden maintenance events for local residents, 

comm. groups, businesses 

18 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

8- Management of invasive species to protect priority natural areas 17 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

9- Bioretention and other low impact development solutions 17 

Resilient Homes 

and Businesses 

7- Green business presentations on energy and water efficiency, 

pollution prevention and stormwater management 

15 

Strong Schools 2- Stream of Dreams murals and classroom learning about the 

watershed and creek 

13 

Living Parks and 

Nature 

5- Green building design and landscaping at the recreation centre 11 

 
TOTAL VOTES 1,054 
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Comments on Living Parks and Nature: 

 

• Need some sign boards for the parking lot for Exit and Enter sometimes we are lost 

inside the park 

• Ask City to use native plant species 

• More bridges, more benches please 

• Re: interpretive signs - electronic devices defeats the purpose 

• Need public toilets in the parks, I live near Talbot park 

• Engage external stakeholders CN & Metrolinx to increase connectivity north-south of 

tracks with new infrastructure (i.e. pedestrian tunnel, etc.) 

• Lots of garbage in parks, perhaps from ball games;  wind blows the garbage down to 

the trail/creek area 

• People don’t clean-up after their dogs 

• Dandelions pop-up all over in the spring and there are not cleaned up quickly 

• Why haven’t the park trees been cleaned up and replaced since all of the damage. 

They don’t look great. 

• More lighting for Chris Gibson Park for safety 

• Would be interested in seeing bird houses/boxes installed in the park and with some 

help in backyards too 

• "Shady paths and playgrounds for keeping cool at play and on the move" - Yes! Not 

enough shade around Chris Gibson, especially near playground. 

• "Community use area with seating, notice board, outdoor classroom and gardens" - 

great idea, and it will be important to not just build but program this space. 

• "Green building design and landscaping at the recreation centre" - this rec centre is 

very ugly (especially from the outside) so lots of opportunity there. 

• "Valleyland plantings and butterfly meadows for natural habitat and reduced mowing" 

- yes! There is too much boring grass at this park. I would be in favour replacing at 

least one of the underused ball fields with natural area (trees, planting, etc.) 

• "Green parking lots that capture, treat and infiltrate stormwater" - this is a nice idea, 

but why does this park need so much parking? The parking lot at the east side of the 

park is usually poorly used. The 330 extra parking spots proposed as part of the 

community centre expansion seems excessive. if this is to be a 'Sustainable' project it 

should not result in infrastructure that encourages use of polluting fossil-fuel powered 

vehicles. Look for opportunities to create flexible spaces that could be mostly used as 

community gathering spaces, but are able to be used for parking at busy times, or to 

combine parking with other nearby destinations, such as Beatty-Fleming PS. 
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• Other general ideas, particularly around park improvements: 

o bake ovens in park & other amenities to support food programming 

o mid-week market in park (farmers/craft market)  

o outdoor skating trail, firepits, or other winter-focused amenities in the park 

• CVC has forgotten that the interpretative signs for the Red Sided Dace (north of 

Williams Parkway) were vandalized and rendered useless within weeks of installation 

and have remained missing for about 5 years. If to be used again, they must be 

vandal proof or supported by a continuous budget that replaces when destroyed. 

• Of the list of park actions, my preference is for:  “Fletchers creek trail” 

• I would like to see a continuous bike trail from Queen St up to Bovaird. Right now 

anyone going northbound on the trail has to exit the trail at Fred Kline Park onto 

Brookview, go over to McLaughlin, cross at the lights, then proceed up McLaughlin to 

just south of Wiliams Pkwy before joining the trail again. It would be much more 

enjoyable, picturesque, and far safer to have the trail follow the creek westward at 

Fred Kline park, under McLaughlin Road, and northward along the creek on a trail that 

connects to the existing trail just south of Williams Pkwy. 

• Preference:  “Green parking lots & bioretention initiatives” 

• Hard to choose - it's all so important and the vision is thorough.  In order of personal 

priority/interest: 

o “Green parking lots that capture, treat and infiltrate stormwater” - ESPECIALLY 

o “Valleyland plantings and butterfly meadows for natural habitat and reduced 

mowing” 

o “Management of invasive species to protect priority natural areas” 

o “Bioretention and other low impact development solutions” 

o “Shady paths and playgrounds for keeping cool at play and on the move” 

o “Green building design and landscaping at the recreation centre” 

 

Comments on Green Streets: 

 

• Think about root growth, trees are short-lived if there is limited space for roots 

• Don’t plant street trees under power lines 

• Will these bioswales be maintained? 

• Need a storm pond like the one in Mount Pleasant area 

• Kids playing soccer at Beatty-Fleming school, safety issue with balls rolling out onto 

street 

• Neighbourhood lighting needs improvement 

• Garbage trucks drop garbage as they drive through streets and it is not picked up 
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• Why have my streets trees not been replaced since the 2013 ice storm? My neighbours 

have received their replacement trees. 

• Why new programs when trees haven’t been replaced and people are still learning to 

properly use the new waste bins? 

• Queen and McLaughlin is a focal point – would like to see it beautified. May be improve 

the parking lots and modernize the area. More street gardens 

• I like all of these proposed actions a lot - this area should be a priority for the SNAP 

action plan. I would prioritize them something like this: 

1. “Sidewalk and crosswalk improvements” - a strong need for both new sidewalks 

that are missing in many locations, as well as new crossings - especially along 

McLaughlin Road, which has huge (1km) gaps without any pedestrian crossings. 

2. “Cycling network improvements” 

3. “Streetscape enhancements” 

4. “Street tree planting”  

5. “Boulevard bioswales” 

• Traffic calming should also be included as an action item - there are lots of possibilities 

in the neighbourhood. 

• If the action plan is serious about making transportation more sustainable, there 

should be some aspects that encourage transit use: 

o make sure people have information about transit options,  

o include potential improvements to transit routes through the neighbourhood,  

o walking routes should prioritize getting to the nearby Brampton GO station and 

Queen Street Zum,  

o as downtown Brampton is hopefully revitalized, there will be more destinations 

downtown (new university, new library, etc.) so routes should prioritize making it 

as easy and welcoming as possible to get there. 

• Actions should not encourage driving (as the "Green Streets" info board suggests) - 

the neighbourhood already has lots of amenities for driving, but is too often 

inhospitable for people to walk or get around other ways.  

• Streetscape enhancement - I am not interested in any of this if it impacts negatively 

on having 4 lanes of traffic available at all times for residents. Nobody obeys the 

current cycling laws/bylaws which prohibit bikes on sidewalks, so giving cyclists a safe 

lane to use is a good idea, but must not be at a loss to motorists.  Fully interested if no 

impact to motorists. 

• Streetscape enhancement - None of this addresses the issue of traffic on residential 

streets. Example Vodden St.W is a major cut through street, with terrible traffic that 

has a big impact on the residents and the environment. Perhaps implementing speed 

bumps should be incorporated into the streetscapes to make them safer for children to 

walk to school. 

• Potential Green Street is necessary for the Flowertown area. Lots of young families 

need greenspaces that are walking distance! 

• Preference:  Street tree planting & boulevard bioswales 

• In order of personal priority/interest: 
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o “Streetscape enhancement along major roads and pedestrian corridors for 

character and beauty” 

o “Boulevard bioswales and other low impact development retrofits for stormwater 

management” 

o “Street tree planting to fill gaps in the street tree canopy” 

Comments on Strong Schools: 

• Closer stormwater monitoring for creek that runs through Fred Kline + Chris Gibson 

parks 

• Warning system for local schools in case of flooding 

• More shade needed @ 2 Sunset Blvd schools (public + separate) 

• Build rain garden at Northwood Public School + Beatty Fleming Public School 

• Our Lady of Fatima school needs shade  

• Get schools to connect with their local community 

• School Travel Planning (great program!) 

• Outdoor environmental education in local neighbourhood parks 

• Butterfly gardens on school grounds to create a butterflyway across the neighbourhood 

(also outside of school grounds!) 

• What about educating specifically about climate change, and involving children in 

action projects, such as collecting water & air pollution data, plantings, etc? 

• In terms of "Strong Schools" - I don't think this should involve a "A learning 

environment protected from the impacts of climate change" - in part because this is 

increasingly impossible, and because ignoring the problem of climate change will not 

make it go away - our society is already pushing our children towards the destructive 

impacts of climate change - what we need to do is to teach children to fight back, 

through a variety of actions, including some of the action areas mentioned in this plan. 

Schools and kids should be not just "educated" but be directly involved in actions, and 

to be leaders in advocating for change in their communities. 

• I like this, however, continuous support beyond the school community & PDSB, for 

enhanced maintenance costs need to be found. 

• Preferences:  butterfly garden & school travel 

• Preferences:  Butterfly gardens and in-class environmental education. 

• In order of personal priority/interest: 

1. Butterfly gardens on school grounds to create a butterflyway across the 

neighbourhood (ESPECIALLY) 

2. Stream of Dreams murals and classroom learning about the watershed and creek 

3. In-class environmental education on nature, waste reduction and urban 

stormwater 

4. School travel planning to encourage children to walk to school for healthy living 
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Comments on Resilient Homes and Businesses: 

 

• Utilize green building materials to greater protect environment, improve productivity 

and health (i.e. LEED homes) - GAP lands need this 

• Many local houses already have lots of trees 

• Renovated my own house (house is 70 years old) – increased energy efficiency from 

46% -> 76%;  don’t have any other projects left to do, already have trees  

• Neighbours keep their houses nice 

• Local Brampton resident, Christy Sebastian, is interested in helping out and has 

experience working on City of London’s “Growing Naturally Home Water Audit 

Program”  

• Akeem Gardner is a social entrepreneur with an interest in affordable, green building   

(agardner@atlas365consulting.com).  He would like to get involved with green home 

info nights, site design services, green business presentations (i.e. attend or be a 

speaker) 

• How will you manage runoff from large commercial properties in the neighbourhood? 

• Train residents to keep drains at the bottom of their driveways clear of debris, 

snow/slush/leaves to prevent dangerous road ponding 

• Preferences: 

o Rainscaping workshops with a how-to manual for home stormwater projects 

o Naturescaping workshops 

o Site design services for commercial, industrial and multi-unit residential properties  

• Also very interested in energy conservation and water efficiency - information sessions 

would be okay, but I would prefer home visits, or even better funding for home energy 

conservation.  

• Sounds good. 

• Preference:  “green homes” 

• All great ideas. 

• Difficult to choose one over the other.  In order of personal priority/interest: 

o Site design services for commercial, industrial and multi-unit residential properties 

(Greening Corporate Grounds) 

o Hands-on garden care workshops on spring and fall maintenance practices 

o Naturescaping workshops on native plants and gardening for birds and pollinators 

(WITH LIST OF WHERE TO PURCHASE) 

o Rainscaping workshops with a how-to manual for home stormwater projects 

o Green business presentations on energy and water efficiency, pollution prevention 

and stormwater management 

 

mailto:agardner@atlas365consulting.com
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Comments on Active People: 

 

• Have more concerts in Rose Theatre for younger generation 

• Won't the trees survive better if planted by trained experts instead of volunteers? 

• Continuous path (walking and cycling) esp. by Fred Kline and Cowton Meadows – 

people shouldn't have to be on the road 

• Provide transit service on weekends 

• Community watch program is needed (issue with unknown cars parked) 

• Neighbourhood safety awareness workshop 

• I’m interested in volunteering opportunities 

• “Play in the Park” is a 2-hour children’s outdoor program at Chris Gibson Park in the 

summer.  During Environment Week, City staff attend and provide environmental 

programming.  Jessica Van Stockholm is Recreation Coordinator who plans and runs 

the program at Chris Gibson Rec Centre.  Andrew Koutsaris is a day camp program 

staff member. 

• How can I get involved? 

• Trail continuity is needed – along Fred Kline and Cowton Meadows. Shouldn’t have to 

get on the main road 

• More events in the neighbourhood would be nice to enjoy after work and reduce stress 

• Interested in forming neighbourhood association 

• All of these are great - Active People should be a priority area of the SNAP. If I have to 

pick only a few, they are: 

o Neighbourhood walking and cycling audits by local residents to identify 

improvements 

o Neighbourhood events 

o Neighbourhood association 

o Guided nature walks and outdoor play events 

o neighbourhood associations 

• All great ideas. 

• In order of personal priority/interest: 

o Neighbourhood association to engage neighbours in planning events and projects 

(ESPECIALLY) 

o Neighbourhood events (i.e. repair cafés, bike safety clinics, bbqs, movie nights, 

etc.) (ESPECIALLY) 

o Community garden and workshops on container gardening and growing food 

(ESPECIALLY) 

o Volunteer garden maintenance events for local residents, community groups and 

businesses 
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o Volunteer tree planting events for local residents, community groups and 

businesses 

o Volunteer creek and park clean-ups for local residents, community groups and 

businesses 

 

General Comments on Fletchers Creek SNAP: 

 

• Councillors-elect Rowena Santos and Paul Vicente attended and commented that the 

Draft Action Plan looked great and they would like to learn more about the project.  

They plan to set-up their own newsletters for the community and can be reached at:  

o Twitter: @paulvicente, @rowesantos 

o Facebook:  Paul Vicente Stand UP for Brampton, Rowena Santos Brampton 

• Andrew Burgess (Chris Gibson Recreation Supervisor) offered to help find space if 

building closes during renovation and construction. 

• Promote SNAP events at Fletchers Sport centre, Cassie Campbell as many local 

families use those centres because they are bigger and have more programs 

• Start with education and awareness type events and programs to implement most of 

this action plan – people want to learn about general issues 

• Interesting community engagement event – enjoyed looking at the panels and the way 

they are designed 

• Action plan is really interesting, great, easy to ready through 

• Would like more awareness about Fletchers Creek itself 

• Buddhist Temple and Convent at McMurchy and Queen want to plant 

ceremonial/memorial trees;  only speak Vietnamese, translator would be needed;  

contact Brampton Lighthouse Program Coordinator for more information 

• Connect with CV/Metrolinx – would like to see them put in $$ and energy to beautify 

the neighbourhood. The rail line is the reason for disconnection in the neighbourhood 

• Want to learn how to take action to keep community safe and be safe 

• This is so exciting! 

• So glad to be a part of the community 

• This is a great project 

• This is amazing work 

• Councillors have not responded to emails in the past 
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• City has not taken action when complaints sent (i.e. clean-up snow and litter around 

the streets) 

• This is a great plan – will send both new councillors email in support for this project 

• Love Brampton and everything about it! 

• Neighbourhood clean-up would be very successful if ended with a big BBQ 

• Kodak plant closed down many years ago – has that impacted Fletchers Creek water 

quality? 

• What would be contributing to the runoff ending up in Fletchers Creek within SNAP 

area? 

• Any stormwater management ponds in the area? Any plans to put in a new one in the 

SNAP area? 

• Why is the creek in such poor health? Who is responsible? 

• Who will pay for these proposed projects? 

• Very impressive! Even the small projects and ideas are great to get the community 

excited and build support for future projects 

• Share SNAP project on Brampton website – couldn’t find it there. It would bring more 

weight to the project. 

• What will be done about flood protection? Heard about the work being done by TRCA 

in downtown Brampton  

• Background Panel 4 [Action Plan Concept] and Action Panel 2 & 4 [Green Streets & 

Resilient Homes and Businesses] are crucial for the growth of Brampton and will 

increase demand for living in Brampton. 

• There are a lot of great ways for the community to get involved in environmental 

activities. The goals are general enough for the public to understand and it’s wonderful 

to see engagement at the individual, school and community level. Consider engaging 

groups that may be seeking opportunities to volunteer, steward spaces or have their 

own set of “deliverables” to meet: 

o Indigenous community 

o Youth 

o Faith-based groups 

o Neighbourhood families (we find that many parents are looking for ways to help 

the environment together) 

• It's very comprehensive. I like that it encourages community & business involvement. 

• The education components are key to spreading the word. 

• Well done!  I look forward to helping. 

• [From homeowner on Dusty Lane].  Just wondering if the project will realign the storm 

sewer that opens in our backyard. It is from the parking lot across the road on Dusty 
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lane. We are a bit worried for potential flooding of our property.  Thank you for getting 

back with information about this issue. 

• Any measure that connects people in a neighbourhood will have the most lasting 

impact for the lowest investment. Buy-in is the hardest sell for something that does 

not have direct, immediate benefit for us pampered North Americans (like urban 

environmental renewal).  

• RELATIONSHIP is the antidote. Building relationship between members of a community 

puts a personal face on issues and shifts priorities. It also gets us suburbanites out of 

our private caves and active with issues and events which then fuel and deepen our 

commitment. As those issues gain public prominence other people jump on the 

bandwagon just because everyone else is (it becomes the cool thing to do). 
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